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SUMMARY
The present work aims at improving Diesel engine specific fuel 
consumption, making use of variable geometry turbochargers. The thesis 
divides itself into two parts the common link being variable geometry 
turbochargers. The first part is concerned with the design, development 
and testing of a variable geometry compressor / incorporating a vaneless 
diffuser of varying exit width. The second part is concerned with the use 
of a variable geometry turbocharger, in conjunction with an engine manage­
ment system also operating on injection timing and charge air temperature, 
as a means of optimising engine performance when using fuels of varying 
quality.
The compressor used for parti..was tested at two high speeds and 
results presented. Three different compressor configurations were built 
and tested on an existing test rig, which was capable of detecting surge 
on the compressor. One of the three devices was discarded at an early 
stage, as poor performance was found. The other two devices were run with 
three different restrictions. At the highest compressor speed both devices 
gave similar performance results whilst at the lower speed one of the 
devices gave better improvement over the other. Further tests were perform­
ed on the engine, simulating variable geometry with a series of plates. The 
engine results were not very good with power being improved at low engine 
speed but at the expense of specific fuel consumption.
The second part utilised variable geometry turbocharging,charge 
air temperature and fuel injection timing as a means of optimising engine 
performance when using fuel of varying quality. Results for four different 
fuel qualities are presented, at six engine conditions. For each fuel and 
condition a baseline and optimum is obtained. For low engine speeds of 
800rpm and 1190rpm sfc is improved and at a higher engine speed of 1500rpm 
improvements are greater as load increases. A maximum improvement in sfc 
of 7.06% is noticed at maximum speed and load. An investigation into the 
Simplex method of optimisation of a function is presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The diesel engine is one of the most efficient prime movers available 
for power production and possibly the most versatile. It is for these two 
reasons that extensive research is carried out into this field of 
- engineering.
The need for improved engine efficiency and power to weight ratio, 
because of increasing fuel oil prices and economic demands, has led to 
many new ideas on engine design and development.
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1.1 GENERAL BACKGROUND TO TURBOCHARGING
1.1.1 ENGINE TORQUE REQUIREMENTS (1,2)*
From an automotive haulage vehicle point of view the ideal torque 
curve for the engine, as seen in figure 1.1, is one of rising torque with 
decreasing speed. This implies that if the vehicle is travelling at a 
speed 'x', with the engine providing maximum torque at this speed, any 
increase in torque can only be achieved by a decrease in engine speed;to 
maintain constant power. If an increasing torque is not available the 
power will drop and hence it will be necessary to change down a gear to 
maintain the same power.
The ability of an engine to increase torque as engine speed 
decreases is termed "torque back-up".
This is defined as:-
Peak torque - Rated torque
--------. * 100 (percent)
Rated torque
It is related to a percentage of engine speed.
ie' Speed at Peak torque , 10Q (percent)
Speed at rated torque
Hence an engine with high percentage torque back-up at a low 
percentage of engine speed is sought.
From fig. 1.2 it can be seen that the torque curve for a naturally 
aspirated engine is reasonably flat whilst falling away at low speeds.
To overcome the problem of lack of torque back-up it is necessary to have 
a geared transmission system with many gear ratios. Fig. 1.3 shows how 
constant power, or rising torque with decreasing road speed, can be 
obtained.
* numbers in parentheses refers to references at end of thesis
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Much research has gone into improving the torque back-up of engines, 
and into complete transmission systems which produce constant power with 
the minimum of gear changes (3).
1.1.2 TURBOCHARGING SYSTEMS AND ENGINE PERFORMANCE
To improve the output power or torque back-up of a specific size of 
engine without having to increase its size, it is common practice to 
turbocharge. The turbocharger uses some of the exhaust gas energy, which 
is expanded through a small gas turbine. The wheel of the turbine is 
coupled, directly, to a compressor wheel which supplies the engine with 
a greater density of charge air than is possible with a naturally aspirated 
engine.
The greater charge density within the engine cylinder prior to 
combustion allows a greater amount of fuel to be supplied. Hence the output 
power of the engine can be increased. Turbocharging does not necessarily 
improve the specific fuel consumption (sfc) of the engine, due mainly to the 
increased pumping work losses through the turbine.
The main advantages of turbocharging are that it gives rise to 
cheaper, lighter, more powerful and quieter engines. Some of the dis­
advantages include the added complexity of a turbocharger which rotates 
at a relatively high speed, when compared to engine speed, in a very hot 
environment of exhaust gases. Turbo-lag is another problem especially during 
transients, when the charge air density does not increase as rapidly as the 
increased amount of fuel in the cylinder. This can lead to black smoke 
being exhausted during rapid load changes. Research has been performed 
(ref. 4) to reduce the smoke generation during transients.
1.1.2.1 EFFECT UPON PERFORMANCE
The effect of a turbocharger on the performance of a typical auto­
motive diesel engine, for truck application can be seen in fig. 1.4 .
The maximum power of the naturally aspirated engine is 135 KW as compared
to 190 KW for the turbocharged version/ that is an improvement of some 
40% in power for the same engine size. To achieve this improvement with 
a naturally aspirated engine it would be necessary to use a larger engine, 
increasing cost and giving lower power to weight ratio.
The torque or Brake Mean Effective Pressure (BMEP), which is a measure 
of the work output for a given swept volume or cylinder capacity, is 
obviously greater for the turbocharged version. The turbocharged version 
gives a rising torque with decreasing engine speed, reaching a peak for 
this engine at 1200 rpm. At low engine speeds smoke dictates how much fuel 
can be injected into the cylinder % Hence torque reduces as fuel input is 
reduced. The torque back-up for the turbocharged version is quite good.
The naturally aspirated engine on the other hand has a flat torque curve 
giving little or no torque back-up.
The example shown in fig. 1.4 is for a turbocharger which is matched 
to the engine at peak torque, this matching process being necessary 
because the efficient flow range of the turbocharger is not sufficiently 
wide to give good turbine or compressor efficiencies across the whole 
engine speed range. From fig. 1.5 the compressor operating map, it can 
be seen that the most efficient region of the map is over the peak torque 
on the torque curve. The low engine speeds on the operating line are seen 
to be in poor efficiericy area of the conpressor map. The same can be said 
for high engine speeds. This type of match is suited to automotive use 
where high peak torques and good torque back-up is required. When the 
operating range of the engine is more limited such as in power generation 
where the emphasis is on constant speed constant load, then the turbocharger 
is matched for best efficiency at this speed and load.
When matching a marine engine to a turbocharger the propeller 
law determines the torque curve for operation. It is fortunate that this type 
of matching is suited to the turbocharged engine (fig. 1.6a ) since the 
compressor pressure ratio rises with the engine speed as well as load. 
Variable pitch propellers have a different torque curve as is seen in 
fig 1.6b which in effect shows an envelope of propeller curves and 
requiring a compressor map of greater flow range to cope with the reduced
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surge margin, which otherwise would lead to unstable running of the 
compressor.
1.1.3 TURBINES (5,6) .
7
Turbines' in small turbochargers are normally of the radial inflow 
type/their main application being in the truck and automotive field. The 
added cost and reducing efficiency of small axial flow turbines limits 
their use to larger turbocharger application such as marine engines.
A typical radial inflow turbine build is shown in fig. 1.7. The 
volute or scroll is used to deliver the exhaust gases (typically at 500- 
700°C) to the nozzles in a uniform manner. The turbine can be vaneless to 
allow for improved flow range although at the cost of peak efficiency.
The gases enter the impeller with reduced pressure and increased kinetic 
energy, energy transfer taking place in the rotor. This energy allowing for 
mechanical losses in the turbocharger bearings, is used to compress air in 
the compressor. The efficient transfer of energy from the hot exhaust gases 
to the turbine without the penalty of a high back pressure on the engine 
is essential.
a) Exhaust Gas Utilisation (7,8,9)
There are two distinct methods of utilising the energy of the 
unsteady gas flow from the cylinders. They are termed 'constant pressure' 
and ' pulse' operation.
b) Constant Pressure Turbocharqinq (10)
Large volume constant pressure manifolds are most suitable for engines 
operating for long periods at constant speed and medium to high loads, 
where transients are not a major consideration.
In this arrangement the exhaust gases of all the cylinders are piped 
into a common receiver so that the pressure pulses are smoothed out.
From here the gas is passed to the turbine at a nearly constant pressure. 
The steady flow of gases and the use of a single entry turbine improve 
overall turbine efficiency and reduce co^ts.
c) Pulse Turbocharginq (11)
Constant pressure, turbocharging does not: convert, the high kinetic 
I energy of the blowdown period to static pressure. Pulse turbocharging 
utilises the pulse kinetic energy by using compact manifold, pipes " 
connected to the turbine, fig. 1.8 shows typical pressure pulses at the 
exhaust outlet for three cylinders. It can be seen that the flow into the 
turbine is highly unsteady. When the pressure wave arrives at the turbine 
inlet the turbine accelerates and when the wave decreases the turbine 
decelerates. It is difficult to design a turbine which will operate 
efficiently under these conditions, although if this unsteady flow could be 
smoothed,out and yet the same energy recovered, improvements could be made. 
It is possible to reduce flow unsteadiness by connecting the narrow exhuast 
pipes from several cylinders to a conmon turbine. The pulses from the other 
cylinders can be used partly to overcome the acceleration and deceleration 
of the turbine, by connecting the pulses from appropriate cylinders.
The cylinders whose exhaust valve openings do not overlap, since 
otherwise: the high pressure part of one pulse might interfere with the 
low pressure part of another pulse, are connected to a common manifold.
For 3 six cylinder engine two groups of three cylinders are connected to 
seperate half manifolds which in turn are joined to a twin entry turbine. •• 
With careful choice of cylinders grouped together with a common manifold 
and good exhaust design it is possible to obtain high turbine efficiencies.
Pulse turbocharging is used for applications where transient response 
is important. The inherent advantage of not having to fill a large manifold, 
as is the case with the constant pressure system, allows a faster build up 
of turbocharger speed and boost for increased fuel.
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d) Pulse Converters (12)
The need to turbocharge two or four cylinder engines often arises. 
Constant pressure turbocharging with sufficiently damped manifolds can 
be used, but for part load performance pressure build up is slow and energy 
utilisation poor. When pulse turbocharging is used pulse interference can 
be severe due to overlapping exhaust periods. In such cases it is necessary 
to use a pulse converter. This is a nozzle arrangement which attempts to 
prevent pulse interference and maximises the available blowdown energy 
(see fig. 1.9), by ejector action.
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1.1.4 VARIABLE GEOMETRY TURBINES (13,14,15/16,17)
Variable geometry turbines have been researched extensively due to their 
ability to utilise exhaust gas energy more effectively, particularly with 
respect to improved engine torque back-up at low engine speeds.
Many designs have been used to vary the turbine goemetry, the most 
commonly used method is to vary the angle of the turbine inlet nozzles. 
Rotating the nozzles changes nozzle throat area and flow angle. Figure 1.10 
shows the areas which can be acted upon to vary turbine geometry.
The exit area does not lend itself easily to change as any adjustment 
would basically throttle the flow, the resultant pressure, drop leading to 
an irrecoverable loss of available energy. Variation of the tongue area 
is a cheap and simple method for varying geometry. Figure 1.11 shows 
various methods of varying the tongue area. This method of varying 
geometry is conrnonly used for vaneless turbines.
Volute exit area control as a variable geometry device is comnonly 
used only for nozzled turbines where flow angle is important. Controlling 
volute exit area and still retaining the nozzles has been the focus 
of much research in the past, because of its ability to maintain flow 
angle yet reduce nozzle throat area. Two main methods are shown in fig. 1.12
The first, a pivoted nozzle ring device, allows each nozzle to rotate, 
thereby altering flow angle and throat area. Fig. 1.13 shows the variation 
of turbine efficiency with flow angle. The turbine efficiency can be seen 
to decrease rapidly at low vane angles. The useful range of this turbine 
nozzle arrangement is no more than twenty degrees but it would be sufficient 
to keep turbine efficiency satisfactory over the range of most engine 
applications. An important factor with any nozzle arrangement is the 
efficiency drop due to leakage through the nozzle clearance, which increases • 
as nozzle angle is reduced.
The other method which is used for the present work is shown in 
fig. 1.12, where the nozzle vanes are maintained and nozzle passage width 
reduced using a ring sleeve. Slots are machined in the ring sleeve which
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match the vane positions such that axial movement of the ring sleeve 
reduces nozzle passage width. Although the problem of leakage is reduced 
for this design, there are problems with expansion losses associated 
with the difference of passage width and rotor tip width. As restriction 
is increased the passage width then becomes smaller than the rotor tip 
width causing expansion losses.
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1.2 THE PRESENT RESEARCH PROJECT —  PART 1
The present research project divides itself into two parts, related 
to each other, through the common use of a variable geometry turbocharger.
Part 1 is concerned with the design, development and testing of a
turbocharger compressor incorporating a variable geometry vaneless 
diffuser and an assessment of its performance potential when used, in 
conjucntion with an existing variable geometry turbine on a truck engine
Part 2 is concerned with the use of the variable geometry turbocharger,
in conjunction with an engine management system also operating on injection
timing and charge air temperature, as a means of optimizing engine 
performance when using fuels of variable quality.
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1.2,1 COMPRESSORS
The compressor used for the present work is a radial outflow compressor 
shown in fig. 1.14. The impeller wheel is approximately lOOnni diameter and 
is suitable for diesel engines of upto 200 KW output and boost pressure 
ratio of upto 2.5 : 1 (18)
The principle of operation is such that work delivered through the 
turbine and turbocharger shaft, to the compressor impeller gives an increase 
in total pressure. This is seen in fig. 1.15 where total enthalpy rise 
between inlet 1 and outlet 05 is equivalent to h05-h01. This energy 
transfer is due to rotor work on the entering air. Fran this H/s diagram 
it is possible to see the process.
Acceleration in the inducer gives a drop in static pressure from 00 to 
1, the process not being isentropic. From point 1 the air is accelerated 
by the impeller to static pressure p2. The design of the impeller is 
critical to. this operation since 50% of the static pressure rise in the 
whole stage can occur here (ref. 19). The impeller has to transfer energy 
to the fluid efficiently and also diffuse relative velocity as efficiently 
as possible. The number of blades and the hub and the shroud profiles are all 
important to ensure smooth flow distribution in the impeller channel. 
Backswept blades can be employed to reduce the absolute Mach number at 
outlet. The higher the isentropic efficiency of the impeller the higher 
the value of the exit kinetic energy C2/2, ie. the energy available for 
diffusion. Isentropic flow is indicated by l-05s bn the diagram.
Ihe outlet velocity of the air from the impeller gained from the 
work input has to be diffused as efficiently as possible in the rest 
of the stage, with emphasis placed on minimum final velocity and maximum 
final pressure. From fig. 1.14 it can be seen that the remainder of the 
stage includes a gap, a diffuser and a volute in which much development 
work has been carried out to improve the diffusion processes.
The diffuser in a radial compressor is either vaned or vaneless.
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The advantage of a vaned diffuser, which consists of an annulus 
of angled blades is that it gives, a better stage efficiency due to 
more efficient diffusion processes and lower total presure losses.
Path length and hence friction losses are reduced. The main disadvantage 
is the reduced flow range due to the angle at the vanes being fixed 
resulting in changes in impeller outlet velocities leading to losses 
being incurred.
The vaneless diffuser, which works by flow area increase reduces 
the radial component of velocity while conserving angular momentum. This 
in turn reduces tangential component of velocity with increasing radius. 
This device is far more tolerant to changes in operating conditions 
and has a greater flow range (see fig 1.16). Since the flow path is 
not constrained it takes a longer path which increases friction effects 
and hence leads to a drop in efficiency. This wider flow range is suitable 
for engine applications where the range of operating conditions is wide. 
Vaned diffusers are suitable for constant power applications such as 
power generation where the engine speed range is limited.
The pressure rise across the compressor can be seen from fig 1.17 
with point 5 as the static pressure indicated at outlet. At this point 
the air still has a component of velocity at C5 which if further diffused 
would give an increase in static pressure. This extra diffusion will 
lead to improved stage efficiency. Diffusion of this component of velocity 
was researched (ref 20 ). Although improvements were not found, other 
benefits such as a reduction in surge intensity, are possible.
1.2.1. a VARIABLE GEOMETRY COMPRESSORS ,(21 )
The improvements gained through variable geometry turbines are 
mainly higher torque backup for the engine and better transient response 
of the turbocharger.
The inevitable consequence of this greater flexibility is the need 
for a compressor with a wider operating flow range free from surge and
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with a broader spread of good efficiencies. Fig 1.18 shows the effect 
of matching the variable geometry turbine for peak torque and maximum 
power. The figure shows an extreme case; a compressor with higher 
pressure ratio design would be better matched to the application and 
improve sfc.
Difficulties arise in the case of matching for uprated torque.
The demand for a wider compressor flow range resulting from the use 
of a variable geometry turbine may be met by incorporating a variable/ 
geometry compressor. A projected variable geometry compressor map for 
- a small turbocharger can be seen in fig. 1.19. The map at all pressure ratios 
has been widened, and that the surge mass flow parameter (mfp) has moved 
to the left. The shift to the left of the efficiency islands has improved 
the efficiency at the operating points. It would now be possible to 
improve the torque at low speed without entering surge. It is also 
possible to run at higher pressure ratios which would be beneficial 
at higher altitudes.
1.2.1 .b VARIABLE GEOMETRY TECHNIQUES
Many methods have been tried to implement variable compressor geometry.
Early methods using variable inlet guide vanes (ref 22 ) showed 
that improvements in surge margin can be made by varying the prewhirl 
angle.
The next stage of development was to improve the diffuser and volute 
section of the compressor where fifty percent of the static pressure 
rise can occur.
The method of varying compressor geometry using the diffuser depends 
upon whether the compressor is vaneless or vaned. As mentioned vaned 
diffusers do not give as wide a map as vaneless diffusers because of 
incidence losses due to mismatch of velocity angles from the exit of 
the impeller. However, it is possible (ref 23 ) to vary the angles of 
the blades to improve compressor performance. Fig 1.20 gives an indication 
of the possible extent of surge line shift. The added complexity, and
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hence price, of variable vaned mechanisms limits the use of these devices 
to research engines and special production engines, although this might 
change as higher B.M.E.P. levels are demanded for the same size of engine'.
The variable geometry scheme used for this present project was 
to vary the exit width of the vaneless diffuser. Since the vaneless 
diffuser works on the principle of reducing the radial component of 
velocity by area increase it is possible to control the amount of diffusion 
by controlling width and hence area increase. Much work has been performed 
at Bath (ref 24 ) which varies the diffuser exit width by using steps 
or continuous reduction on either the hub or the shroud side of the 
diffuser, ltie results showed that the shroud side gave greater improvements 
in surge suppression and that from a practical point of view a stepped 
restriction gave better results than a continuous reduction.
Since surge is a major flow limitation it should be defined. When 
the mass flowrate through a compressor is reduced while maintaining 
a constant pressure ratio, a point arises at which local flow reversal 
occurs in the boundaries. This results in a low efficiency but not 
necessarily in instability. If the flowrate is further reduced, complete 
reversal occurs. This will relieve the adverse pressure gradient until 
a new flow regime at a lower pressure ratio is established the flow 
will then build up again to the initial condition and thus flow instability 
will continue at a fixed frequency (ref 23 ).
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1.3 THE: PRESENT RESEARCH PROJECT —  PART 2
1.3.1 ENGINE OPTIMISATION FOR VARIABLE QUALITY FUELS
Hie second and quite separate part of the work to be described 
in this thesis was to investigate the use of variable geometry turbochargers 
as a means of reducing the adverse effects of burning poor quality fuels 
in Marine Diesel engines. The existing truck type Diesel engine with 
its facilities for varying not only turbine geometry, but also injection 
timing and charge air temperature was used as a convenient test engine. 
However, the fuel used was automotive gas oil (AGO) with varying proportions 
of cetane degraders in the form of aromatic light cycle oil (LCO).
The work is part of a major project, suported by many industrial 
participants (ref 25 )/ aimed at adopting marine engines to the use of 
variable quality fuels. Residual fuel oils commercialy available for 
bunkering are stocked to no rigorous specification. Marine engines thus 
have to accept the variable quality of these fuels, usually with substantial 
changes in engine performance. A shipowner will purchase the cheapest 
fuel available, which is within fuel specification for the ship, to keep 
costs to a minimum. However, with poorer fuels, the engine may suffer a 
deterioration in fuel consumption and reliability. There may also be a 
problem with poor part load operation especially in the port where idling 
is required and starting may present further problems with poor quality 
fuel.
A solution to this would be to introduce stringent tests to bring 
all bunkering fuel to within tight specificatons. This is difficult to 
achieve because co-operation of all the worlds oil producing nations 
would be required thereby inevitably increasing the cost of the fuel (26).
A more pratical solution would be to improve the engine design such 
that the quality of combustion can be controlled.
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1.3.2. PROBLEMS WITH DEGRADED FUEL
Automotive Gas Oil (AGO) or Diesel has a minimum- cetane number 
of 50 (ref. 27 ). The fuels, available today for marine bunkering 
have much lower cetane numbers and many other undesirable physical and 
chemical properties. Cetane number is an indication of ignition quality, 
hence the lower the cetane index the poorer is the ignition quality.
Fig 1.21 shows a typical heat release diagram for a common fuel.
As the fuel is injected heat is abstracted from the compressed air. The 
time between initial injection and the start of combustion or ignition 
of the fuel, is known as ignition delay; for a degraded fuel this ignition 
delay is longer. The longer the ignition delay the more time available 
for physical preparation of the fuel, hence a greater amount of fuel 
is initially burnt. As a result of this greater initial mass of fuel 
ready for burning, there is a much higher initial rate of pressure rise 
within the combustion chamber especially for degraded fuel (ref 30 ).
Any pressure changes in the combustion chamber are transmitted 
as stress changes throughout the crank mechanism and crankshaft.
The later burning due to longer ignition delay will also lead 
to increasing exhaust temperature and to deteriorating emmisions.
The increased exhaust temperature may lead to the exhaust valve 
burning before the end of the expected design life, and to increased 
coking of all components between service intervals.
The fuel in its liquid form may in itself present problems. Poor 
lubrication of fuel pump and injectors results from the use of fuels 
with higher viscosity or fuels with higher particulate concentration.
There could also be corrosion of fuel injection equipment if the fuel 
is left within the fuel injection equipment for any length of time (28,29).
1.3.3 METHODS OF IMPROVING FUEL COMBUSTION
(a) VARIABLE GEOMETRY TURBOCHARGERS
These devices have been described in detail earlier 
variable geometry turbines may not inmediately be thought 
application nevertheless such turbines will be developed 
as a means of giving greater efficiency and flexibility.
Marine engines usually operate over a narrow speed and load range,as 
ready described. If variable quality fuels are used there will be long 
ignition delays and late burning with associated reliability problems.
The use of a variable geometry turbine to utilise exhaust energy to 
increase turbocharger speed and hence compressor boost/ increases air 
density and hence air fuel ratio for inproved burning. This may not 
necessarily lead to improved sfc . but the increased boost pressure 
and air density will reduce ignition delay and instantaneous firing 
pressure will be reduced with consequent reductions in wear.
Variable geometry compressors working in association with variable 
geometry turbines, reinforce the benefits of higher boost in terms of 
inproved combustion characteristics.
The problem with most variable geometry turbochargers is that their 
design is not simple and reliability may be a problem.
(b) CHARGE AIR TEMPERATURE CONTROL
Charge air temperature is a simpler means of controlling combustion 
quality. Either by heating or cooling the charge air. There are not 
many moving parts with this method since sea water or engine coolant 
water can be used. The control system is subject to a similar reliability 
factor as for turbocharger control, but this is a problem encountered 
with all forms of electronic engine control.
The benefits of charge air cooling are the increase in the density 
of the air in the cylinder, with resultant increased air fuel ratio.
(section 1.1.4) 
of for marine 
in the future
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Charge air cooling is most effectively used in conjunction with variable 
geometry turbocharger devices which increase boost pressure and temperature, 
this increased boost temperature partly offsetting the benefits gained 
from increased pressure.
Charge air heating, although producing the opposite effect of cooling, 
helps improve combustion under light load conditions by increasing the 
evaporation of the fuel droplets, thus reducing ignition delay.
(c) FUEL INJECTION CONTROL
Injection timing is an important parameter when controlling combustion 
quality. It is used as a means of controlling the start of fuel- injection 
and where the peak on the heat release diagram occurs. It is also possible 
by controlling fuel injection timing to advance timing to limit late 
burning.
Another method of improving injection is to have higher injection 
pressures thereby increasing atomisation, or two stage injection where 
a small amount of fuel is injected into the cylinder prior to the main 
injection to increase pressure and temperature (ref. 31 ).
Any of these three methods of improving combustion of poor quality 
fuels can be installed for any application. To gain greatest improvements 
in reliability and fuel consumption a facility for combining these three 
methods must be found. The problem of using three variables for different 
fuels is that for each engine operating point, and for any fuel, the 
three variables will have different values.
A method of optimising these three control variables, for any com­
bination of engine operating conditions and fuel is sought.
The present work is to investigate the effect of optimising these 
three variables on engine performance and on maximum rate of cylinder 



















Figure 1.1 Torque curve for a constant power engine
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Fig 1XI Turbine efficiency versus flow angle
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Fig. 1.17 Static pressure rise 
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PART 1 INVESTIGATION OF VARIABLE GEOMETRY TURBOCHARGER COMPRESSORS 
CHAPTER 2 THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE EFFECT OF VARIABLE TURBINE AND 
COMPRESSOR GEOMETRY ON ENGINE PERFORMANCE
2.1 INTRODUCTION
A theoretical study, using a simulation program for internal combustion 
engines (S.P.I.C.E.) (ref 33 ), was undertaken to see if benefits could 
be gained from variable geometry compressors.
The program SPICE represents the engine as a series of control volumes, 
junctions and shafts. The linking together of these three elements 
is controlled by the input data file such that many engine systems can' 
be simulated (see fig. 2.1).
Using the principles of conservation of energy, chemical species and 
mass conservation it is possible to construct-differential equations for 
stagnation temperature, fuel-air ratio and mass within each control volume.
The differential equations which result can then be coupled and 
solved at discrete (one degree angle) time steps for several cycles 
until an energy balance is found.
Initial values for fuel-air ratio, pressure and temperatures for
each control volume are given in the data file.
The ability of the program to represent the engine as a system
of linked thermodynamic control volumes allows great flexibility for 
simulating various systems. Control volumes representing standard engine 
characteristics (bore/stroke ratio, valve size and lift, turbocharger 
match etc) are easily simulated but many standard devices can readily 
be added for theoretical study, eg. variable geometry compressors and 
turbines.
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2.2 INPUT DATA FOR PROGRAM SPICE
The system of volumes, junctions and shafts used to simulate a 
six cylinder turbocharged engine is seen in fig. 2.1.
The standard configuration has a compressor supplying a simple 
inlet manifold with a twin entry turbine being supplied by a divided 
exhaust manifold, each exhaust manifold supplying one entry of the turbine.
The data file for this configuration can be seen in fig. 2.2.
The relevant data for the Leyland TL11 engine can be seen in table 2.1 
A complete description of engine geometry is seen in appendix 1
The program is run at one degree intervals for six to nine cycles 
such that cycle to cycle variations are minimal.
2.2.1 HEAT RELEASE DATA SETS
A heat release set is included in the input data file for the cylinders 
only (ie. combustion). The model used is based on a correlation due 
to Watson and Marzouk (ref34 ). Five arguments are given for 
this model/viz.static injection timing, duration of injection, calorific 
value, mass of fuel injected and length of fuel pipe.
) The combustion correlation due to Watson and Marzouk (ref. 34 )
represents fuel burning rate as two cumulative functions, viz.a pre- 
mixed combustion function and a slower diffusion burning function (see 
fig. .2.3). This correlation gives the characteristic spike prior to 
diffusion burning leading to a more representative predictions of heat 
release than earlier simpler correlations based on a single function.
The method for determining the fuel burning rate is to use constants 
derived from experimental data, resulting in the following relationship:-
FBR = B fx (T) + (1 - B) • f2(T)
where fi = premixed burning function
f2 = diffusion burning function
B = phase proportionality factor (proportion 
of fuel burnt in premixed spike).
fx and f2 are given as
fx (T) = Ci.C2.T(Cl_1).(l-TCl..)C2_1
and f2 (T) = C3.C4.T^C^_P . “c3*tC4
The functions fx(T) and f2(T) are dependent upon the "C" constants, 
which are found from experimental data. The constants determined 
for a Leyland, direct injection high swirl engine by Watson and 
Marzouk were found to be
Cx = 2.0 + 1.25x10-8.( I D / 0 . 006)2*4
C2 = 5000
C3 = 2.546 TAFR^*644
C4 = 0.791 C3°*248 
where ID =■ ignition delay 
and TAFR = trapped air fuel ratio.
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The expression used to determine the ignition delay at any condition 
is that of Wolfer (ref 35) and is given as
, , , *ID = K . e (msec) or (degree)
M a
Where Pm and Tm are the charge mean pressure and temperature respectively 
and a,C and K are constants determined from experimental correlations.
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2.2.2. HEAT TRANSFER DATA SET (REF36 )
To account for heat transfer from the cylinders a data set is included 
which predicts heat transfer using one of two methods.
i
The first method represents the chamber as a series of areas, heat 
transfer .occurring from each area, for which size and surface temperature 
have to be specified initially. The surface temperature given does not 
change throughout the whole cycle, so that gas to wall heat transfer 
for the cycle can readily be computed, given a suitable heat transfer 
correlation, such as that of Woschni (ref 37).
The second method represents different parts of the chamber wall 
as a series of thermal resistance. Up to ten regions are allowed and 
thermal equilibrium is found during simulation by updating wall temperatures 
at .the end of each cycle on the basis of balancing gas to wall heat transfer 
against wall-to-coolant heat transfer.
'The thermal resistance model used for heat transfer from the combust­
ion chamber is shown in fig. 2.4. The chamber is surrounded by five elements 
viz. piston head, cylinder head and a cylinder liner of 3 sections. Each 
element has a specific geometry, conductivity and coolant side heat transfer 
coefficient.These values are shown in table 2.2 .
2.2.3 VALVE DATA SETS
The effective valve area is represented as a series of numbers.
Each valve area is associated with a corresponding crank angle, such that 
correct instantaneous valve timing is obtained. Both inlet and exhaust 
valve area are given. The valve lift for both valves is given in figure 
2.5, the effective area being found from the equation given in the figure 
It is possible to vary valve timhg, duration and area using scaling factors 
within the valve data sets.
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2.2.4 INITIAL CONDITIONS
Initial pressures, temperatures and fuel air ratios in each control 
volume are required to start the calculations, these are continuously 
changed throughout the program run as the differential equations are 
solved step-by-step.
Initial shaft speeds for engine and turbocharger are given as data 
together with turbocharger speed, the latter being allowed to find a final 
equilibrium value after several cycles.
2.2.5 TURBOCHARGER DATA FILES
The turbine and compressor are represented as a numerical arrays, 
ensuring that the turbocharger is simulated well if the operating charact­
eristics are known.
The compressor map can be seen in fig. 2.6 and the relevant data 
is shown in fig. 2.7. The data is given as a number of small arrays, 
one for each compressor speed. Each array contains pressure ratio, 
mass flow parameter mjt/p and compressor efficiency at specific speeds. 
The turbocharger speed and pressure ratio are used to obtain mass flow 
parameter and compressor efficiency, via interpolation.
The turbine map (figures 2.8 and 2.9) is represented similarly 
with pressure ratio and turbocharger speed being used to obtain mass 
flow parameter and efficiency, As for the compressor-scaling factors 
are included in both data files to allow mass flow parameter, pressure 
ratio, efficiency and speed to be varied.
These scaling factors are used for variable geometry work.
A satisfactory match is assumed to have been achieved when a power 
balance of plus or minus five per cent is obtained, ie, when the power 




Before any study of the benefits of variable geometry compressors 
could be undertaken, it was necessary to simulate experimental baseline 
results such that heat transfer and heat release models could be verified. 
The baseline was taken as the engine matched with a standard compressor 
and turbine. Results from previous work (ref. 38 ) were available for 
the limiting torque curve with this turbocharger match.
The fuelling per shot used is that found from experimental data, 
such that a direct comparison with computational results could be made.
If the calorific value for the fuel is known this procedure ensures 
equal energy input for experiment and simulation.
From figure 2.10, which compares experimental and simulation results 
for the baseline match, the fuelling remains flat at speeds of 1200rpm 
and above. Below this speed the smoke opacity limits dictate reduction 
of the amount of fuel injected per shot, smoke increases being caused 
be excessive fuelling under the low boost pressures from the compressor 
at low engine speeds.
Fig 2.10 shows that the specific fuel comsumption (sfc) is predicted 
higher than the experimentally obtained values except at 2000rpm amd 
2100rpm. The greatest difference is found at 800rpm where predicted 
sfc is 2.7% greater than the baseline.
The general shape of the two curves is very similar reaching a 
minimum at the same engine speed of 1400rpm. The accuracy of prediction 
of sfc could be improved by tuning the heat release and heat transfer 
models but this is time consuming and unnecessary for the present work, 
which aims at finding trends when a variable geometry compressor is 
used.
The power curve is that expected for a turbocharged engine. The 
predicted values of power are slightly lower due to the increased sfc 
values. The maximum power from the experimental engine? is found to 
be 191.3KW, and is predicted correctly by the simulation.
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The Brake Mean Effective Pressure (B.M.E.P.) curves are similar, 
with a maximum at 1400rpm. Belov/ 1200rpm the curve drops away as fuel 
is reduced due to smoke limits.
The maximum cylinder pressure for the simulation is consistently 
higher by 15 to 20 bar when compared to the experimental values. The 
c assumed static timing was -16 degrees BTDC for the simulation as against 
-22 degrees BTDC for the experimental run. In spite of adopting this 
more retarded timing, the maximum cylinder pressure obtained from the 
heat release model could not be reduced to experimental values. No 
heat release diagrams are available for the engine under these operating 
conditions, so that a comparison between simulation and experimental 
cannot be made. The timing of the actual combustion is subject to 
•the dynamic injection lag and ignition delay, which again are not available 
for the experimental results; consequently the simulation models cannot 
be tuned to give agreement with experimental results.
Figure 2.11 shows the turbocharger characteristics.
The overall turbocharger efficiency, ie. compressor efficiency X 
turbine efficiency, are similar, with slightly lower values obtained 
for the simulation. A maximum difference of 4.7 percentage points is 
found at 1400rpm.
Exhaust temperature is always under predicted by approximately 
175?C across the whole engine speed range. This is partly to do with 
the measurement of the experimental exhaust temperature, which uses a 
thermocouple inserted in a pulsating flow, giving wide fluctuations 
of esdiaust gas energy. These energy fluctuations arc associated with 
exhaust gas temperature oscillations,
The turbocharger speed can be controlled in the simulation by setting 
an initial speed and turbocharger shaft inertia. The inertia for the 
present work was set very low such that the turbocharger speed would 
settle at its equilibrium value; this rtKiuced the number of cycles 
required to obtain satisfactory compressor to turbine energy balance.
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The actual values obtained for the simulation were always higher 
than the experimental values. The difference becomes greater as the 
engine speed reduces with a difference of 7184rpm at 800rpm.
This increase in turbocharger speed gives a corresponding increase 
in air flow across the whole speed range, but following the same trend 
as the experimental tests. Boost pressures can be seen to be similar 
with slight reductions at higher engine speeds.
Fig 2.12 shows the predicted air fuel ratio to be higher for the 
simulation. At engine speeds of 1200rpm and above where smoke limits 
do not have any effect the air fuel ratio increases with engine speed 
with a minimum of 20.4 at 1200rpm and a maximum of 26.2 at 2100rpm.
The corresponding predicted values show a minimum of 23.5 and a maximum 
of 28.5. Below 1200rpm fuelling has to be reduced such that the air 
fuel ratio limit of 20:1 is adhered to. At 800rpm the limit found 
experimentally is 21.5. This is obtained by limiting the smoke opacity 
during experiments to 10%. The predicted air fuel ratio at low engine 
speeds is always two or three points above experimental results, due 
to the increased airflow.
The predicted boost temperature is slightly lower than the experimental 
values but the trends are similar.
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2.4 COMPRESSOR AND TURBINE MAPS
The compressor map for the standard turbocharger can be seen in 
fig 2.13 and applies to the Holset H2C compressor.
Operating maps for compressors with variable diffuser geometry 
were not readily available for all compressor speeds and pressure ratios. 
Although two compressor speed characteristics (ref 39 ) at various diffuser 
restrictions were available, they were not sufficient to construct 
a complete map.
The most obvious method of varying the compressor map to improve 
compressor efficiency at low mass flow parameter (. mfp ) was to apply a 
a scaling factor, such that the map moved to the left. Two scaling 
factors were used namely, ninety percent and seventy five percent of 
the standard mass flow parameter.
Any further scaling down would lead to choking of flow at high 
mass flows,.ie. high engine speeds.
Figure 2.14 shows the speed curves and surge line for the standard 
and ninety percent scaled compressor maps. The peak pressure ratio 
has moved to the left, as would be expected, giving slightly higher 
boost at low values of mass flow parameter ( mfp ).' At higher mfp's 
the boost drops away, with the choke line moved to the left.
The seventy five percent scaled map compared to the standard map 
is seen in fig. 2.15 showing a further shift to the left. This figure 
also shows that as restriction is increased the map becomes narrow.
This is due to the choke line being shifted further to the left than 
the surge line.
Although not shown the efficiency islands also move to the left 
as restriction is increased.
The turbine map shown in fig.2.8 was supplied by Holset for the 
H2C turbine. Ibis standard map had scaling factors applied to it such
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that a variable geometry turbine could be simulated. It is necessary 
to use a variable geometry turbine to gain the greatest benefit from 
a variable geometry compressor. The higher boost pressures available 
from a compressor at low engine speeds using a variable geometry turbine 
can be further increased with a variable geometry compressor.
The particular form of variable geometry used is that adopted on 
the experimental test bed, viz. a modified single entry Holset H2C unit 
with an axially sliding nozzle ring which controls the minimum flow 
area, by an amount varying between 0 and 50% restriction, relative to 
the fully open position.
2.5 RESULTS FOR VARIABLE GEOMETRY COMPRESSOR AND TURBINE
As mentioned previously, to gain most benefit a variable geometry 
compressor should be used with a variable geometry turbine. The computed 
results shown are for a turbine schedule which has the turbine passage 
width fully open between engine speeds of 1800rpm and 2000rpm. The 
turbine is restricted by 50% of the full passage width at speeds of 
1400rpm and below. With 25% restriction at 1600rpm. This schedule 
was similar to the optimised schedule for this engine, found by a previous 
researcher (ref. 38 ).
The same turbine restriction schedule was used for the three compressor 
restrictions, such that a direct comparison can be made.
All the results are for the limiting torque curve between engine 
speeds of 800rpm and 2100rpm at intervals of 200rpm.
2.5.1 STANDARD COMPRESSOR RESULTS
Figures 2.16-2.19 show the overall performance results for the 
three compressor configurations, based on scaling factors of 100, 90 
and 75%.
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Table 2.3 shows results for the standard confirguration, with a 
minimum sfc of 218 g/kwh at a speed *of 1200rpm, and maximum sfc 
at 800rpm. Figure 2.16 shows s.f.c. increasing as speed is reduced 
from 1200rpm. Between 1400rpm and 1800rpm the sfc reduces as the 
turbine opens and above 1800rpm the sfc increases.
The power curve reaches a maximum of 191.4kw at 1800rpm, reducing 
to 189.1 kw at 2100rpm, constant power being assumed above 1800rpm.
The maximum cylinder pressure curve shows that the limit of 125 
bar is exceeded at 1200rpm and 1400rpm, even though static timing is 
retarded by six degrees (although the general shape is good for this 
engine) from table 2.3 the maximum pressure, attained is 130 bar.
The B.M.E.P. curve shows a good torque back up of 25.3% at 42.8% 
of rated engine speed, this being better than the standard because of 
the increased boost due to turbine restriction.
Figure 2.17 shows that the boost temperature increases between 800rpm 
and 1400rpm reaching a maximum of 118°C at 1400rpm.
The boost temperature starts to decrease as engine speed increases 
to 1600rpm due to the turbine restriction opening, reducing turbocharger 
speed (see table 2.3). It continues to reduce to 102°C at 1800rpm, 
when the turbine is fully open. It then rises to 105°C at 2100rpm.
The air to fuel ratio is always near to the limit of 20:1 at the 
lower engine speeds, A minimum of 21.7:1 is reached at 800rpm, increasing 
to 26:1 at 2100rpm.
Dynamic injection is the same for all compressor configurations, 
being dependent on engine speed primarily.
Figure 2.18 shows the turbocharger characteristics. All except 
overall efficiency shows the same trends as the boost temperature upto
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an engine speed of 1400rpm (ie. increasing with engine speed).
The turbocharger speed reaches a maximum of 83654rpm at an engine 
speed of 1400rpm upto which the turbine is fully restricted., falling 
at 1600rpm and 1800rpm as the turbine is opened. It then increases 
at engine speeds above 1800rpm as the turbine is left fully open.
The airflow which increases steadily as engine speeds increases 
reaches a maximum of 0.314kg/s at 2100rpm. The line is not as straight 
as would be expected for a naturally aspirated engine, due to the air 
flow characteristics of the turbocharger.
Exhaust temperature never reaches the limit of 700°C but is expressed 
as a mean. The exhaust temperature remains at approximately 550°C between 
1400rpm and 2100rpm reducing at lower engine speeds.
Overall turbocharger efficiency is always low, at values between 
36 and 42 percent. Minimum overall turbocharger efficiency of 38.83% 
occurs at an engine speed of 800rpm increasing to a maximum of 41.22% 
at 1400rpm. Any improvements in compressor efficiency should give gains 
in overall efficiency. The reason for the low overall efficiency is 
mainly due to the variable turbine. Table 2.3 shows that the turbine 
efficiency is always between 50 and 60 percent. However, these values 
are based on pulse operating conditions.
Fig 2.19a shows the boost and exhaust pressure for the standard 
compressor. This figure shows adverse pressure gradients across the 
engine between 1200rpm and 1600rpm due to the restricted turbine and again 
at the higher speeds. A maximum boost of 2.082 bar is found at a speed 
of 1400rpm with a maximum exhaust pressure of 2.253 bar at the same speed.
Above speeds of 1400rpm both turbine and compressor pressures drop 
as the turbine restriction opens.
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2.5.2 VARIABLE GEOMETRY COMPRESSOR RESULTS
Figure 2.16 also shows the effect of fitting effectively smaller 
compressors to the engine. Two scaling factors of 75% and 90% on the 
standard mass flow parameter are used, the fuelling and turbine restriction 
schedule being similar for each run to those for the base compressor.
. The figure shows that for engine speeds of 1200rpm or less the 
sfc improves ■, with a corresponding improvement in power and B.M.E.P. 
Tables 2.4 and 2.5 show* performance results for each restriction.
At 800rpm sfc has improved from 234.6 g/kwh, for the 75% scaling factor 
an improvement of nearly 1.5%.
At higher engine speeds, above 1400rpm, the sfc increases as 
the operating map moves further to the left. At 2100rpm, sfc increases 
from 230.0 g/kwh to 234.7 g/kvh for the 25% restriction, an increase of 2%.
There is also a drop in the power and B.M.E.P. curves at the higher 
speeds.If the compressor is continuously variable then this is not a 
problem, because the map would be moved towards standard giving better 
performance at high engine speeds.
Figure 2.17 shows the improvements at low speeds of air fuel ratio.
At the largest restriction of 75% the air fuel ratio has improved from
21.7 to 23.0:1, at 800rpm. This improvement would allow more fuel to 
be burnt at this condition to increase B.M.E.P. and power. At the higher 
speeds the air fuel ratio reduces towards the limit of smoke due to 
the lack of boost pressure and poor compressor efficiency at these 
high mass flows. The boost temperature is lower at the lower engine 
speeds, except at 800rpm, due to improved compressor efficiency.
The overall turbocharger efficiency can be seen from figure 2.18 
with improvements gained at 800, 1000 and 1200rpm. This improvement 
increases as compressor restriction is applied due to the efficiency 
islands moving to the left.
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The compressor efficiency at an engine speed of 800rpm increases 
from 61.64% for the standard to 66.04% arid 73.48% for the respective 
increases in compressor restriction. At higher mass flows the overall 
efficiency decreases especially for the 75% restriction/ as already 
stated this is not a problem if the compressor is continuously variable.
The exhaust temperature is slightly reduced at engine speeds below 
1400rpm due to increased boost pressures and airflows.
The turbocharger speed increases as compressor restriction is 
increased, with the compressor becoming effectively smaller; this is due 
to the compressor turbine power balance resulting from increased overall 
turbocharger efficiency at low engine speeds.
Figs. 2.19a to 19c show the exhaust pressure is similar for all compressor 
configurations but as scaling is reduced, adverse pressure gradients 
increase due to falling boost.
2.5.3 COMPRESSOR OPERATING LINES
Fig. 2.20 to 2.22 show operating lines of the limiting torque 
curve imposed on the compressor map for each compressor restriction.
Fig. 2.20 has the limiting torque curve for the standard compressor and 
variable geometry turbine inposed on the standard compressor operating 
map. The curve does not cross into the highest efficiency island except 
at 1600rpm and 1800rpm. Table 2.3 shows that minimum compressor efficiency 
occurs at an engine speed of 800rpm, being 61.64%. The compressor efficiency 
increases steadily to 74.74% at 1600rpm, where turbine restriction is 
reduced.
At an engine speed of 1800rpm the turbine is fully open and engine 
mass flow is high. As engine speed increases the compressor efficiency 
reduces to 71.67% at 2100rpm. It can be seen that at the low engine 
speed of 800rpm the operating point is very close to the surge line on the 
compressor map implying operation close to the unstable region of the
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compressor characteristics. If any further turbine restriction is . 
applied the turbocharger speed will increase, moving the operating point 
ever closer towards the surge line.
The operating line obtained for the compressor map with a 90% scaling 
on the mass flow parameter is seen in fig. 2.21. The compressor map has 
moved to the left. The position of the operating point for the 800rpm 
speed is now not as close to the surge line as before. The compressor 
efficiencies are improved for engine speeds upto 1400rpm as the operating 
line moves closer to the higher efficiency islands. With the turbine 
efficiency for the standard and 90% scaling similar, overall efficiency 
also improves. At engine speeds above 1400rpm compressor efficiency is 
lower for the 90% scaling because the operating points are moving into 
lower efficiency regions.
The operating line for the compressor with 75% restriction is seen 
superimposed in fig. 2.22. Again as the map is moved to the left the low 
engine speed points move into the higher efficiency islands, improving 
overall compressor efficiency. At the higher engine speeds the operating 
points move into the choke region.
- 3 5 -
2 . 6  SUMMARY OF SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation program SPICE was used to generate results for the 
.known baseline build of the engine, such that the accuracy of the program 
could be checked. The results obtained from the prediction showed that 
cylinder pressure is predicted too high; it is thought that this is due 
mainly to the assumption within the heat release irodel. The static timing is 
also used to limit the maximum cylinder pressure by retarding. The 
simulation results are presented for a static injection timing of 16 degrees 
BTDC which is six decrees of retardation relative to the actual engine 
setting. .
The model used to predict heat release rate was that developed by 
Watson (ref.34). This model operated with static injection timing and 
length of fuel pipe as inputs to evaluate physical injection delay as well 
as shape factors to define the pre-mixed and diffusion burning phases of 
the combustion process. Since at this stage of the research programme no 
detailed heat release results were available, it was not possible to 
adjust these shape factors. Had these been available the observed dis­
crepancies for the baseline case in maximum cylinder pressure (fig 2.10) 
and exhaust temperature (fig 2.11) would., in all probability, have been 
substantially reduced. However, it is unlikely that the predicted trends 
of engine performance as a function of changes in compressor character­
istics (figs 2.16 to 2.19) are thereby curiously affected.
The fuelling schedule found from the experimental results is used 
as input to the simulation program, such that the energy inputs for 
corresponding conditions are the same for experimental and simulation.
The second part of the simulation was to use the input data files 
constructed for the baseline results to simulate a variable geometry 
compressor. The problem with varying the turbine and compressor geometries 
is the unavailability of their operating characteristics under these 
conditions. Operating maps were available for turbine and compressor in 
standard build form. Maps for operation writh restricted nozzles and 
diffusers were obtained by scaling the maiss flow parameter (mfp). ^Scaling
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factors for the turbine were adjusted until the results of previous work,
(ref 38). concerned with finding an optimum turbine restriction schedule/ 
were satisfactorily reproduced. Scaling factors for the compressor were fixed 
at 90 and 75% of standard mfp.
The simplest method of varying the compressor size is by applying 
a scale factor to the mass flow parameter (mfp), the present analysis 
incorporates a 90% and 75% scaling factor to the mfp. The effect of these, 
when compared to standard, are shown in figures 2.14 and 2.15.
In light of later results which show experimental compressor character­
istics at a restriction of 75% (chapter A) a simple scaling on mfp will 
not be representative of a similar scaling on diffuser exit width. 
Comparisons, between a 75% scaling on mfp and a 75% scaling on diffuser 
exit width, are made in figures 2.23 to 2.26. From all figures the simulated 
characteristic is the standard curve moved to the left. It can .be seen in 
all cases that at low mass flow parameters efficiency improves for the 
simulated map. At the higher mass flow parameters the efficiency is always 
lower for the simulated version indicating poorer overall performance 
when operating in this region. The pressure ratio characteristics for the 
simulated map also show a clear shift to the left when compared to the 
standard. This shift is more pronounced than for the experimentally 
obtained characteristics, especially for the high speed of 80,000rpm (fig.
2.25 and 2.26). Applying a scale factor to the standard map also shows 
that the operating range is reduced substantially when compared to 
experimental compressor characteristics.
The variable geometry turbine when restricted increases turbocharger speed 
allowing boost and fuelling to be increased for greater torque. The addition
of a variable geometry compressor improves overall curbochargeL efficiency 
at lower engine speeds of 800rpm and 1200rpm. The benefits at these speeds 
are lower sfc, increased air fuel ratio and improved compressor efficiency. 
Turbocharger speed increases as the compressor becomes effectively smaller. 
The detrimental effects at higher engine speeds will not be encountered if 
a continuously variable compressor is used, as is indeed the intention with 
any variable geometry scheme.
2.7 CONCLUSIONS
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The results of the simulation program broadly follow the trends from 
the experimental tests, with the heat release model predicting high maximum 
cylinder pressures and low exhaust temperatures.
The reduced exhaust temperature could be improved if a more represent­
ative heat release model is developed from detailed heat release results. For 
the present analysis reduced exhaust energy was partly offset by reduced 
- losses from the exhaust manifold.
The turbine and compressor characteristics were available for the 
standard build and suitably scaled to vary the geometry.
A simple scaling of the compressor map is shown not to be represent­
ative of a similar scaling on the diffuser exit width, although the comp­
ressor performance characteristics show similar trends.
Improvements are found between engine speeds of 800rpm and 1200rpm. 
Specific fuel consumption is reduced and air fuel ratio increased.
In spite of all the stated reservations concerning the accuracy 
of the simulation, the effects of variable compressor geometry shown in 
figure 2.16 to 2.19 are nevertheless expected to be valid. Thus reduced flow 
capacity of the compressor is beneficial at low engine speeds, but has adverse 
effects at high speeds. In any scheme Including both variable turbine and 
variable compressor geometry, the latter would therefore operate on a schedule 
by which compressor flow capacity is progressively increased with increasing 
engine speed.
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2 ,5 ,7 ,9 ,1 1 ,1 3
Exhaust valves 
3 ,6 ,8 ,1 0 ,1 2 ,1 4
X = junction
turbinecompressor
Fig.2.iE1emenl lauout fo r spice program
* SPICE EXAMPLE 1 : T L 11,TURBFILE 
A CONTROL DATA:NC.STEP NO NJ NS NHR NG NHT NVAL 
9 1 9 1 4 2 1 4  1 2
•A PRINT AND PLOT CONTROLS: PRC YC PRINT S PLOT INTERNALS NLINERS NVOLS
2 30 2 1 4 4 1 NJUNS NSH
1 ALINER DATA FOR CYLINDER I
1 4  5 9 APLOT DATA AVAILABLE FOR VOL 1 ONLY
1 2  3 4 APLOT DATA AVAILABLE FOR JUN 1 ONLY
9A*
A VOLUME DATA
0 1 1 1 1 0 4 11 11 9
0 1 1 1 1 480 4 i 11 11 9AJ
0 1 1 1 1 240 4. i 11 11 2
1 njCj 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 3 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 I I 600 4 i 11 11 2
0 1 1 1 1 120 4 i 11 11 2
0 1 I 1 1 360 4 L 11 11 2
1 4 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
A JUNCTION DATA
2 2 0 0 0 0 0 4 2
1 1 0 4 0 0 0 1 0
1 2 0 1 0 0 0 5 0
3 3 9 5 9 0 0 0 2
1 1 0 4 0 0 0 9 0
1 9 0 2 0 0 0 5 0
1 1 0 4 0 0 0 3 0
1 9AJ 0 3 0 0 0 5 0
1 1 0 4 0 0 0 6 0
1 9 0 6 0 0 0 9 0
1 1 0 4 0 0 0 7 0
1 2 0 7 0 0 0 9 0
1 1 0 4 0 0 0 8 0
1 9 0 8 0 0 0 9 0
A SHAFT DATA
0 1 0
1 .9 5 .000003
A HEAT RELEASE SETS 
0 -16 125 42.8E+6 43E-6 0.8 
A GEOMETRIC DATA SETS 
.127 .146 15.75 .279 0
.0049 .28 25 310 .2
.0012 .0881 180 310 0.9
.0014 .1017 180 310 0.9
A CHAMBER SURFACE AREAS AND TEMPERATURES
LOGO 350 .025 130 0 .018 520 .8
5 000 350 .01 30 0 .013 550 .0
5000 350 .010 30 0 .0107 480 .05
5000 350 .010 30 0 .0107 480 . J
5000 350 .010 30 0 .0107 480 .14 6
A VALVE DATA SETS: NPOINTS SCALE FACTORS; (START DURATION X LIFT)
30 0 1 1
350 355 365 375 385 405 410 4 15 425 435 445 450 455 460 465
475 485 495 505 510 515 520 525 535 545 550 560 570 580 590
0 33E-6 202E-6 557E-6 963E-6 1572E--6 1633E-6 1674E-6 1675E-6 
5634E-6 1602E-6 J589E-6 158JE 6 I580E-6 1579E-6 1580E 6 1588E-6 1615E
1 6 5 5 E - 6 1 6 73 E - 6 ! (> 8 3 E - 6 16 7 4 E - 6 1 6.4 1 E ."> 1 4 8 5 E - 6 I I 6 7 E - 6 9 6 3 E - 6 5 2 5 E 6
73 I E -6 95E -6 O
30 0 1 1
Fig. 2.2 Data file for simulation program SPICE for Leyland TL11 cont'd o/l
1C34 144 134 174 179 184 189 194 199 204 214 224 234 244 254 
2(64 274 284 294 304 309 314 319 324 329 334 344 354 364 374
0 82E-6 3 0 6 E - 6 968E--6 1104E-6 1159E-6 1189E-6 1201E-6 1175E-6
1 (0 9 2 E - 6 1084E-6 1089E-6 1091E-6 1091E-6 1090E--6 1088E-6 1083E 
1 ]].75E -6 11 99E-6 11S9E-6 1160E-6 1095E-6 963E--6 801E-6 445E-6 
* ENTRY AND EXIT CONDITIONS
9C6.75E + 3 295 96.75E + 3 295 
A INITIAL SHAFT SPEEDS 
1S00 
A (0000
A INITIAL P-T 
1440000 333 6.137E-4 
130000 476 1.66E-2 
3440000 666 I.657E-2 
137000 300 2« 852E-5 
12 0 0 0 0  460 1.75E-2 
1 22000 315 8.4E-4 
4 3 0 0 0 0 0  831 6.193E-4 
130000 500 1.659E-2 
1 3 6 0 0 0  484 1.685E-2
11 6 3 E -• 6 
-6 1119E-6 
198E-6 8 2 E 6
Fig 2.2 Data file for simulation program SPICE for Levland TL11
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Fig.2.4 Thermal Resistance model for combustion chamber.
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Fig 2.5 Valve lift and geometry for Ley land TL11 
(lift same for both inlet and exhaust)
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maes flow parameter!^ T/P
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xlO"*
FIG 2.6 COMPRESSOR MAP FOR STAN0ARD TURBOCHARGER VITH TORQUE CURVE 
SUPERIMPOSED
A COMPRESSOR F IG 4 . 4 2 H2C 8625N Z3HJ3 MK2A HOLSET 
A CONTROL DATA:NO. SPEED CURVES SCALING FACTORS:R P ,N , 
6 1.0 0.05S9 1 9.68GE-8 
A INTERCOOLER DATA 
10 303 1
A TADULATED COMPRESSOR MAP 
40000
1.22 150 0.6 
1.225 200 0.745
1.215 250 0.747
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Firure 2.8 Turbine Cap for Holset H2C Turbochar^er
A turbine, dat f i g 2 . 9 
A








































2.0 48 68 
A
Fig 2.9 Data file for Holset H2C turbine
A COMPRESSOR FIG4.42 H2C 8625N Z31U3 MK2A HOLSET 
A CONTROL DATA:NO. SPEED CURVES, SCALING FACTORS:R P ,N ,E ,M 
6 1.0 0.0589 1 9 . 6 8 6 E •• 8 
A INTERCOOLER DATA 
10 303 1
A TABULATED COMPRESSOR MAP 
40000
1.22 150 0.6
1.. 225 200 0.745
1.215 250 0.747
1.2 300 0.71 
1 . 175 400 0.63
1.14 450 0.57 
A
50000









1.82 250 .69 
1.805 300 .743 
1.77 400 .76
1.65 500 .73 




2.09 300 .68 
2.075 400 .745 
1.99 500 .752
1.81 600 .7
1.66 660 .6 
A
90000
2.42 335 .65 
2.41 400 .7
2.38 500 .734 
2.34 550 .739
2.26 600 .73




2.82 4 50 .675 
2.81 500 .685 
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eirure 2.8 Turbine f,ap for Holset H2C Turbocharger
k turbine.dat f i g 2 .9 
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Fig 2.9 Data file for Holset H2C turbine
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Fig. 2.12 Comparison of simulation and experimental results
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FIG 2.13 COMPRESSOR MAP FOR STANDARD TURBOCHARGCR
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Fig. 2.14 Effects of 90% scaling factor of standard mass flow 
parameter.
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Fig 2,15 Effects of 75% scaling factor on standard mass flow 
parameter
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Number of cylinders 
Firing order 
Compression ra tio  
S ta tic  in jec tio n  tim ing
6 Cylinder bore 127.08mm
1536244 Stroke 146.05mm

























inlet and exhaust manifold











For each cylinder and piston
Surface area of cylinder head 97.95 cm2
Surface area of piston crown 184.44cm2
Surface area of cylinder bore from top of block to first 
piston ring at TDC 107.01cm2
Surface area of combustion chamber 547.12cm2
Table 2.1 Engine Geometric Data
ntc
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yw  ana k w  
A w  ancl T w  
«  •
' t dC : 'Stance 'r v f; ‘ W  n-p f •"• fne lov.^r ddde Or' eac*'
T a 8 l £  Z - X  HfcAT T R A N S F E R  C H A R A C E R l S P C S  FOR. LHE C / U H R e R
Coolant side neat transfer coefficient and coolant bulk 
remperature r w ' m  k i (y )
Cnarnoer wall thickness and conductivity c m ' ' w / m k f
^ e a  and intial temperature of chamber wall (m ? (k'
rr act ion of heat to piston transferred to liner through 
P'S tor, ring pack anc sn*rr o vl /1 0
Characteristic 800rpm lOOOrpm 1200rpm MOOrpm 1600rpm 1800rpm 2000rpm 210Qrpm
s.f.c (Kg/KYh) 234£> 221.9 218.0 220.7 219.4 218.4 225.9 230.0
Pover KV 67.8 104.9 135.5 157.8 180 191.4 187.7 189.1
Fuel (mg/shot) 110 129 137 138 137 129 118 115
B ii£ P  (Bar) 92! 11.3 122 12.2 122 11.5 102 9.7
Exh Temp (o) 384 456 499 546 563 554 549 551
Boost Temp C 68 92 106 118 111 102 103 105
Aiflov (Kg/s) 0.096 0.143 0.194 0.229 0256 0274 0299 0.314
Boost Press B 1.350 1.689 1.985 2.082 2.005 1.860 1.850 1.860
Exh. Press (bar) 1.364 1.632 2.005 2.253 2.085 1.785 1.874 1.931
Turb speed rpm 50941 68057 77148 83654 82477 79397 81287 82583
Comp eff. (tt) 61.64 70.80 72.84 73.67 74.74 74.45 72.69 71.67
Turb eff. ( * ) 59.76 57.10 56.60 52.55 50.46 53.54 5320 52.82
Dyn inj BTDC 13.3 12.6 11.9 11.3 10.6 9.9 9 2 8.9
Cyl. press B 100 118 129 130 123 112 106 104
Air fuel ratio 21.7 22.0 23.5 23.6 23.3 23.5 25.4 26.0
Table 2.3 Results for standard compressor with ootimised turbine oeometru
rs  O
Characteristic 800rpm lOOGrpm 1200rpm 1400rpm 1600rpm 1800rpm 2000rpm 2100rpm
s.f.c (Kg/KWh) 233.3 221.4 217.7 220.7 219.4 219.2 226.8 231.6
Power KV 68.3 105 135.6 157.8 179.7 190.8 187.3 187.9
Fuel (mg/shot) 110 129 137 138 137 129 118 115
B.M.E.P (Bar) 9 2 11.4 12.2 12.2 12.15 11.5 10.1 9.7
Exh Temp (c) 378 452 496 545 564 561 557 566
Boost Temp C 68 90 105 117 111 102 103 106
Aiflov (Kg/s) 0.099 0.145 0.195 0.229 0.255 0.269 0.293 0.303
Boost Press (bar) 1.380 1.763 1.996 2.083 1.994 1.831 1.815 1.801
Exh. Press .(bar) 1.370 1.641 2.011 2.255 2.076 1.769 1.859 1.901
Turb speed rpm 52752 69143 78002 84603 83519 80898 82595 83559
Comp eff. (SB) 66.04 73.72 74.53 74.37 74.50 72.51 70.24 67.51
Turb eff. (SB) 59.90 56.22 56.34 52.31 50.40 53.56 53.23 53.00
Dyn inj BTDC 13.3 12.6 11.9 11.3 10.6 9.9 92 8.9
Cyl. press B 102 119 130 130 123 111 104 101
Air fuel ratio 22.2 22.3 23.7 23.7 23.2 23.15 24.9 25.1
Table 2.4 Results for 90% shift of compressor map with optimised turbine oeometru
A
Characteristic 800rpm lOOOrpm 1200rpm 1400*rpm J60Qrpm 1800rpm 2000rpm 2100rpm
s.f.c (Kg/KYh) 2312 2212 217.8 2212 220.7 220.1 230.3 234.7
Pover KV 68.9 105 135.5 157.2 178.5 190.0 184.6 184.8
Fuel (mg/shot) 110 129 137 138 137 129 118 115
B.M.EP (Bar) 9.3 11.4 122 12.15 12.1 11.5 10.0 9.5
Exh Temp (c) 370 451 497 550 575 570 589 593
Boost Temp C 68 89 104 116 111 102 105 105
Atflov (Kg/s) 0.103 0.145 0.195 0226 0247 0.265 0.272 0284
Boost Press (bar) 1.425 1.707 1.985 2.055 1.935 1.6^0 1.689 1.690
Exh. Press .(bar) 1.384 1.644 2.070 2.242 2.047 1.750 1.797 1.850
Turb speed rpm 55376 70121 79377 86333 85560 81532 84153 88322
Comp eff. (95) 73.48 75.27 75.12 73.42 70.83 6S.90 60.58 60.00
Turb eff. (95) 59.78 55.46 55.98 52.24 50.85 53.50 53.38 53.21
Dyn inj BTDC 13.3 12.6 11.9 11.3 10.6 9.9 9 2 8.9
Cyl. press B 104 119 129 128 120 10C\ 98 96
Air feel ratio 23.0 22.3 23.6 23.4 22.5 23.0 23.0
.  . . .
23.6
Table 2.5 RmuUs for 75ft 3h1ft of compressor map v lth  optimised turbine oeometru
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CHAPTER 3 VARIABLE GEOMETRY COMPRESSOR DESIGN
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the design for the present project was to build a 
compressor capable of simple and effective variation of the compressor 
geometry. Previous work (ref39) proved that varying the compressor 
geometry would improve the operating characteristics.
The following is a list of requirements for the present design:
a) Location of variable component.*




* ie. 1) variable inlet guide vanes.
2) variable diffuser vanes for vaned diffuser.
3) variable diffuser side walls for vaneless diffuser.
a) Location of variable component
The variable component which is either an area or angle flow control 
is important to the design of any variable geometry device.
The compressor used for the present work was of the vaneless diffuser 
type, with an impeller of backswept blades and no inlet guide vanes. The 
two components which can be varied are:-
1) Inlet guide vane angle.
2) Diffuser passage width.
Inlet guide vanes^move the stable operating region of the compressor 
map to lower mass flows, by varying the air incidence angle at inlet to 
the inducer, at the expense of isentropic efficiency. Most benefits.gained 
from the use of inlet guide vanes are found at lower pressure ratios and mass 
flows. Alternatively the diffuser can be used to control- the-position 
of surge and choke lines especially at high pressure
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ratio's and mass flows, where diffuser usually has overiding control over 
flow. The present work, aimed at improving performance of the compressor 
at higher pressure ratio's for higher BMEP engines, suggested the use of 
variable diffuser geometry as the logical course of action.
b) Method of varying compressor geometry
The simplest method of varying the compressor geometry is to 
control diffuser width such that diffuser area at a particular radius is 
directly proportional to diffuser width at that radius.
The phenomenon of surge has to be taken into account when deciding 
at which radius to 'pinch' the diffuser passage width. .Since from the 
conservation of angular momentum . . .
Cea .Ra = . equ. 3.1
as the diffuser radius (R) increases the tangential component of velocity 
(C0) will reduce. The combination of adverse pressure gradient and reducing 
linear momentum will tend to lead to reverse flow at increased radii.
Based on these considerations the width should be pinched near the 
diffuser exit. Two methods to reduce passage width were put forward.
1) Step at the diffuser exit (fig.3.la)
2) Continuously reducing diffuser width (fig.3.lb)
Applying a step at the diffuser exit is the simplest method of 
varying the width, but it is effectively throttling the flow. This 
throttling will inevitably lead to losses, due to flow separation creating 
eddies and energy dissipation. The benefits of applying a step at the exit 
are simplicity in design and cheapness of manufacture.
The alternative is to reduce the diffuser width contiuously from 
impeller exit to diffuser exit using a flexible side wall. The complexities 
of this design are probably the main disadvantage of this method, although 
it eliminates throttling losses. There are still losses at the exit which 
are associated with all diffuser geometries, although with increased exit 
velocities due to restriction these losses will increase.
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A material formed into an annulus of the same radial dimensions as 
the diffuser will have to be able to be clamped at the inner radius and 
distorted axially into a cone shape at its outer radius. The forming of 
this disc into a conical shape has to be achieved without any rippling 
of the outer circumference, or fatigue at the clamping bracket after 
many cycles (see fig. 3.2).
c) Temperature effects
As with all high temperature applications the thermal effects have 
to be considered. For the moving elements of the design sufficient clear­
ance must be maintained for the expansion of dissimilar materials, espec­
ially as the compressor housing is an aluminium alloy and the actuation 
mechanism and throttle ring are likely to be of mild steel construction.
Any materials selected should be able to cope with the relatively 
high temperatures at high boost pressures, typically 150°C at 2.5 - 3 bar 
boost. The characteristics of materials should not change dramatically 
especially when subjected to these high temperatures for long periods of 
time. Thermal cycling should also be accounted for again over a long period 
as well as short periods for transient work.
The effect of the thermal conductivity of added parts will have to 
be considered from a heat loss point of view, so that overall efficiency 
is not reduced. Of course efficiency may be inproved with the addition 
of materials with lower thermal conductivities.
d) Aerodynamic effects.
Any intrusion into the flow path of the fluid within the diffuser 
will create changes in the flow. These changes may cause instabilities to 
be initated within the diffuser which could be transmitted, as vibrations, 
to the whole turbocharger. Determining these vibrations during the design 
stage would be difficult and will have to be carefully watched during the 
testing stage. Tests performed by a previous researcher (ref 39), who 
simulated a flexible wall device by inserting profiled plates in the 
diffuser, did not lead to any undue vibrations. Any flexible wall used for 
the present work will be some form of thin disc and any oscillating
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pressure difference-across the disc may cause vibrations.
e) Reliability
The reliability of any device built will be crucial for any commercial 
applications but not as important for the prototype. Obviously the mechanism 
should be strong enough to cope with stress encountered during the testing 
stage, but the aim of the present work is to determine the best method of 
varying the geometry and the simplest and most effective actuating mechanism.
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3.2 VARIABLE GEOMETRY COMPRESSOR DESIGN.
Many ideas were put forward to vary the diffuser width of which 
three were tested. They were, a) a segmented disc, b) a flexible polymer 
side waill and c) a stepped ring.
3.2.1 SEGMENTED DISC
Tlhis was an ingenious method devised to eliminate any rippling of 
the disc circumference. The rippling at the outer circumference would 
occur wlhen forcing a disc of material into a conical shape, as was the 
requirement. This method made use of 0.008 inch thick stainless steel shim 
cut into segments and subsequently overlapped. The disc was made of two 
parts which were placed on top of each other to form one disc (see fig 3.3) 
The flexibility of this disc was very good with the ripples at the outer 
edge completely eliminated. The disc was put into a compressor housing 
and tested. It was initially run at 60,000rpm but gave very poor results. 
Upon removal of the compressor housing from the turbocharger and inspection 
of the disc, it was found that some of the segments near the volute 
outlet had been pushed outwards beyond their elastic limit, across the 
diffuser width. This was thought to be caused by the pressure difference 
between the volute and diffuser, as the air in the volute would create a 
pressure difference across the segments.
After seme calculations, using simple bending theory (ref 41 ), it 
was found that a thickness of 0.025 inch (ie. -$nm) would be required to 
overcome the problem of permanent distortion, although the segments would 
still deflect which would be unsatisfactory. Forming a seal between the 
disc backface and volute would overcome this problem, but would complicate 
the design. No results have been produced for this method but further 
work could be carried out.
* equation used for present analysis
(deflection) 
(of plate )
0.03 . (pressure) . (width of) 
(on plate) ( plate )
4
(modulus of)  ^(thickness) 
(elasticity) * (of plate )
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3.2.2 FLEXIBLE POLYMER SIDE WALL (42)
Glass fibre and carbon fibre filled polymers were suggested as a 
possible solution to the problems associated with flexing a disc' of 
material at high temperature. The two polymers suggested were 'Victrex'
PEEK (Polyetheretherketone) and 'Victrex' PES (polyethersulphone), both 
manufactured by Imperial Chemical Industries pic. (I.C.I.). From the 
technical data available (ref 43 1 it was decided to use PEEK. The PES data 
(see fig 3.4) gave a continuous working temperature of 1809c, which was 
close to the estimated limit of 17093 at 2.3 bar (gauge) maximum boost.
This limit of 18093 would not be high enough if PES was to be used for 
high boost applications.
The PEEK 450GL30 (GL=Glass, 30=30% Glass fibre) had a continuous 
working temperature of 250°C (see fig 3.5)/ although its glass transition 
temperature is 123°C. This is the temperature at which the gains found from 
adding glass fibre are no longer present. The PEEK material was supplied 
by I.C.I. Initially plaques 150mn square by 3mm thick were supplied in 
two grades, 30% glass fibre filled and 30% carbon fibre filled.
The 30% glass fibre filled PEEK designated 450GL30 has a flexural 
modulas of 10.31 GPa at a temperature of 239c and a value of 6 GPa at 1709c 
this fall being due to the glass transition temperature of 123°C (see
. A
fig 3.6) The carbon fibre filled polymer disc designated 450CA30 has values 
of 13 GPa at 239c and 9 GPa at 1709c (see fig 3.6); these latter values 
were thought to be rather high causing the disc to be too stiff.
To check the properties of the material a device was designed and 
made (see fig 3.7). This device is able to simulate, albeit at ambient 
pressure and temperature, the deflection of a disc of material of the 
required size. Initially the square plaques of PEEK (glass filled and carbon 
filled) were pressed to a thinner section about lnm thick at a temperature 
of 4009c. The sheets of PEEK were then cut to the desired 139mmm outer 
diameter and 85rnm inner diameter, the dimensions relating to diffuser 
diameters. Each disc was placed in the device to see how it would deflect. 
The carbon filled disc was found to be too stiff, as expected. It also 
cracked at extreme deflections of 7nm or more. The outer cicumference of
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the disc would start to ripple at about 4irm deflection. Because of the 
high stiffness of PEEK 450CA30, it was decided to proceed with PEEK 450GL30
When the PEEK 450GL30 was inserted the stiffness was found to be 
satisfactory. Again when deflected more than 4 or 5mm the outer circum­
ference started to ripple and eventually at about 7mn it would crack either 
at the clamping plate or along a radius. The cracking around the clamping 
plate was thought to be caused by the orientation of the glass fibres which 
were longtitudinal, so that the material is stronger in one direction. To 
overcome this problem the orientation of the glass fibres should ideally be 
radial. This was suggested to I.e.I. who produced a block of PEEK450GL30 
which had its injection point at the centre, allowing the glass fibres as 
much radial orientation as possible.
This material was put into the simulating device and found to be 
satisfactory upto an axial deflection of 5mm at the outer circumference.
The next step, to design a press tool which would press the PEEK into a 
shape which would suit both the clamping bracket and the standard profile 
(see fig 3.8). From this figure, it can be seen that the press tool has 
to f^gn an angle of 50°for the clamping bracket and an angle of 10° for 
the diffuser pinch. Some pressings were made at a temperature of 400QC 
and were tested for deflection in the compressor housing. All the pressings 
were found to be of uneven thickness. This was thought to be caused by 
the press tool tilting to one side as the two parts are forced together.
The most uniform pressing was put into the compressor housing to check 
how flat its diffuser surface was. When turned on the lathe, a high spot 
of 0.010" was found. To eliminate this and have a perfectly flat surface, 
it was decided to machine a flat surface on the disc whilst it was clamped 
in the housing. This machining operation left part of the disc surface 
rough and pitted, but since it was the best disc produced it was used for 
test purposes. The method of deflecting the PEEK disc in the compressor 
housing is shown in figure 3.9.
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3.2.3 SLIDING RING MECHANISM
The sliding ring is probably the simplest and most reliable method of 
varying the compressor geometry. It consists of (fig. 3.10) am inner ring 
of rectangular section and an outer ring. The inner ring is the restrictor 
which closes off the diffuser in the form of a step at the diffuser outlet. 
This ring is capable of completely closing the diffuser, but for the tests 
reported . a maximum restriction of 50% is used. The outer ring is used as 
the external control of the inner ring. This outer ring could be attached 
to an actuator but for the present test it was controlled manually. The 
pushrods connected between the outer and inner ring were sealed by O'rings 
made of Viton which is a high temperature resistant rubber (typically 200°C). 
A carbon bush was also included to improve alignment.
The cross section of the ring is important to the design and effective­
ness of the device. Some of the more important factors are:-
a) Aerodynamic effects.
1) Rounded cross section (see fig 3.11a) may not create many losses 
but it complicates the manufacture of the ring.
2) Square section gives losses but it is simple to manufacture 
(see fig 3.11b)
b) Strength.
Has to be strong enough to cope with stresses from the high 
speed airflow.
c) Intrusion into diffuser
The ring has to be designed such that the length of the diffuser 
that is reduced is not to long or short (see fig 3.12).
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CHAPTER 4 COMPRESSOR RIG RESULTS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION
Each of the two variable geometry devices (see chapter 3) was tested 
at two speeds, namely 60,000rpm and 80,000rpm, and at three different 
restrictions.
The results presented are the overall performance figures of pressure 
ratio and isentropic (total-static) efficiency against the mass flow 
parameter. Pressure fluctuations were detected in the inlet to the 
compressor by transducer just up stream of the inducer blades. This 
transducer was used mainly to detect compressor surge which was considered 
to be present when a signal of high amplitude was detected by the Nicolet 
storage oscilloscope. The inducer pressure could give a good indication 
of stage stall and was coupled to an RMS meter.
A second transient pressure transducer was fitted to the diffuser 
of the compressor but the results from this were not recorded.
As mentioned the surge point was detected by observing pressure 
signals on the oscilloscope. Mare difficult to detect was the start 
of the unstable region, it was therefore decided to use the peak delivery 
pressure ratio at any particular compressor speeds as an indication of the 
start of surge or at least a notional limit.
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4 .2  COMPRESSOR TEST RIG DESCRIPTION (re f-4 4 )
An existing test rig was used to test the two devices at various 
restriction settings. The layout of the rig can be seen in figure 4.1.
It is fully instrumented to measure mass flow, numerous static pressures 
and temperatures. It is also possible to detect fluctuating pressures 
in the diffuser and at the inlet to the inducer, as already described.
The turbine is driven by compressed air which is supplied by a large 
Dalliss compressor, this air also passes through an air heater which 
is used to prevent the outlet of the turbine from icing. The air supply 
to the turbine is controlled by a diaphragm valve situated before the 
air heater. Control of the diaphragm valve was from outside the cell.
The air to the compressor inlet was drawn from the test cell through 
a large tank which had a metering nozzle on either side, this allowed 
mass flow measurements to be taken during surge. The mass flow metering 
nozzle at the inlet to the damping chamber was not affected by flow 
pulsations.
The loading system for the compressor using a flow control valve, 
was based on a cone mating with the compressor delivery valve. The cone 
is operated electrically with the aid of a computer controlled stepper 
motor driving the cone through a gear mechanism. Using the stepper motor 
allows very fine increments of valve movement to be achieved and by counting 
the number of revolutions the motor has made it is possible to ensure 
repeatability.
All the static pressures (location of hubside pressure tappings 
can be seen in fig. 4.22 ) were measured using a scanivalve pressure, 
transducer. This type of transducer is capable of measuring pressures 
at 48 different locations by stepping to each location in turn and recording 
the appropriate valves. Temperatures were measured by chromel-alumel 
thermocouples (type K2). The thermocouples are connected to electronic 
circuitry which is capable of stepping to each thermocouple and recording 
the temperature (see fig 4.1 for thermocouple locations).
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The flow control valve setting and all pressures and temperatures 
are monitored and recorded by a data acquisition progam. When started 
the program allows control of the loading valve. When required the 
static pressures and all temperatures are recorded on a floppy disc.
The rig is also equipped to measure transient pressures in the 
diffuser and just upstream of the impeller inducer. The transducer 
fitted to the compressor diffuser is of the piezo-electric type and 
has a very fast response. The transducer fitted to the inlet was of 
the strain gauge type and was connected to an R.M.S. voltage meter to 
give a direct reading of surge, that is it gives an indication of the 
amplitude of pressure pulsation.
4.3 RESULTS
The compressor fitted either with the sliding ring or the flexible 
polymer ■ disc device to give variable geometry was run, with a range 
of settings at 60,000 and 80,000 rpm to obtain complete sets of 
performance characteristics.
Each device was tested at three restrictions expressed in terms
of the diffuser exit area zero percentage restriction is the fully open
position with a gap width of 4.52nm, 25% restriction is for a diffuser 
gap of 3.39irm whilst 50% restriction is for a gap of 2.26mm, corresponding 
to • an axial movement of 1.13mm between each restriction setting. To 
be absolutely sure that the polymer disc was giving the correct restriction 
the compressor housing was removed for each setting and the diffuser 
width checked.
Non-dimensional speed (N/v^T), based on a temperature of 15°c was 
used throughout the tests. All the results were presented in terms
of a non-dimensional mass flow parameter (m.f.p.) (m/"T/p) with units
of kg. s ~.1 y'K/Nm 2.
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4.3.1 SLIDING RING RESULTS
4.3.1.1 . 60,000rpm
(a) ZERO RESTRICTION (FIG 4.2)
The pressure ratio and total to static isentopic efficiency can 
be seen in figure 4.2. The characteristics for this restriction are 
compared to the results for the standard compressor build. The/general 
shapes of the curves are similar with a peak pressure ratio of 1.56 
at a mass flow parameter (m.f.p) of 2.1xl0-5 for the standard housing 
this compares well with a pressure ratio 1.56 at a m.f.p. of 2.01x 10~5 
for the" sliding ring. The flow range for the standard housing seems 
to be greater; this is due to the surge point being at a lower m.f.p.
If peak pressure is assumed to be a limit to stable running then the 
flow range is similar since the peak pressures occur at similar m.f.p.'s.
The isentropic efficiency curves are similar although the sliding 
ring characteristic is flatter giving higher efficiencies both in the 
unstable and in the choke region. The peak efficiency for the sliding 
ring is 77% at 3.47xl0-5 m.f.p..
b) 25% RESTRICTION (FIG 4.3 and 4.5)
The results for the diffuser exit width reduced by 25% are shown 
in figure 4.3 and on a comparative basis in fig 4.5. The pressure ratio 
characteristics rise to 1.585 at a mass flow of 1.46xl0“5* This shift
to the left can be seen in figure 4.5 which compares all the restrictions 
at a speed of 60,000 rpm, and shows the shift to the left of the surge 
mass flow parameters and the generally improved efficiencies at lower 
mass flows.
There is an increase in the flow range for the 25% restriction 
due to the inproved surge m.f.p. The effect on the unstable region 
will be seen later when the R.M.S. values are discussed. Fig 4.3 and
4.5 shows that the peak efficiency is not affected by the restriction 
but shifted tc a lower m.f.p. of 2.72x10“ *^
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(c) 50% RESTRICTION (FIGURE 4.4 and 4.5)
The results for a 50% reduction in diffuser exit width are not 
very encouraging for figure 4.5 the flow range can be seen to be reduced 
with the surge m.f.p. not moved to the left as would be expected. This 
could be due to flow disturbance at the diffuser exit being increased 
due to the increased exit velocity.
The peak efficiency is reduced by 10.1 percentage points when compared 
to the fully open position. Again this is due to the excessive restriction 
disturbing the diffusion process/ it is known that the diffuser is as 
important to static pressure rise as the impeller (ref 19 ). The 
stepped restrictor occupies a large part of the diffuser passage width 
and if separation occurs at the restrictor trailing edge then diffusion 
is interrupted (see fig. 4.10a).
Fig. 4.4 shows the poor performance with the 50% restriction/ the 
pressure ratio being consistently lower than for the standard configuration 
The efficiencies are also lower, with surge m.f.p. not improved. Clearly 
no benefit would be gained by closing the restriction to this value 
as opposed to the 25% restriction.
(d) R.M.S. RESULTS AT 60/000rpm FOR THROTTLE RING (FIG 4.6)
The R.M.S. voltages are obtained from the pressure transducer just 
upstream of the impeller inducer. The value observed is an indication 
of the level of pressure fluctuations and indirectly as a means of surge.
i
The value obtained in the stable region of the m.f.p. are low 
(typically 0.1 or less). As the m.f.p. is reduced the value or the 
R.M.S voltage increases steadily, but at approximately 2x10“^ m.f.p- 
the value of R.M.S. increases rapidly indicating the start of surge.
Figure 4.6 shows the R.M.S. values for the throttle ring at 60,(000rpm 
It was hoped that a shift to the left of peak pressure may result in 
an equivalent move to the left of the unstable region. Fig. 4.6 docei 
not show this very well but there is a shift for the 50% restriction,,
where the rise in R.M.S. is also much steeper, indicating a narrow region
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of instability.
4.3.1.2 SLIDING RING AT 80,000rpm
The 80,000rpm runs were performed to investigate whether diffuser 
geometry could be used to control the start of the instability, since 
previous work had shown (ref 39) that flow disturbance start in the 
diffuser at high pressure ratios and inducer instability triggers surge.
The R.M.S. voltage levels indicate that flow disturbances do tend to 
start at lower m.f.p.'s as diffuser exit area is reduced.
(a) ZERO RESTRICTION (FIGURE 4.7)
Comparing the -throttle ring when fully open with the standard housing 
at 80,000rpn (as fig.4.7) shows that the variable geometry device has a
a higher peak pressure ratio 2.073 at a m.f.p. parameter of 2.15x10“^
This value of m.f.p. is much lower than the value, obtained for the
standard unit which has a peak pressure of 2.01 at a m.f.p. of 2.9x 10".
The peak efficiency of 71% obtained for the sliding ring is -two 
points lower than that obtained for the standard configuration. These 
differences could be due either to the changes made to the compressor 
housing or the lack of repeatability of the test rig since the tests 
for the standard housing were performed before making changes to the 
compressor and with a simulated diffuser (ie. by a plate used in the 
diffuser).
(b) 25% RESTRICTION (FIGURE 4.8 and 4.10)
The results at this restriction are quite good, with an increased 
pressure ratio when compared to zero restriction below an m.f.p. of
3.5 x 10E-5. Figure 4.10 clearly shows that below this m.f.p. pressure 
ratios are higher with no reduction in efficiency. This maybe as a 
result of the diffuser limiting the region as well as the level of 
instability. If a variable geometry compressor with this design were 
used then a shift to this restriction at 80,000rpm would give benefits
as indeed was also the case at 60,000rpm.
The peak efficiency at this condition is 1.3 percentage points 
lower at 69.7% than for the 0% restriction, but again its position has 
shifted to the left. The overall performance for this restriction is 
shown in figure 4.8.
(c) 50% RESTRICTION (FIGURE 4.9 and 4.10)
Figure 4.10 shows that the pressure ratio with this restriction 
is reduced for the whole flow range. The drop in static pressure is 
probably due to flow separation and energy dissipation. It could be 
that the reduced length of the diffuser wall is not allowing maximum 
diffusion. Figure 4.10a gives a pictorial representation of the reduced 
diffusion and increased velocities due to the reduced diffuser area.
- This simple 1-D flow model analysis gives an approximation of where 
losses may occur. The major losses arise from the generation of turbulence 
after the diffuser exit. With the increased leaving velocities from 
the diffuser it maybe possible to improve static pressure recovery in 
the volute by redesign. When compared with the other two restrictions 
as in figure 4.10 it is obvious that the 50% restriction would not be 
used in practice. Both efficiency and pressure ratio are lower across 
the entire flow range. However if onset of surge is the main concern 
in operation, then this restriction may possibly be used.
(d) R.M.S. VOLTAGE RESULTS 80,000rpm (FIGURE 4.11)
At 80,000rpm the R.M.S. results indicate that reducing the diffuser 
passage width will have an effect on the start of flow instabilities 
If it is assumed that flow instability at 80,000rpm starts in the diffuser 
then fig. 4.11 would seem to indicate that restriction moves the start 
of instabilities to lower m.f.p. for example at a m.f.p. of 2 . 5 x l O ~ 5 j Cg . s 4 # 
/K./Nm2, the R.M.S. voltage is reduced as restriction is applied.
From the figure, as m.f.p. is reduced from 3x10“^ then the first sharp 
increase in gradient is moved further to the left as restriction is 
i ncreased.
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4.3.2 POLYMER DISC RESULTS
The flexible polymer disc device was tested at the same non-dimensional 
speeds and with the same diffuser passage exit widths as the sliding 
ring device in order to allow a direct comparison between the two devices 
It was thought that if a diffuser with a continuously reducing passage 
width from impeller to diffuser exit was used then the losses encountered 
would be less than those obtained with the throttle ring. The results 
are presented, as before as overall performance of, pressure ratio 
(T-S) and insentropic efficiency against m.f.p.
4.3.2.1 TURBOCHARGER SPEED 60,000rpm
(a) ZERO PERCENT RESTRICTION (FIG 4.12)
The performance for this restriction which has the same profile 
as a standard housing is compared with the throttle ring device. The 
overall performance is seen in figure 4.12. The general shape of the 
graph is similar to that for the throttle ring (fig 4.2). The peak 
pressure ratio is similar to that for the sliding ring, although it 
now occurs at a lower m.f.p. of Il8ixl0-^ (2.01xl0~^for the throttle 
ring). Peak efficiencies are the same and occur at a similar value of 
m.f.p. of 3.19x10“ .^ The small differences could be due to the lack
of a completely smooth surface on the shroud side of the diffuser.
A bracket is required to hold the polymer disc in place, which again 
may create some flow disturbance. As described in chapter 3.
(b) 25% RESTRICTION (FIGURE 4.13)
The shape of the pressure ratio characteristics (see Fig 4.13) 
is the same as for the sliding ring, although the surge m.f.p. is somewhat 
lower for the polymer disc at 0.767xl0-5Kg.s“l{i</Nm2 t efficiency for the 
polymer disc is 4.1 percent.iqe points lower than the throttle ring at the 
snno restriction.
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(c) 50% RESTRICTION (FIG 4.14 and 4.15)
The results for all three restrictions are presented in figure 
4.15. The 50% restriction gives lower efficiences across the whole
_5
flow range with a peak of 63.5% at 1.9x10 m.f.p. when compared with 
the throttle ring. This was not expected before the tests, but may 
be due in part to the surface finish of the polymer disc, which was 
pitted in places thus encouraging flow separation. The sharp edges 
at the diffuser exit may also encourage separation earlier than with 
the throttle ring. The overall pressure ratios were also lower for 
the polymer disc which suggests the diffuser is not recovering static 
pressure as well as might be expected.
Figure 4.14 shows that the only benefit to be gained from using 
the polymer disc device at maximum restriction would be lower surge 
mass flow parameters.
(d) R.M.S. VOLTAGE RESULTS FOR FLEXIBLE WALL AT 60,000rpm
Figure 4.16 indicates that the reduced diffuser width using a flexible 
wall shifts the surge m.f.p. to the left. For both the 25% restriction 
and the 50% restrictions the local minimum before surge has moved to 
the left. It is interesting to note that the surge points for both 
the throttle ring and the flexible wall at 25% restriction are at lower 
m.f.p. than for the 50% restriction (see fig 4.5 and 4.15).
The start of instability for the flexible wall is difficult to 
define for each restriction but would appear to begin at a m.f.p. of
_5
3.0x10 , similar to that for the sliding ring.
4.3.2.2 POLYMER DISC AT 80,000rpm
The compressor with the polymer disc diffuser side wall was run at 
80,000rpm to investigate what improvements, if any could be made in 
the region of instability. The trends for this condition were similar 
to those for the throttle ring.
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(a) ZERO PERCENT RESTRICTION (FIGURE 4. 17),
The shape of the graph figure 4.17 was similar to that for the 
throttle ring device. A surge m.f.p. parameter of 1.88x10“^ was found, 
compared to 1.952x10“^ for the throttle ring. Peak efficiencies were the 
same but at a slightly lower m.f.p. for the flexible wall, the peak 
pressures again were similar.
(b) 25% RESTRICTION (FIGURE 4.18 and 4.20)
The polymer disc is better at this restriction than the throttle 
ring. Table 4.1 indicates that efficiency is the same as that for the 
throttle ring but occurs at a lower m.f.p. This is shown clearly in 
figure 4.20 where in the low m.f.p. region the efficiency is higher 
than for the 0% restriction characteristic although pressure ratios 
are no higher. The R.M.S. results fig 4.21 do not show any reduction 
in instability at low m.f.p.'s, even though the surge m.f.p. has been 
moved to the left. The pressure ratio at higher flow is lower than 
for zero restriction (Fig 4.20) indicating reduced pressure recovery in 
the diffuser, as would be expected with an effectively small diffuser.
(c) 50% RESTRICTION
Fig. 4.19 shows the characteristics for this restriction. This cond­
ition gave the’worst peak efficiency of 62.4% at a m.f.p. of 2 .7 1 x 1 0 - 5 .  The 
corresponding test for the throttle ring gave a peak of 65.8% at 3.31xl0~5. 
It is probably the case that this restriction (ie.diffuser width reduced 
by half) is too severe (for the compressor) as the fall in efficiency 
has been observed for all 50% restriction results. An intermediate 
restriction of 30 or 40% may yield better results. The only benefit of 
the 50% restriction is a shift to the left of the surge point especially 
at 80,000rpm.
The pressure ratios are again reduced across the flow range due 
to the lack of sufficient diffuser area as would be expected. The choke 
m.f.p.'s in figure 4.20 also reduced rapidly with increasing restriction.
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(d) R.M.S. RESULTS FOR 80,0Q0rpm
Figure 4.21 shows the results for instability. The start of instability 
for the various restrictions is not clear although for the 50% restriction 
there is a clear shift to the left.. The shift of the surge m.f.p. can 
be seen clearly, especially for the 50% restriction which is given 
as 1.377xlOE-5 m.f.p.marked by a negative gradient. This is the lowest 
.for any of the 80,000rpm for either device.
The shift to the left of the R.M.S. curve at 50% restriction indicates 
that varying geometry in the diffuser will give benefits at higher turbo­
charger speeds.
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4.4 SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR THE TWO VARIABLE GEOMETRY DEVICES
4.4.1 RESULTS AT 60,000rpm
The results for each device can be seen in figures 4.5 and 4.15 
for 60,OOOrpm.
The results for 0% restriction compare well with each other but 
not so well with the standard housing. This is probably due to the 
- fact that machining of the standard housing has taken place.
The throttle ring device at 25% restriction (fig 4.5) shows substantial 
improvements in efficiency at m.f.p. below 3.0x10*5 . The pressure ratio 
characteristics-improve for the 25% restriction just before surge on 
the zero percent restriction curve. The flow range has been increased 
due to the shift to the left of the surge m.f.p. with choke m.f.p.'s 
the same.
The polymer disc gave similar improvements in the surge m.f.p. 
at 25% restriction/ reducing to 0.767x10E-5 Kg.s“l./K/Nm^ - at 60,OOOrpm. 
Pressure ratio improvements are found at low m.f.p. but not with the 
corresponding improvements in efficiency. Efficiency values for the 
25% restriction are always lower than those found'for the polymer disc 
at 0% restriction. This loss in efficiency at 25% restriction for the 
polymer disc, possibly due to surface finish, would not encourage the 
use of this device for a variable geometry application. The only benefit 
to be gained from the polymer disc is a lower surge m.f.p.
The overall compressor characteristics for either the sliding ring 
or flexible wall device are poor at 50% restriction. Fig. .4.23 and 4.24 
represent the static pressure values on the hub side of the compressor 
for both devices at 60,000rrxn. The position of the pressure tappings 
can be seen in figure4.22.
Each figure shows the static pressure at increasing radius at three 
different angular positions.
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Figure 4.23, for the throttle ring at a m.f.p. of approximately 
3x10 E-5 Kg/s/K. /fa/M2, indicates that at a diffuser radius of 60mm the 
static pressure drops and continues to drop to a radius of 66imi, for 
each angular position. The actual step of the throttle ring begins 
to protrude into the diffuser passage at a radius of 65nm. This figure 
clearly shows that at a radius of 66mm, that is in the restricted region, 
the static pressure has dropped for the 50% restriction.
’• It is not clear from this diagram whether this drop is due to losses 
at the leading edge of the step, or due to reacceleration of the flow 
in the effectively smaller. exit section. What is certain is that the flow 
will accelerate as it enters the restricted width.
The lower restriction of 25% does not show this drop in pressure 
at a radius of 66mm at two of the three angular positions. There is 
a slight drop at an angle of 10° near the tongue of the shroud but this 
does not indicate breakdown of the flow.
As would be expected the zero percent restriction shows a continuously 
rising static pressure, in line with the behaviour of the standard vaneless 
diffuser. The value of m.f.p. at which these static pressure readings 
were obtained is at a medium value, where flow can be assumed to be 
stable.
The static pressures for the continuously variable diffuser are 
shown in figure 4.24. The static pressure recordings are again for 
a m.f.p. of approximately 3xl0“5 Kg.s~ljK/Nm 2.
The zero percent restriction and the 25% restriction give continuously 
rising static pressure indicating normal diffusion.
The 50% restriction, however does not diffuse past a radius of 
54nm. This can be seen at all the angular positions. The fact that 
at the radius of 54mm the pressure decreases suggests that the actual 
diffuser is decreasing in area as the radius increases, which would imply 
that a restriction of 50% is too severe. An alternative restriction
of 30% or 40% may provide better results if further tests are to be 
performed.
4-4.2 RESULTS AT 80,OOOrpm
The 80/OOOrpm results show similar trends as the 60/OOOrpm results, 
indicating that 0% and 25% are possible variable geometry values.
At fifty percent restriction the closure of the diffuser width is again 
too severe.
Figure 4 . 1 0  and 4 .2 0  show the compressor characteristics for each 
device at 80,000rpm. The 25% restriction for both devices at a m.f.p. 
of 3.0xl0E-5 or less, gives an efficiency that is equal to or greater 
than for zero restriction. For the throttle ring device the surge m.f.p 
at 25% restriction has moved to 1 .6 9 x 1 0 - 5 ,  compared to, 1 .9 5 2 x 1 0 “ 5 m.f.p. 
for 0% restriction. (See table 4 . 1 ) .  The polymer disc surge m.f.p. 
at 25% is lower at 1.68x10-5 giving the same trend as for the 6 0/OOOrpm 
results, ie. the polymer disc gives lower surge value at 25% restriction.
The static pressure tapping results for a compressor speed of 8 0 ,OOOrpm 
are presented in figs. 4.25 and 4.26. The trends are the same as those 
found at the lower speed. Again the m.f.p. parameter at which these 
static pressures occur are in the stable running region of approximately 
3.5xl0E-5 Kg.s"1./K/Nm2.
For the throttle ring device fig 4.25 the static pressure decreases 
only for the 50% restriction at a radius of 66mm, indicating reacceleration. 
The lower restrictions continue to diffuse across the whole radius.
The continuously varying diffuser static pressures (fig4.26 ) again 
show that the 50% restriction increases flow velocity at a radius of 
54mn. The increased velocity through most of the diffuser would lead 
to increased friction and exit losses, shown as reduced efficiency in 
fig. 4.20.
The tabulated results for all tests are shown in table 4.1. The 
results are a sumrary of the compressor characteristics from this table 
both devices give a peak efficiency of seventy seven percent at 60, OOOrpm 
and no restriction, occurring at a slightly higher m.f.p. of 3.47xl0“5 
The sliding ring gives higher peak efficiencies than those for the
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flexible wall as restriction is applied. Tie peak pressures are 
similar for each device at this speed but occur at higher mass flows 
for the sliding ring. For 80,OOOrpm the efficiencies of 0% and 25% 
restriction are similar for both devices, with 50% restriction giving 
poor efficiency for both devices.
The surge m.f.p.'s are reduced as restriction is applied except 
for 50% restriction at 60,OOOrpm for the throttle ring.
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4.4.3 ESTIMATION OF LOSSES THROUGHOUT DIFFUSER
From the static pressure measurements, taken in the diffuser at 
the radial stations indicated in figure 4.22 and stagnation temperatures 
measured it is possible to attempt a simple 1-D analysis.
4.4.3.1 IMPELLER EXIT (DIFFUSER INLET) CONDITIONS
The impeller (mixed out) velocity triangle is shown in fig 4.27. Static 
pressure increases as a result of the conservation of angular momentum, 
leading to reducing Co- at increasing radius.
from the continuity equ.
m = ^ 2 *^2*^r2 ... equ. 4.1
and from the state equation
^ 2 = p2 —  equ. 4.2
r2.t2
then m = P2 -A2 .Cr2 ... equ. 4.3
R .T2
The static temperature T2 is unknown but can be found from the relation.
^02 = T2 -r ^V-l) .c? ... equ. 4.4
2* R
where from the velocity diagram
c3 = cr2 + cj2 . egu, 4 ,5
Substituting equ 4.4 and 4.5 into equ 4.3 for static tenperature 
gives the following relationship
m = P2.A2.Cr2
t o 2 “(Xlzil • (Cr2 + Co2))) ... equ. 4 . 6
^«R
which gives an equation where only the radial and tangential component 




Cr2 -(^ iR) (3f-l) + cr2 ” ^  ( To2 “ (t-1) C0 2 ) .. equ. 4.7
(P2A2)(2*R) (2*R)
the solution to this equation is
-1 f /l + 4P L*l?-M \(to2 <£a )
r2 “ / |?2a 21 2*r I \2*r) .. equ. 4.8
2. f riiR 
P2A 2
Before this equation can be solved for the radial component of 
velocity, C0 ., the tangential component must be determined. This conponent 
was determined from the euler turbomachinery equation which states that 
the specific work done is equal to the difference in the products o: 
the wheel speed and the tangential velocity . For a compressor with 
no inlet pre-whirl the euler equ. reduces to
m ( ho2 - hoi ) = u2 ce2 * * e<^u* 4*9
where (ho2-hol) is the total enthalpy increase due to compressor 
work input.
hence •-
m.cp (To2 -To1) = U2.Ce2 -- equ.4 .10
and since cp = *R/(t-l)
C©2 = (tR \ . (T02 -T0i) .. equ. 4.11
U2
Equations 4.9 to 4.11 determine the tangential component of velocity 
at the exit of the impeller from the energy transfer within the compressor 
wheel. The measurement of the impeller exit stagnation temperature, T02* is 
at the volute exit. Also the measured stagnation temperature rise across the 
impeller includes parasitic work input due to rear disc and shroud cover friction.
4.4.3.2 FLOW CONDITIONS WITHIN DIFFUSER
Assuming a free vortex flow throughout the diffuser it is possible 
to obtain tangential component of’velocityjat any radius rb.
ie- Cq2* r2 “ -^eb * rb
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.. equ. 4.H 2
The flow area will differ from the geometric area (shown in fig 
4.28) due to jet wake structures, especially near the impeller exit.
It is possible to apply a blockage factor to the impeller exit area 
but for the present analysis the geometric area was used. This assumption 
will lead to predicted velocities being lower than actual which will 
indicate low stagnation pressures.
From fig 4.28 the diffuser area ratio (outlet/inlet) can be show 
to be 1.066 for the standard build indicating little diffusion in the 
radial direction. The area ratio for 25% and 50% restriction is 0.803 
and 0.533 respectively. These values indicate an increased raidal component 
of velocity.
Stagnation! pressure which is a measure of the total energy of the fluid 
is obtained from
where T is the static temperature at the measuring station, found from
where C is the absolute velocity
4.4.3.3 STAGNATION PRESSURES AND RADIAL VELOCITY RESULTS
The calculated values of stagnation pressure as a function of diffuser 
radius are shown in figures 4.29 and 4.30.values for the stepped restrictions 
are not included for the 50% restriction at 80,OOOrpm as stagnation 
temperature measurements were not available.
For each device the stagnation pressure is shown for 60,000 and 
80,OOOrpm. The analysis was performed for a mass flow parameter of 
approximately 3.0xl0~^ which was to the right of the peak pressure 
m.f.p. on the compressor map, where flow is reasonably stable.
.. equ. 4.13




Figure 4.29 shows the stagnation pressure as a function of radius, 
for different restrictions. The stagnation pressure at a radius of 
48nm appears low especially for the standard case. This is due to 
jet-vake structure development just after the impeller exit and also 
to the highly unsteady flow affecting static pressure-
At the higher radii of 60 and 66nro the stagnation pressure is- steady
for both devices when no restriction, is" applied, indicating no losses;.
When a restriction of 25% is applied to the diffuser exit width the
stagnation pressure reduces slightly for the continuous restriction
but remains level for the stepped restriction. The geometric area of
fig 4.28 shows that continually reducing diffuser width reduces the
1 .
area throughout the diffuser length, whereas for a step the area is reduced 
substantially near diffuser exit. This indicates that for the continuous 
reduction, the radial component of velocity is increased steadily increasing 
friction losses throughout the diffuser. The radial component of velocity 
is plotted in figs 4.31 and 4.32 for these two devices at 60,OOOrpm and 
80,OOOrpm. For zero restriction the radial component continues to reduce 
after a radius of 54mm. When a restriction of 25% is applied the radial 
component for the step increases sharply at approximately 64.5mm, ie. when 
the step is applied at a radius of 64.5nm, whereas for the continuous 
restriction the radial component increases steadily throughout the diffuser. 
This indicates that the continuous reduction of diffuser width has losses 
associated with increased radial velocities throughout the diffuser, while 
the step restriction, has no significant losses associated with throttling 
when only 25% is applied.
At the extreme restriction of 50% diffuser exit width, both devices 
sliow a drop in stagnation pressure between radii of 60 and 66mm. The 
drop for the step restriction at a radius at 60mm is not significant 
and is probably within the error associated with this simple model.
The drop of stagnation pressure at the other radius where the step 
is applied shows that energy is lost due to throtting to the reduced 
area. The losses noticed for the continuous reduction can again be 
accounted for by the increased radial component as seen in fig. 4.31, 
particularly after a radius of 541^. For the stepped restrictor the radial 
component at 66am has nearly doubled as the area ratio reduces to 0.533 
here.
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For the higher speed of 80,OOOrpm (fig 4.32), where mfp's are again about
The same trends are evident at this speed with step restriction 
showing no decrease of stagnation pressure upto 25% restriction. The 
continuous restriction shows reduced stagnation pressure for the restrictions 
applied, again due to increased radial velocities (fig 4.32).
4.4.314 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOSSES AND PERFORMANCE
a) Throttle ring
■ The effect of using a stepped restriction on overall performance
is seen in figure 4.5 . When a restriction of 25% is applied at a mfp
of 3x10~5 kg/s. K/N/m2 the efficiency does not drop, since there are
no losses, as shown in fig. 4.29, but static pressure is reduced because
of reduced static pressure recovery in the reduced section of the diffuser
\
(see also fig 4.23. )• When the restrictions is further reduced to 50%
' t
at a m.f.p. of 3.0 both pressure ratio and efficiency are reduced.
The drop in efficiency is now associated with the drop in stagnation 
pressure shown in figure 4.29. The drop in pressure ratio is due to 
lade of pressure recovery in the reduced section of the diffuser and 
static pressure losses when throttling occurs, see fig 4.23. The effect 
of increased radial velocities on surge is to reduce surge m.f.p. for 
the 25% restriction, and ^how little improvement for 50%. .
Ifie performance results at the higher speed of 80,000 rpm (fig 4.10) 
for a step restriction of 25% at a m.f.p. of 3x10~5 kg/s. K/W/m2 
are again similar to those for the standard build. For a restriction 
5C&~/ both pressure ratio and efficiency are reduced, when compared 
to standard, due to the drop in stagnation pressure at the restriction, 
surge mfp on the other hand is reduced further.
The performance results for the polymer disc are shown in figs. 4.15 
and 4.20. The energy losses of this device have been shown to be associated 
with increased radial velocities as diffuser width reduces, causing 
increased friction. For the lower speed of 60,OOOrpm, fig 4.15. at
3.0 xl0E-5 kg/s.Jx/N/m2,the pressure ratios are greater. The stagnation 





a m.f.p. at 3.0 x 10E-5 kg/s. K /M/m^ both pressure ratio, and e.fficie.-ncy 
drop as restriction is applied. The pressure ratio is reduced due to 
the lack of static pressure recovery, see fig 4.24, within the diffuser 
and efficiency is reduced due to the increased radial veolcities associated 
with reduced area. There are some benefits to be gained with continuously 
reducing width, as can be seen in fig 4.15 at low values of mass flow 
parameter. At m.f.p.'s below approximately 1-6 x 10E-5 kg/s. K /N/m^ 
pressure ratios are similar to or greater than those found with the 
standard. Also the surge m.f.p. has been moved further to the left.
This is probably due to the increased radial component of velocity giving 
the fluid increased radial momentum and suppressing reversal of flow.
The efficiency lines move closer together as mass flow parameter 
reduces, indicating that lover velocities are reducing the effect of the 
friction losses.
At the higher speed where pressure ratios are, increased (see fig
*
4.20) the 25% restriction gives slightly improved'efficiency at low 
flow rates. The static pressure recovery is not affected (fig 4.26) 
at this restriction for a mfp of 3.0 x 10E-5 near the low end of the flow 
range. At increased mfp of, say, 4,0 x 10E-5 static pressure recovery may 
be reduced. ;.
For the 50% restriction both pressure ratio and efficiency are 
reduced as static pressure recovery is poor and stagnation pressure 
drops. The surge m.f.p. has been reduced at the expense of overall 
performance.
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4.4.3.5 THROTTLE RING VERSUS FLEXIBLE SIDE WALL
a) Losses
The losses in the throttle ring are concentrated near the step, 
whereas in the flexible wall device they are distributed throuhgout the 
diffuser. Global losses tend to be higher for the latter than for the 
former.
b) Performance
For the 25% restriction case efficiency drops more for the flexible 
side wall than with the stepped throttle ring.
c) Effect of extreme restriction
The 50% restriction produces greatly increased losses for both devices 
particularly at the high flow rates. While some improvement in surge 
margin is evident at this extreme restriction there is still a loss of 
overall performance/ as measured by efficiency and pressure ratio.
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4.4.4 CONCLUSIONS •
The throttle ring device is probably the more practical device 
to use for varying compressor geometry, due to the fact that it is simpler 
to operate and maintain. The results for 60,OOOrpm show that the throttle 
ring gives better efficiences at lower m.f.p. At 80,OOOrpm the results 
are very similar so that the choice of device would be based on simplicity 
of design and cost. The static pressure results show that the 50% restriction 
was too severe in that it destroys pressure recovery in the diffuser- The 
only benefit gained is that the surge point is moved to the left at 80,000 
rpm.
4.5 ENGINE TEST RESULTS WITH A VARIABLE GEOMETRY COMPRESSOR * § J §
4.5.1 INTRODUCTION
The results presented in section 4.4 are for the operating characteristics 
of compressors with varying geometry. Results have shown that improvements 
of boost pressure ratio and isentropic efficiency can be obtained at 
low mass flow parameters (m.f.p.). The next stage of the development 
was to investigate whether these improvements in compressor performance 
will also benefit engine performance.
The two devices tested on the turbocharger rig, ie. the sliding 
ring mechanis;': and the flexible diffuser side wall, although reliable 
were not thought to be suited to the engine test rig as the compressor 
housing inlets were different. The most appropriate approach to varying 
the compressor geometry was to use the method of a previous researcher 
(ref 24 ) which simulated different compressor geometries by using a 
series of plates inserted in the compressor housing.
4.5.2. VARIABLE COMPRESSOR PLATES USED
The plates available for insertion into the conpressor housing 
can be used to simulate diffuser restriction from either side of the 
diffuser. Varying restriction and restriction type, ie, stepped or angled 
restriction, are also possible with these plates.
The different restrictions available are 7556,69% and 4856 respectively 
of the standard diffuser exit area, the standard plate being 100% of 
exit area. The plates used for the present work are designated standard,
10c and lOd. The two plates 10c and lOd have the same diffuser exit 
area restriction, ie. 75%, but represent different types of restriction; 
plate 10c simulates a continuously variable diffuser width, whereas 
plate lOd simulates a step or throttle ring at diffuser exit.
To fit these plates to the original compressor housing as fitted 
to the engine, it was necessary to machine out the shroud side diffuser 
wall to the required depth and drill and tap suitable holes.
It was important to use this housing because the air inlet f ittings 
were suited to it and a reliable speed pick up transducer was already 
fitted.
The shroud side of the compressor was used for the plates for the 
reasons mentioned before, viz.better efficiencies and ease of manufacture.
The operating characteristics for plate 10c the angled restriction 
compared to the standard plate are seen in fig 4. 3 3 . ^
The two non-dimensional speeds of 58.91 and 78.57 are equivalent 
to 60,OOOrpm and 80,OOOrpm respectively. For both speeds improvement 
of boost pressure is found at lev m.f.p, 's. V: v <cr CO'nrj:.v improvements 
are found at m.f.p.'s below 2.,3xl0-^ m.f.p.; peak pressure for plate 
10c occurs at a m.f.p. of 1.4xl0~5 Kg.s-1 .v^/NM-2 compared to a m.f.p. 
of 2 . 3 x l 0 " 5  for the standard. The surge point is also at a lower m.f.p. 
The pressure ratio characteristics for 80,OOOrpm (78.5 r/sec.//K) 
show improvements in pressures ratio at m.f.p.'s of 3.9xlOE-5 Kg.s^K/tom-2 
and below.
The isentropic efficiency is improved at m.f.p.'s below 2.1xlOE-5 
Kg.s”^K/ttnr2 f0r 60,OOOrpm runs. Above this rruf .p. the isentropic
efficency is always lower than that found for the standard. The isentropic 
efficiency for the 80,OOOrpm runs are similar but the flow range of 
plate 10c is reduced.
The plate fitted to the compressor housing is shown in figure 4.28 
with the diffuser exit width reduced from 4.25nm to 3.12mm for the plate.
To reduce losses as much as possible it was necessary to make sure that 
the plate was flush with the compressor housing at impeller exit.
The operating characteristics for the stepped plate, plate 10D, 
can be seen in fig. 4. 35 . The characteristics are at the same two speeds 
of 60,OOOrpm and 80,OOOrpm. Similar improvements as for plate 10C are 
observed, except that the efficiency is slightly reduced across the
whole flow range for plate 10D at 80,OOOrpm, ie. 78.57r/sec/-K.
The improvements of boost pressure for plate 10D and 60,000rpm 
are at m.f.p.'s of 2.0xl0~5 and below. The improvements at 80,000rpm 
are 2.6x10“5 and below.
The efficiencies for plate 10D occur below 2.2xl0“^m.f.p show 
the gains are not as great as those found for plate IOC. The isentropic 
efficiencies for the stepped ring at 80/OOOrpm are always less than 
those found for the standard plate, but the surge point is at a lower 
m.f.p. and the flow range moved to the left.




4.5.3 ENGINE TESTS ■
The different compressor configurations, ie.'standard' plate 1(0C 
or plate 10D, were each tested on the limiting torque curve of .the engine 
Although.the simulation work of chapter two has shown that only limited 
benefit will be obtained on the torque curve at high engine speeds it 
was thought that at least the simulations could be verified and that 
the compressor characteristics at speeds above 80,000rpm would be observed 
More benefits maybe gained by obtaining a map for the engine, but this 
would have required many tests for the compressor configurations under 
test.
The engine test bed is that described in chapter 6 with the engine 
operating without intercooler or air heater.
The engine test bed basically consists of the ley land TL11 Ley land 6 
cylinder 11.2 litre automotive diesel engine. Electronic controls were 
used for fuelling (govenor) and for the loading system, injection timing 
and turbine restriction.
To obtain the limiting torque at any speed the following procedure 
was followed
1) All transducers were calibrated/ zeroed or cleaned
2) The engine was switched on and allowed to warm up for twenty minutes 
or until the engine jacket water temperature, oil, fuel and air 
inlet temperature were within set limits.
3) The appropriate speed was selected and the torque increased steadily 
until one or more of the limiting parameters were reached.
The limits were:-
a) Cylinder pressure 125 bar.
b) Exhaust temperature 700°C.
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c) Turbocharger speed 90,000rpm.
d) Smoke opacity 10%.
4) When the limiting torque was reached the engine was allowed to 
settle for fifteen minutes or until all values had settled (ie- 
pressures,temperatures etc.). Once settled all necessary values were 
recorded and fuel measurements taken.
5) The engine torque and speed was reduced to allow the engine to cool.
6) The engine was shutdown or prepared for another test.
To gain greatest benefits from the compressor with simulated or 
actual variable geometry it is necessary to use a variable geometry turbine 
Since the test bed set up incorporated a variable geometry turbine/ which 
had been used for previous work, it was decided to use it. To make a. 
comparison the same turbine restriction schedule was used for all tests.
The restriction schedule used is an optimum found by previous researcher 
(ref 38). The schedule followed uses a fully restricted turbine (ie. 50% of 
nozzle width) between engine speeds of 800rpm and 1400rpm, 75% of nozzle 
width at 1600rpm and a fully open turbine at 1800rpm and above.
The series of tests performed includes a baseline test (ie. fixed 
geometry turbine for the whole torque curve), followed by tests using the 
above variable turbine nozzle schedule with each of the three compressor 
configurations.
4.5.3.1 BASELINE VERSUS VARIABLE GEOMETRY TURBINE TESTS
The baseline and variable geometry turbine test results are shown 
in figures 4.37 - 4.39 .
The baseline test applied to the torque curve for a fixed geometry 
turbine with the standard plate. The fixed geometry turbine used is the 
original 'H2C' fixed geometry unit, having slightly higher efficiencies 
than the subsequently used V.G. unit. Figure 4.37 shows the power curves 
for baseline and variable turbine turbocharger. The baseline power is lower
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than with the variable geometry unit except at the engine speed extreme 
-of 800rpm and 2100rpm. This is probably due to the better turbine <efficii; 
for the baseline. The power curve for the variable geometry case lies 
above the standard curve between engine speeds of lOOOrpm and 2000rpam duie 
to the improved energy utilisation of the V.G. unit. As the turbine 
restriction is closed the turbocharger speed will increase and hence boost 
will increase. The maximum power reached for the variable geometry case 
is 191.0 kW, at 1800rpm, as against 190.0 kW at 2100rpm for the baseline 
build.
The BMEP curve is similarly increased between lOOOrpm and 2000rpm, 
the variable geometry turbine curve showing a greater peak torque, and 
hence higher torque back-up, at the same engine speed of 1300rpm.
The curve of fuelling per shot is similarly high for the variable 
turbine case, with the extra boost pressure or air flow allowing more fuel 
to be burnt. At 800rpm the fuelling per shot reduces sharply as the smoke 
limit is reached, the V.G. turbine being unable to make any use of the 
additional available exhaust energy due to its poorer efficiency.
The curves of sfc are similar, although at lOOOrpm sfc is poor, so that 
the increased^fuelling does not give any improvement of power or BMEP.
Figure 4.38 shows some of the turbocharger characteristics for both the 
baseline build and the V.G. turbine.
The boost pressure characteristic shows how the turbine restriction 
has increased pressure. Upto 1600rpm the boost is continuously rising to 
a maximum of 1.25 bar (gauge), compared to 1.0 bar (gauge) for the baseline. 
This order of increase will move the operating point on the compressor map 
to a different position, with a possible increase in compressor efficiency 
as is indeed the case. As the turbine restriction is opened between 1600rpm 
and L800rpm the boost pressure drops to the same level as for the baseline 
turbocharger tests.
The air flow characteristics are similar with a slight increase 
between 1200rpm and 1800rpm for the variable turbine case. The maximum 
airflov is slightly higher for the baseline build as the turbine is more
efficient at the highest speed.
The turbocharger speed shows the same trends as the boost pressure 
giving an increase for V.G. turbine speed between engine speeds of 8JOOrpm 
and 1600rpm, due to the fact that the turbine is effectively smaller . A 
maximum speed of 90,000rpm was obtained for both turbocharger and encgine 
rated condition.
The compressor efficiency is improved for the variable turbine runs 
by between 2 and 5 percentage points. This improvement is due to the engine 
operating line in the compressor map moving to high efficiency islands. 
Greatest improvements are found at low engine speeds where the turbine 
restriction is most severe.
Figure 4. 39shows that the maximum cylinder pressure is increased to 
its limit at the peak torque engine speed of 1300rpm, this being due to the 
additional fuel injected. The maximum cylinder pressure is one of the most 
important factors when considering increased torque back-up.
The air fuel ratio increases steadily as engine speed increases. The 
ratio for the baseline varies between 26:1 and 18:1. The range for the V.G. 
ie.turbine case varies between 24:1 and 18.2:1. Although the usual limits 
for smoke of 20:1 were not adhered to the smoke opacity never exceeds 1056.
The turbine restriction schedule is also shown in the figure.
4.5.3.2 VARIABLE GEOMETRY COMPRESSOR RESULTS (PLATES 10C & 10D)
To make comparisons between different compressor configurations the 
same turbine restriction schedule was used/ as before, for the 
standard plate results. The results for plates 10C and 10D are presented 
in figures (4.40 - 4.42) t together with those for the standard plate.
Figure 4.40 shows the standard to have the same power, BMEP and sfc curves 
as previously. The V.G. plates, 10C and 10D, gave a diffuser exit width 
restriction of 2556.
The power and BMEP curves for the two plates improve at engine speeds 
below 1400rpm, due to increased fuelling.
This increase is offset by poor sfc values of more than 230 g/kWh 
between engine speeds of 900rpm and 1200rpm, plate 10D giving worse results 
than 10C. The sfc for plate 10D at 900rpm is found to be lower than even 
the standard at this condition this result is suspect but is included for 
completeness.The shape of the curves at these lower speeds are similar with a 
maximum sfc occuring at an engine speed of lOOOrpm for each plate. At 
speeds above 1400rpm the sfc curves are similar, although a little higher 
for plate 10D at 2000rpm.
The turbocharger characteristics are shown in fig4.41 . The boost 
pressure curve has the characteristic dip after 1600rpm as the turbine opens, 
with a maximum boost pressure of 1.25 bar (gauge). A compressor fitted with 
plates 10D or 10C does not show the same characteristics. The plate 
simulating a continuously varying diffuser,ie. plate 10C, gives a maximum 
boost pressure of 1.1 bar at 1400rpm and remains at this level for most 
of the'higher engine speeds. Plate 10D has even worse boost pressure 
characteristics and gives the lowest peak pressure. Above 1800rpm the boost 
pressure begins to drop as engine speed increases, presumably due to 
compressor closing. The airflow characteristics do not differ significantly, 
although there is a slight increase at lOOOrpm and 1200rpm for plates 10D 
and 10C. The maximum airflow, at 2100rpm, is the same for all the compressor 
configurations being 0.3 kg/sec.
The turbocharger speed curve for plate 10C follows the standard 
curve closely between engine speeds of 900rpm and 1600rpm. Above this engine 
speed the curves for the plates 10C and 10D reach the maximum turbocharger 
speed. To prevent turbine overspeed it was necessary to reduce fuelling.
This is the main reason for reducing power at high engine speeds. The 
step restriction, plate 1GD has lower turbocharger speed across the whole 
engine speed range.
The exhaust temperature is near the limit of 700°C except at 900rpm, 
where less fuelling is required to limit smoke- Between 1800rpm and 2100rpm 
the exhaust temperature does not reach its limit again,due to reduced fuelling 
required to prevent the turbocharger overspeed-
The compressor efficiencies which it was hoped would improve at 
low engine speeds, did not in fact increase as the compressor was restrjtf: 
At 900rpm the two plates gave drops in efficiency of 2 or 3 percemtage 
points which was not expected. For the rest of the engine speed range the 
efficiency characteristic is flat for the two plates indicating compressor 
efficiencies of approximately 65%, whereas the standard increases to a peak 
of 67.5% at 1800rpm. The reason for the lower than expected efficiencies 
for the two plates may be the matching of the compressor. However, in the 
absence of complete compressor maps for the IOC and 10D builds, it is 
impossible to superimpose engine operating lines on such maps.
Figure 4. 42shows the air fuel ratio characteristics. The standard 
turbocharger curve shows a minimum air fuel ratio of 19.7:1, which is 
slightly below the limit of 20:1, at lOOOrpm. From lOOOrpm to 1600rpm the 
air fuel ratio increases as would be expected. As the turbine restriction is 
opened to 1800rpm the ratio drops slightly, A maximum ratio of 24.2:1 is 
reached at an engine speed of 2000rpm.
The characteristics for the two V.G. builds show a very poor air fuel 
ratio, between 900rpm and 1200rpm, of about 18:1. The method of limiting 
the air fuel ratio was to check the smoke opacity readings and set limits 
for them. The low values of air fuel ratio could be due to experimental 
error. As the engine speed increases the air fuel ratio increases to a 
maximum of 28 to 29:1 as fuel is reduced to limit turbocharger overspeed. 
Boost temperature for the standard build is as expected, with a constantly 
increasing temperature to a maximum of 140°C at an engine speed of 1600rpm. 
The temperature then begins to reduce as the turbine restriction is 
opened, due to falling bopst pressures, to 118°C at 1800rpm. The results 
obtained for the two simulated V.G. builds do not show a local minimum as 
the turbine restriction schedule changes between 1400rpm and 1800rpm. A 
maximum of 134°C is reached at 1800rpm for both builds.
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4.6 SUMMARY OF ENGINE TEST RESULTS
Two plates were used to simulate different compressor geometries 
3ir
(figures 4.34 and 4.36). Each plate represents 25% closure of diffuser 
exit width,when compared to the standard/ plate IOC giving a continuously 
varying width and plate 10D a stepped restriction.
Three different tests were required so that a comparison between 
the various options could be made. The first test was to run baseline 
conditions, ie. with the turbine left fully open and the standard compressor 
fitted, so that all subsequent tests could be compared. The second test 
was with the standard compressor and the variable turbine. The variable 
restriction turbine schedule used for the present tests was an optimum 
one found by a previous researcher; the schedule being 50% turbine nozzle 
width between 800rpm and 1400rpm, 25% restriction at 1600rpm and fully 
open above 1800rpm. Each of the compressor configurations, ie. standard, 
plate 10C and plate 10D were run in conjunction with this turbine schedule, 
on the engine limiting torque curve.
The baseline versus the variable geometry turbine, operating, with 
optimum restriction schedule, results are shown in figures 4.37 to 4.39.
The power curve for the VG unit in figure 4.37 has higher values at all 
except the extreme speeds of 900rpm and 2100rpm. The VG curve shows that 
the maximum power, of 190KW, has been moved to a lower engine speed of 
1800rpm, with a subsequent increase in BMEP and hence torque back-up.
There are slight discrepancies in BMEP and power curve at 1900rpm with 
power higher for the VG unit but with no increase in BMEP, this has to 
be put down to fitting of the graph at this point. Both turbocharger speed 
and boost are increased for the VG unit between engine speeds of 900rpm 
and 1600rpm, due to increased turbine restriction.
The results for the different compressor configurations (plates 10C 
and 1QD) are given in figures 4.40 to 4.42. Each compressor configuration 
being tested on the limiting torque curve with the same optimum turbine 
restriction schedule.
Figure 4.40 shows the standard plate results compared to the result^ 
obtained for the two variable plates. The power and BMEP curves improve * 
at engine speeds below 1400rpm but at the expense of sfc, due to increased 
fuelling. If the two plates had been tested at the same torque as the 
standard plate the sfc may have reduced to below the standard sfc curve 
but the aim was to improve the low speed torque.The turbocharger character­
istics are shown in figure 4.41. The characteristic dip of the turbocharger 
boost and speed at 1800rpm, as the turbine opens, is not seen for the two 
plates. The boost pressure characteristics do not reach above 1.1 bar for 
either plate, presumably due to compressor closing. Airflow characteristics 
for the two plates are similar to the standard, although slightly increased 
at lOOOrpm and 1200rpm for the two plates. Turbocharger speed had to be 
limited at engine speeds above 1600rpm hence fuelling was reduced, which 
reduced power.
Compressor efficiency did not increase above those found for the 
standard plate for either the stepped or Contiguously variable restrictor, 
but was flat at 6556 for most of the engine speed range. It was not possible 
to look at the matching of the engine operating line and corrpressor map 
as these maps were not available. Air fuel ratio for the two plates 
between engine speeds of 900rpm and 1200rpm is poor reaching values as 
low as 18:1, although this low value did not give high smoke readings 
when smoke opacity was checked. As engine speed increases the air fuel 
ratio increases for the two plates, as fuelling is reduced to stop 
turbocharger overspeed.
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4.7 CONCLUSIONS FOR ENGINE TESTS
Variable geometry on the compressor was achieved by inserting a 
plate into the shroud side of the diffuser. Continuously reducing width 
to diffuser exit and a step at the diffuser exit were used, both giving 
25% closure of the standard diffuser exit.
Power and BMEP gains were found for the variable geometry compressor 
below engine speeds of 1400rpm, due to increased fuelling and air, but at 
the expense of specific fuel consumption. Turbocharger over-speed limited 
fuelling and hence power at high engine speeds. ,
A continuously variable geometry compressor would be better suited 
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Fig. 4.10a Pictorial representation of increased 
restriction and increased velocity
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FIG. 4.23 static pressure at increasing diffuser radius
for sliding ring at 60,000 rpm,with varying restriction.
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Fi3 4.25 Static pressure readings at increasing radius for the 
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FIG. 4.26 Static pressure readings at increasing radius for 
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CHAPTER 5 OPTIMIZING TECHNIQUE . ' ('^  :
5.1 INTRODUCTION ' '
This chapter introduces some of the concepts and methods involved in 
optimization techniques and how they may be used . Attention is focused 
on the application of these methods to a computer model of a diesel engine 
burning variable quality fuels, having three control variables:- fuel 
injection timing, charge air temperature and V.G. turbine setting. The 
computer model to be used is SPICE (see chapter 2), a large Fortran 
program based on the filling and emptying method. Although the optimization 
methods, particularly non-derivative, are fairly simple in concept, the 
real skill of optimization comes from tuning the method to the problem, 
that is taking into account the practicalities of applying the method to 
a problem and how limited precision and small errors in the solution may 
affect the speed of convergence.
5.2 BRIEF REVIEW OF OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES (45,46)
For the present work the optimum value required was the minimum value 
of specific fuel consumption (sfc), such that all the methods mentioned are 
concerned with finding the minimum of a function.
5.2.1. FUNCTIONS OF ONE VARIABLE
The simplest function to be optimized is one for which the function 
value can be evaluated for any point and is represented by an equation. For 
any range in which the function is continuous the optimum is represented by 
the minimum, for the present work, where the gradient is found to be zero. 
Hence the minimum is found where the first derivative of the function is 
found to be zero. This is a simplified case where there is assumed to be 
only one minimum or turning point for the function.
5.2.2. FUNCTIONS OF 'n' VARIABLES
For a function of ‘n* variables the minimum value is obtained using 
partial differentiation . At the minimum each of the first partial derivatives 
vanish. The two cases illustrate how to locate the minimum of a function f(x)
-83-
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directly- Difficulties arise when the root of the first derivative equa 
cannot be found. When this occurs non-derivative or search methods are 
required.
5.2.3. SEARCH METHODS FOR FUNCTIONS OF ONTE VARIABLE (49)
Rather than locate the minimum of a function directly using derivatives 
there are some simple numerical procedures which search at discrete function 
values for the lowest value. Figure 5.1 shows a simple function with only 
one minimum close to x* during the interval 'a' to 'b', this being the 
interval of uncertainty. By evaluating the function at three points within 
'a' and 'b' the limit of uncertainty will be reduced. After 'n* function 
evaluations a minimum value will be found, the accuracy of this minimum 
will be dependent upon the number of evaluations.
The Fibonacci search utilises the above technique by locating the 
minimum with the shortest uncertainty interval using a specified number 'n' 
of function evaluations. With only a specified number of function evaluations 
allowed in this technique it is important to know where to make the 
evaluations. The method uses the function evaluations from the early 
experiments to determine the position of subsequent points. Figure 5.2 
illustrates the technique used, if we have an uncertainty interval of 
(xj/X^ and a function value f(x) within this interval. The position of 
the next function value f(x) is determined by the resulting interval of 
uncertainty. The following outcomes are possible.
1) if f(x4)*^f(x2) the new uncertainty interval will be (x^Xg) of length 
equal; (X2 - x.j)= L
2) if f(xq) > f(x-2) the new uncertainty interval will be (x^Xg) of 
length (xg-x^).
Since we do not yet know the outcome it would be reasonable to play 
safe and make both outcomes equal to each other, that is placing x^ 
syimetrically in the interval with respect to X 2-The same process can be 
repeated for the next step of shorter interval of uncertainty (xj,Xg) or
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(:<4,X3)- 'i’his is based upon the Fibonacci numbers (f^), which sa tisfy
fk - f(k-l) + f(k-2) f0 = fl = 1
The first few values of the sequence are 1,1,2,3,5/8/13 etc.. Given 
a number N of function evaluations, the Fibonacci numbers f(N-l)'f(N-2) 
can be used to define the points at which the function should be evaluated 
within a sequence of shrinking intervals of uncertainty, beginning with 
an original interval taken as (0  ^Fjsj)
When N function evaluations are allowed, a Fibonacci search procedure 
will essentially produce a final interval of uncertainty of length l/F^ j 
times the length of the original interval. A disadvantage of the Fibonacci 
search is that a minimum limit of uncertainty cannot be specified for a 
number N of function evaluations. Hence fibonacci numbers will have to 
be generated until the required accuracy is found.
The Golden search method is a limiting case of the Fibonacci search. 
With Golden section search, there is a constant reduction of the interval 
of uncertainty by a factor T at every step, and the length of the interval 
of uncertainty converges linearly to zero. T is obtained from the limit as
lim FN_! —  2 __ T -^-0.618
° °  ~  ( w T )  -
Rather than searching for the smallest interval of uncertainty 
where the minimum is located it is possible to use a few function values to 
approximate the function by a simple polynominal at least over a limited 
range of values. It is then possible to approximate the position of the 
polynominal minimum using the previous derivative methods.
Powells method uses three distinct function values with quadratic 
interpolation applied. By evaluating the function at three distinct values 
and approximating the function f(x) by the quadratic function
0(x) = Ax^ + Bx +C
the constants A,B & C obtained from forming simultaneous equations from the 
three distinct values.
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Davidsons method uses the simple polynominal method but is more 
accurate than Powells. The method fits a cubic polynominal to the function/ 
using function values and gradients at two points.
5.2.4 NON-DERIVATIVE SEARCH METHODS FOR FUNCTIONS OF "n" VARIABLES
Consider the contour lines of a function of two variables, as seen in 
fig. 5.3, the simplest and crudest method of searching for optimum would 
be to search in the direction of the x^axis from point ’A'. Once the minimum 
has been found at point 'B' it would be possible to move in the direction 
of the x 2 axis. This process is continued for points 'C' and 'D* until a 
satisfactory minimum is obtained at point (xj*,X2*)- The method is reliable 
if there is only one minimum but tends to be slow in practice. To be sure of 
one minimum would require complete mapping of the contour map but the 
accuracy of the prediction would -be dependent on grid element size.
5.2.4.1. SIMPLEX TECHNIQUE (50)
This is basically a direct search method, A simplex of n+1 points is 
set up in the 'n' dimensional space of the 'n' variables (for 3 dimensions 
the simplex is a tetrahedron). Fig. 5.4 shows an example in two dimensions, 
the points are ordered so that F3> F2> Fj. For the example shown the simplex 
is represented as an equilateral triangle, this is not usually the case as 
triangle shape changes during the minimization process. If we denote £ as 
the centroid of all function values except the highest (for this example 
F3), then by joining £ an<3 (°r *3 ) by a line we can perform three 
operations to search for a minimum. The three operations to be performed 
along this line are ref lection, contract ion and expansion as seen in figure 
5.4.
By reflecting the highest point then a new function value will 
be found. The reflection coefficient ^  is a positive constant defined by 
the relationship
x r = (l+o() x  “ 0^ X 3
Thus xr is on the line X3 and x on the far side of x from x3 with
xr * x “ ^  x3 • x 
the result of this restriction is one of the following.
1) if f3 ^  fr ir f 1 , then X3 is replaced by xr and start agaim 
with a new simplex
1) if fr <  fi , ie. reflection has produce a new minimum then we 
expand to X0 by the relation. *'
*e = $ xr + 6 ) *x
where X is the expansion coefficient. Which is greater than 
unity and is the ratio of Xg.^ to xr .x
From the expanded function value. If fe ^ fi replace f3 by fe and 
restart the process but if fe> f^ the expansion has failed, so f3 is 
replaced by fr and the process restarted.
If by reflecting we find that fr> f3 then the old simplex is formed
and a contraction step performed, defined as
x^, = p  . X3 + ( l - p ) . x
where the contraction coefficient p lies between 0 and 1 and is the ratio 
of the distance x ^ ^  to X3»x . We then accept Xq for X3 and restart, unless 
fc^ min(f3,fr ) .That is the contracted point is worse than the better of X3 
or xr. For such a failed contraction we replace all the x ,s by (Xh .+ x^J/2
and restart the process, ie. reduce the simplex size. The complete method
is demonstrated in the flow diagram of figure 5.5.
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5.3 OPTIMIZATION APPL1KD 'ID RNGINK SFC. (47,d8)
For the present work it is required that injection (VI), charge air 
temperature (VA) and turbine geometry (VT) should be optimized for minimum 
sfc for a specific load, speed and fuel quality. At low loads there will 
be simple bounds on the three variables; eg. lower and upper limits of 
3CPC and 80°C respectively for the charge air temperature. However at high 
loads, there will be further constraints which need to be considered.
These are :-
Pmax —  maximum cylinder pressure.
Tmax —  maximum exhaust temperature.
Nmax —  maximum turbocharger speed.
Smax —  smoke limit.
These constraints are all non-linear functions of the three variables 
(VI,VA & VT); ie.
Tmax = f(VI,VA,VT)
Pmax = f (VI, VA/VT) 
etc..
To help visualise the problems involved, figure 5.6 shows a hypothetical 
sfc map for two of the variables (VI&VA). Superimposed on this are the 
three cons taints Pmax, Tmax and Nmax. If the unconstrained minimum 
contravenes one, two or even three of these constraints, then the constrained 
minimum sfc will be found on one of the constraint boundaries assuming 
there is only one minimum. However the constraint boundaries are unknown 
and may only be found iteratively: ie. by interpolation or extrapolation 
during the optimizing process.
5.3.1 APPLICATION OF “NAG" ROUTINE E04CCF
To develop the use of the optimization techniques it was decided to 
use computer simulation rather than the Diesel engine itself to generate 
the sfc function. To speed up the development process a simple arbitrary 
three variable function was devised to replace the full computer model.
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The function was as follows
f ( x )  = ( x |  -  X2 + 2 X 3 ) 2 + (X2 - l ) 2 + (X3 + 2 ) 2 + KO
which has one of two minima at
x(1) = 2.2361 
x(2) = 1.0000 
x(3) =-2.0000
where f(x(N)) = 10.
To simulate a real engine, as well as the iterative computer model, 
a psuedo-random number generator has been used to introduce relatively 
large errors into the computer solution. The function above is multiplied 
by the psuedo-random number, which is taken from a normal distribution 
(Gaussian) with a mean of 1.0 and a standard deviation of B (variable).
The routine which is used to optimize sfc is a commonly available NAG 
routine (NAG routine E04CCF). The routine minimises a general function f(x) 
of N independent variables x(N) by the simplex method.It is a direct search 
method which uses function values only. The main parameters are:-
N —  Number of variables.
X —  Starting point for variables.
funct. —  Subroutine which calculates function value f(x).
F —  Lowest value found.
Unfortunately this routine does not allow bounds to be set on the 
variables, as is necessary in practice. Figure 5.7 shows an example of 
the optimization process using the develpoment equation. The standard 
deviation was set to 0.001 and the tolerance for the solution was set to 
0.05. The starting point was set at:-
x( 1) = 2 
x(2) = 1.6 
x(3) =-1.6 
f(x) = 11.17
Thirteen function evaluations were required to set up the ^simplex aifcdK
T ’
a further 26 evaluations were required to reach the solution:-
exact solution
x(l) = 2.2494 







5.3.1.1 SIMPLEX ( OR POLYTOPE ) METHOD APPLIED TO THE SPICE PROGRAM
■ . , * f ~ ‘ 1 -
As SPICE is a complex model, the first derivatives of sfc (:if we 
consider sfc as a continuous function that may be evaluated by SP?ICE) may 
not be derived analytically. The first derivatives may only be obtained by 
using a finite difference technique with function evaluations (of sfc), 
although this requires considerable computational effort. It is rmuch simpler 
to minimise a smooth function ( ref45). However, because of the mature of 
SPICE, calculated values of sfc may be discontinuous. This is illuistrated 
in fig. 5.8. A small change in one of the variables may produce a dis­
proportionate change of sfc. These random discontinuities may be minimised 
by increasing the specified level of accuracy or the number of iterations set 
for SPICE. However, once the first point has been found on the sfc map 
then the finishing values may be used as the starting values for tthe next 
evaluations of sfc and likewise for subsequent steps.
In general, the;computed version of any function is inherently 
discontinuous, due to the limited precision to which it can be evaluated. 
Fortunately, for a well scaled function, the discontinuities can be regarded 
as insignificant, in that they do not adversely affect the performance of 
optimization methods which assume smoothness.
5.3.1.2 RESULTS OBTAINED FROM "NAG" ROUTINE EQ4CCF APPLIED TO SPICE
For the present work two engine conditions were used. The first was 
at the full load of 1070Nm where constraints on certain engine operating 
variables are a problem of course. Use of the program will allow excursions 
into these regions without failure of the optimization routine. At this
condition it would be unrealistic to use a variable geometry turbine for 
optimizing as the upper speed limit of 90,Q00rpm would be exceeded i mimed 
if any restriction was used. Hence only the two remaining variables, viz. 
injection timing (VI) and charge air temperature (VA) were used as the 
variables for optimizing sfc. The simplex generated for this application 
then becomes a simple equilateral triangle.
No tolerance was given which would allow the NAG routine to stop when 
no appreciable further reduction in sfc is obtained. Instead a limit of 50 
function calls was used so that the progress of the minimization could be 
observed. The starting values for the simplex were chosen with some 
intuition to allow the minimum to be found quickly. This is not unreasonable 
since the simplex routine might in practice be used with a crude 
scheduling scheme applied to the engine sfc. The starting values chosen were 
a slightly retarded dynamic timing of 16°BTDCand full charge cooling of 
30^3. A summary of the output at each of the 50 function calls can be seen 
in Table 5.1. The first value of sfc is 200.3 g A W h  for the starting value 
of VI=16.0c^ TDC and VA=30cfc. The first seven function calls are required 
to set-up the first simplex, the bracketed numbers next to charge air 
temperature values are the values actually requested from the routine 
below the stipulated lower limit of 30^3. After the seventh function call 
the minimum sfc is found to be 198.9997 g/kWh at nodal values of node 1= 
(-11.4993093),node 2=(-16930cb) and node 3=(-1696093), the best setting 
being VI=11.49ckTDC/VA=30cb.
For this simplex the minimum function value is sfc=198.9997 g A W h 
as already stated and the highest function value is 203.2496 gAWh. For 
the remaining 43 function calls the value of sfc does not reduce below 
the minimum already found. Thus the simplex, after 50 function calls gives 
a minimum of 198.9997 g/kWh and a maximum of 199.0086 g A W h  indicating that 
the simplex is only shrinking as function calls continue. This example shows 
that the starting values were a good guess which could be adopted if 
scheduling control were used.
The second optimization was at the lower load of 268Nm and 1500rpm 
where all three variables VG,VI and VA can be used in the optimizing process. 
The simplex set-up for three variables is a tetrahedron. Again the starting 
values were chosen with some foresight. The results are shown in table 5.2
with starting values of VI = 16°BTDC, VA = 30°C and YC=0%. The first simplex 
set-up after 11 function calls giving a minimum sfc of 272.200g/kWh. a 
further 5 function calls are required to obtain the absolute minimum of 
271.83 g/kWh at VI = 12.71°BTDC, VA=30.2°C and VG=1.8%. This is obtained 
with a simplex having the following nodes.
node 1: VI=12.71°BTDC,VA=30.2°C,VG=2% 
node 2: VI=12.38°BTDC,VA=30.0oC,VG=0% 
node 3: VI=15.30°BTDC,VA=30.2°C,VG=0% 
node 4: VI=15.40°BTDC,VA=30.1°C,VG=2%
with a minmum nodal value (node 1) of 271.83 g/kWh and a maximum nodal 
value (node 4) of 273.19 g/Kwh. For the remaining *32 function calls the 
minimum sfc is not reduced but the simplex is made smaller, the final 
simplex having a minimum value of sfc=271.83 g/kWh and a maximum value of 
sfc=271.86 g/kWh.
5.3.2 MANUAL TECHNIQUES
To verify that the simplex technique actually leads to a true 
minimum and demonstrate the use of manual techniques a separate set 
of tests was performed. As before two loads at ISOOrpm were examined, viz. 
1070Nm (full load) and 268Nm. At each condition an array of sfc values was 
predicted and the optimum obtained.
5.3.2.1 RESULTS OBTAINED AT 1500RPM,1070NM
As with the simplex technique at this load, where the turbocharger 
speed limit would be exceeded if any turbine restriction were used, only 
the two variables VI and VA were varied. The range of each variable was 
24°to 8°BTDC for injection timing (VI) and 30°C to 80°C for charge air 
temperature VA. Table 5.3 shows the set of values obtained for sfc. Clearly 
the optimum is found to be 200.1 g A W h  at an injection timing of 12°BTDC 
and a charge air temperature of 30°C. This compares with 199.0 g A W h  for 
the simplex technique at VI=11.44°BTDC and VA=30°C, representing a half 
percent improvement on sfc.
The number of engine simulation (cycles required to> obtain this arr 
with nine cycles required to find each sfc value, is 180 cycles. This is 
approximately equivalent to 17 hours of central processing time (cpu).
This method of locating the optimum thius includes a heavy computer overhead. 
Nevertheless, it was important to generate this array of sfc values to 
check that there was only one minimum and to be able to examine "the effect 
of each variable on sfc. A much quicker technique for locating the minimum 
would be to start at any point say VI = 20°BTDC and VA = 60°C. From this 
point if the charge air temperature is held constant and only injection 
timing is varied an interim minimum sfc of 202.3 g/kWh is found at 12°BTDC 
and 60°C. If charge air temperature is now varied, an optimum value of
200.1 g/kWh will be found at 12°BTDC and 30°C.
This simplified process would reduce the number of conditions run 
to 8, reducing the number of cycles required to find optimum to 72 (cpu=
6 hours approximately).
For the lower load of 268Nm another variable, viz. turbine restriction, 
had to be added to the sfc array. Three different values of turbine 
restriction were tried 0%,12.5% and 25%. The total number of conditions 
required to obtain the three dimensional array is 60 (5*4*3), with each 
condition run for 9 cycles, so that the total cpu time was approximately 
45 hours. Table 5.4 shows all the sfc values obtained with the minimum sfc 
of 272.4 g / k W h  found at
Injection timing = 12°BTDC
Charge temperature =30°C
Turbine restriction =0%
The optimum found using the simplex techniques was 271.83 g/kWh at
Injection timing = 12.7115°BTDC .
Charge temperature = 30°C
Turbine restriction = 2%
The number of cycles required to obtain the optimum using the 
manual technique by optimising each variable in turn, can be greatly f
reduced. For example, starting at VA=60°C,VT=0% and VI = 24°I?TDC and first 
holding VA and VT constant, gave optimum VI value of 12°BTDC. Subsequently j 
VA and VT are varied in turn. This would involve a total of 90 cycles 
(approximately 8 hours of cpu time), since ten different conditions are 
run.
5.4 PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS (51,52)
The next stage of the optimization development was to apply the 
simplex technique to the engine itself. The first problem was the accurate 
measurement of sfc, since any optimization package is trying to optimize 
this value when looking at fuel savings specifically.
Two methods of determining sfc were examined, the first was to use 
the position of the fuel rack as a surrogate signal. For a given engine 
speed and torque the amount of fuel injected per shot is an indication of 
sfc. Thus if fuel per shot or fuel rack position is reduced then sfc is 
reduced. Using fuel rack position would seem to be the best method of 
detecting changes in sfc accurately and quickly during tests but experimental 
results (see chapter 7) show that this is not the case / some of the 
results show that although fuel rack position was reduced the sfc had 
increased, possibly due to fuel pump wear or positional transducer error.
If these problems could be solved then a full condition monitoring system 
could be implemented where variable VA, VI and VT could be controlled by 
the simplex NAG routine, thus optimizing fuel rack position for any 
particular load and speed condition.
A more accurate and reliable method for obtaining sfc is to measure 
the number of engine revolutions taken to consume a known mass of fuel. The 
higher the number of revolutions the lower the value of sfc. The problem 
with this technique is that the fuel weigh gear used is controlled manually, 
in the sense that the operator has to reset the system every time a result 
is taken and refill the measuring beaker. Although this operation could 
be automated, it'ls slow because for every test the engine has to be allowed 
to reach a steady state value before any measurements can be made.
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Of the two methods mentioned it was decided for this exploratory 
series of tests to use the fuel weigh gear, because the trials were to 
examine the simplex routine; hence the most accurate measurement of sfc 
was required.
The tests were run with the operator controlling the engine and 
operating the simplex routine interactively such that the operator inputs 
the sfc value Nrevs (or number of revolutions) and the program returns 
the new simplex vertices, namely injection timing,charge air temperature 
and turbine restriction. The results for one condition 1500rpm,535Nm are 
shown in fig 5.9.
Unfortunately it is not possible to set bounds on the variables 
when using this particular NAG routine, so occasionaly out of range 
variables settings were requested. Under these circumstances the variables 
were set to the nearest allowable value; ie. for temperatures below 30°C,30°C 
was used instead. This appeared to make the optimization process difficult 
and other methods may have to be investigated.
The results show that after 35 steps the highest number of revolutions 
is found to be 1509 at the 33r^ step. The lowest value of 1444revs is 
found at the 6^  step where the simplex is being formed. The starting simplex 
is important and the number of steps required to find the optimum condition 
can be reduced by the use of some intuition.
IFig. 5.1 A simple function with only one minimum
Fig. 5.2 Simple function of one variable with uncertainty 
interval of (xl,x3).
Fig. 5.3 Contours for a variable of two functions.
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re 5.4 This figure depicts the postion of the reflected
point X f . , the expanded point and the contracted
point xc for a polytope in tvc dimensions. The 
vertex of the polytope cornesrondina to the highest 
function value is marked on the figure as F j .
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Figure 5.5 Simplex method flow diagram applied to two variables 
(two dimensions).
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Figure 5.6 Hypothetical SFC map for two variables, Injection 
timing & charge air temperature. Overl ayed on thi 
a r ^ t h e  engine constraints of maximum cylinder pr 
ssure, turbine inlet temperature & speed.
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Figure 5.8 This figure illustrates the probler. that ma y occur 
when a problem is solved with limited r.rccisicn.
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f u f l .
MASS
STEP
v o l t a g e C ke
2 40 1463 0.3
1 5 2 40 1456 0.3
2 6rt 2 40 1447 0.3
3 7r~ 2 40 1463 0.3
4 5r~ 3 40 1449 0.3
5 b 4 40 1444 0.3
6 bcz 1 40 1472 0.3
7 b 2 40 1463 0.3
8 bc 2 50 1462 0.3
9 bc 2 60 1453 0.3
10 btz 2 40 1465 0. 3







7. 834 0.518 42.51 1471 0. 3
6. 889 -0.470 37.91 1481 0.3
8. 779 -2.941 (0)* 32. 06 1449 0. 3
8. 149 -2.117 (0) 40.28 1452 0. 3
5. 781 0. 971 40. 07 1487 0. 3
20 3. 950 -0.333 (0) 36. 15 1482
0.3
2 1 6. 085 0. 335 36.09 1496
0. 3
22 4. 382 1.491 34. 35 1493
0. 3
23 7. 609 2.569 34. 91 1473
0. 3
24 4. 865 0. 392 35.84 1487
0.3
25 5. 157 0. 880 28.17 (30)“ 1508
0. 3
26 4. 526 0.789 16.27 (30) 1512.
0. 3
27 5. 853 1. 723 19.35 (30) 1493
0. 3












0 . 3 
0. 3
‘31 5. 058 0. 922 10.58 (30)
1504 0. 3














35 5. 408 0. 865 13.35 (30)
1508 0. 3
I
“ NUMBERS IN BRACKETS INDICATE ACTUAL VALUE USED
ss of TL11 enpinr-
Fig- 5.9 SteD taken dnnnc optimization proc .














































After 7 function calls minimum sfc=198.999g/kWh.









After 50 function calls minimum sfc=198.999 g/kWh 
At nodel=(-11.49,30), node2=(-ll.49,30.03) and 
node3=(-ll.50,30.04),
Therefore minimum sfc is at:injection timing=-11.4873°BTDC
& charge temperature=30°C.
* number of cycles used refers to the number of cycles required 
for the simulation program to settle with a tolerance set on sfc.
**value in brackets used when impossible value is requested 
by program.
















— 16.0^30.0/ 0.0 14 0.2735X
2 -12.0,30.0 0.0 11 0.2721
3 - 8.0,30.0, 0.0 11 0.2742
4 -12.37,30.0, 0.0 12 0.2722
5 -16.0,34.0, 0.0 16 0.2739
6 -16.0,37.0, 0.0 9 0.2749
7 -16.0,30.4, 0.0 8 0.2736
8 -16.0,30.0, 0.1 13 0.2755
9 -16.0,30.0, 0.2 13 0.2770
10 -16.0,30.0, -0.1(0.0)** 15 0.3939
11 -16.0,30.0, 0.048 11 0.2743
After 11 function calls mi nimum sfc = 272.2 g/kWh and
maximum sfc =274.29 g/kWh at a simplex of
N odel=(-12.38,30.0,0.0) , Node2=(-16.0,30.0,0
Nod e 3 = (-16.0 ,30.4,0.0), Node4=(-16 .0,30.0,0.
45 -12.71,30.17, 0.019 3 0.2718 !
46 -12.74,30.16, 0.0159 5 0.2726
47 -12.80,30.185 , 0.203 5 0.2718
48 -12.56,30.18, 0.202 2 0.2719 !
49 -12.65,30.18 0.0198 3 0.2718 j
After 49 function calls minimum sfc=271.8342 g/kWh 
At Nodel=(-12.71,30.19,0.02), N o d e 2 = (-12.72,30.17,0.02) 
Node3=(-12.65,30.18,0.02), N o d e 4 = (-12.80,30.19,0.02)
*number of cycles used refers to the number of cycles 
required for the simulation program to settle with a tolerance 
set on sfc.
**value in brackets used when impossible value is 
requested.
Table 5.2 Summary of simulation output for ISOOrpm, 
268Nm for Simplex technique.





























TABLE 5.j> Uptimurn sfc values fo r 1 SOQrprn, 1 070 Nrn using 
two variables
*  sfc values (g/KWh)
t
jCHARGE
a ir  temp
( C)
30 -




2793 276.5 273.6 272.4 274.0
45 284.4 280.4 276.2 274.2 275.5
60 289.5 284.2 279.9 277.0 279.2
80 295.8 288.9 282.8 280.6 280.7











30 288.2* 284.5 280.2 278.5 279.0
45 293.1 287.5 284.0 281.0 283.5
60 298.9 292.3 286.2 284.5 284.6
80 305.5 297.0 290.7 286.8 288.0

















293.0 288.3 284.5 281.5 284.1
45 298.5 293.0 287.3 286.0 285.5
60 303.0 296.0 290.0 287.1 287.0
80 310.0 302.8 295.0 290.5 292.5
Table 5.4 Optimum sfc values for 1500rpm.268Nm at 25% 
restriction
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6 DESCRIP1TUN1 CJF TEST MClJ [-'ACjU S L^
6 .) INTRODUCTION
The Leyland Thn/lla is an automotive in line six cylinder engine. in 
its standard form it is a non-charge cooled engine fitted with a Holset 
H2E turbocharger. For the tests reported a Holset H2C-8625/zul3 turbo­
charger with a variable turbine inlet area is used. At the same time 
charge air cooling and charge air heating are employed. A full engine 
specification is given in appendix 1.
For these tests an existing test bed was overhauled and modified.
The engine, had previously been used for the development of variable
geometry turbocharging. Work has also been carried out more recently on
steady-state optimization of specific fuel consumption (sfc) with regards
to variable geometry turbines (VGT) and variable injection timing (VI)
Transient tests (ref 4) have also been performed on the engine to
investigate steps in fuel demand and its relationship to timing and
restriction. As a result many hours of tests had been performed on the




6.2 LOADING SYSTEM (DYNAMOMETEgl
6.2.1 DESCRIPTION
The dynamometer is u 
imposed on the engine in a
s e d  to simulate loading schedules which would be 
road going vehicle or in any other application
(eg. marine).
The dynamometer used is a positive displacement hydraulic unit. On 
the test bed a Lucas HD2 series axial piston pump is used. The advantage 
of this type of loading system is its compactness, its fast response arid 
its ability to allow the torque speed characteristics to be shaped by 
the valves used to control the fluid pressure. For example a fixed orifice 
produces a square speed-torque relationship (windage) whereas a relief 
valve will give a constant torque. The arrangements of valves employed 
would allow loading as follows:
For the tests reported constant torque mode was used with engine 
speed controlled in the all speed governing mode. The pump pressure 
(torque) is controlled by a two stage Abex Denison electro-hydraulic 
valve. The first stage is a solenoid operated proportional control valve, 
an SE03 pressure control valve. This is used to control the second stage 
which is a remote R4V06 relief valve. When constant torque is demanded 
via a ten turn potentiometer the signal from the torque transducer is 
used as feedback. The dynamometer can be used for transients, for example 
keeping torque constant and applying a fuel step but tests of this nature 
were not performed as steady state optimization was the prime objective 




3. windage ie. torqueoC(speed)2
The engine is fitted with a CAV in line jerk pump, a volumetric 
positive displacement pump.Originally fuel was fed from a fuel tank 
situated above the engine. The system gave problems with repeatability
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of the specific fuel consumption due to the head difference occurring 
during a run- This was overcome by a pressure reducing valve, float 
chamber, fitted at the same level as the measuring equipment. Hence 
performance is u.naffected by switching between tank and measuring 
equipment.
Changes for the present tests were to remove two damping chambers 
situated between fuel pump spill return and fuel lift pump, one of which 
contained a fuel cooler element. These two coolers were replaced with one 
thermostatically controlled, of larger size. The spill return from the 
fuel pump and injectors is put back into the fuel line to form a loop.
It is thought that the cooler should be large enough to damp out any 
pulsations that occur. The water from a cooling pond used to control the 
| fuel is controlled by a Danfoss thermostatic control valve, with the 
sensing probe located in the fviel line after the cooler. Previously 
fuel had been controlled manually which was found to be unsatisfactory 
requiring constant adjustment of the water valve.
Control of the fuel pump is achieved by removing the governor 
elements of the fuel pump and controlling the rack directly. The bottom 
of the plungers contain arms which engage slots in the control rack; as 
the control rack is moved -backwards and forwards the fingers engage with 
the rack to rotate the plungers and thus effect metering control. The rack 
is attached to the arm of an hydraulic actuator which is controlled by 
an electrohydraulic moog valve. Rack position, which is used as the 
feedback control element is measured using a Sangamo type AC/15 LVDT 
transducer, the error voltage obtained being used to supply the moog 
valve.
The fuel pump electronics were located remotely outside the test cell. 
For manual control three, ten turn, potentiometers were used there function 
was-to control constant speed demand, fuel rack position and maximum 
fuel rack deflection. For constant speed operation a speed demand signal 
is fed through P+I control to drive the servo-valve,fig. 6.2 shows the 
control strategy. It is also possible to control the fuel pump externally 
via a microprocessor for computer control work for transient tests.
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6 .4  ATR TNLET SYSTEM
A 6m long 0.125m diameter pipe was required to direct the i m et air 
through a variable restrictor to the engine. To avoid standing wave 
effects at the metering nozzle a 50 litre drum with a baffle plate at 
inlet is installed. A honeycomb section which straightened the flow was 
included and positioned 0.4m in front of the nozzle. Air inlet temperature 
was controlled to 25 t 1°C such that a standard inlet temperature is 
maintained for all tests. Air mass flow was measured using a calibrated 
nozzle, pressure difference being used to determine massflow. Fig. 6.3 
shows the air inlet configuration.
6.5 COOLING WATER SYSTEM (FIG 6.4)
Cooling water was drawn from a pond and used for all coolers, 
which were of the liquid to liquid type. Hydrostatic pump oil, fuel oil, 
engine coolant, boost and exhaust pressure transducers all require cooling.
Engine coolant control was originally via a Landis and Gyr type 
valve and three term controller, type RWF61.10. This system was found to 
be unreliable. The contoller was therefore switched from automatic to 
manual, which was found to be effective at maintaning a steady temperature. 
A header tank of 50 litre capacity is used to keep engine jacket water 
full.
Fuel oil temperature is controlled by a Danfoss thermostatic valve 
located on the water inlet pipe and controlled by a temperature probe 
located in the fuel oil supply.
The charge air was cooled by an inter cooler requiring a substantial 
cold water supply,charge air temperature was controlled by a Landis and 
Gyr electrical valve in the water circuit and a sophisticated Eurotherm 
controller. The feedback temperature sensor is a platinum resistance 
thermometer (prt) located in the air supply.
Dynamometer oil was cooled by two large SERK coolers, cooling water, 





Static and dynamic air or gas pressures were recorded for all tests. 
Static pressures were measured by using water and mercury manometers 
as appropriate. Dynamic pressures were measured using electrical 
transducers.
Boost pressure (compressor outlet) and exhaust pressure (pre-turbine 
pressure) were measured using high precision electrical transducers.
The two transducers were of the same type viz. strain gauge force rod 
diaphragm/ P700/ manufactured by Schaevitz for exhaust pressure and a 
Druck PDCR10 for boost pressure. Calibration for both transducers can be 
seen in figures 6.5 and 6.6.
Cylinder pressure is measured by a piezo-electric transducer, Kistler 
type 6121. A charge amplifier is used to condition the signal which is 
^displayed on a storage oscilloscope or alternatively a peak voltage 
detecting meter to aid engine running. The transducer relies on engine 
jacket water for cooling. Calibration at ambient temperature using high 
pressure (typically 100 bar) nitrogen gas is necessary every ten hours of 
running. A calibration is shown in fig. 6.7
6.6.2 TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
All temperatures were measured by using two separate K2 chromel- 
alumel type thermocouples for each station. The thermocouples used in 
the exhaust manifold were 1.5 nm diameter sheathed in stainless steel, 
while all the others were shrouded in pockets for greater accuracy'.
The thermocouples were wired to a multi-terminal selector switch with 
output leads wired to a digital voltmeter. The low frequency response 
of the exhaust thermocouples gave a mean temperature which is time averaged 
rather than mass flow averaged which is theoretically more desirable.
This affects the calculated turbine efficiency.
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6.6.3 AIR CONSUMPTION
As mentioned, section 6.4, air mass flow was measured by a calibrated 
orifice in conjunction with an inclined manometer with a range of 0-250mm
water (gauge). A low differential pressure (0-250mm water gauge) capacity
transducer (type FC040) was used to give an electrical output for computer
control.
6.6.4-FUEL CONSUMPTION
To asses the engine fuel consumption a conventional mass balance 
system, combined with an electronic timer and tachometer was used. Such 
that both the time taken to consume a known mass could be evaluated 
and number of engine revoultions during this time could be found.
6.6:5 TORQUE MEASUREMENT
An in-line Vibrometer torque transducer was used to measure torque. 
Based on the amplitude modulation method, this unit has a non-contact 
transmission system-for bridge excitation and torque signal pick-off, to • 
avoid errors associated with slip ring problems.
A torquemeter calibration is shown in figure 6.8. The calibration 
was performed statically, with a known torque applied to the transducer.
6 .6.6 ENGINE. AND TURBOCHARGER SHAFT*SPEEDS
Inductive type sensors measured both engine and turbocharger 
shaft speed. Signals were obtained and displayed by Orbit digital counters
Engine speed was detected from a sensor on the flywheel starter 
ring which had 159 teeth. For engine overspeed protection another inductive 
sensor was mounted on a 120 teeth wheel located inmediately behind the 
flywheel. Both signals were passed through suitable f/v conditioning 
circuits to convert from hertz to volts.
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Turbocharger speed was measured by an inductive sensor i n  the 
shroud of the compressor casing. Pulses were generated with the passage 
of blades and amplified. The waveforms are then converted to a stream 
of sharp edged pulses by a trigger circuit before being fed into the 
orbit counter.
6.6.7 TOP DEAD CENTRE (TDC) AND DEGREE MARKER
Half degree pulses were obtained using a 360 tooth wheel bolted onto 
the flywheel of the engine. A magnetic pick-off was used to give 360 
pulses per revolution; these pulses were then passed through conditioning 
circuits which converted them to square waves and doubled their frequency, 
giving 720 pulses per revolution. Top dead centre (tdc) was obtained 
using a flag located on the 360 tooth wheel. This flag was located such 
that at tdc it would break a light source and trigger a switch.
6 .6.8 SMOKE MEASUREMENT
The full flow smoke opacimeter was designed at the university 
in a similar manner to the Berkeley Celesco type. Measurement is 
accomplished by passing light pulses through the engine exhaust stream 
and detecting the loss in,light transmission due to smoke with a photo- 
electric detector. The relative light energy loss is translated into both 
\n opacity and a smoke density signal which is displayed digitally.
6.6.9 INJECTION TIMING
To aid the determination of heat release it is necessary to know 
both start and duration of injection and fuel line pressure (flp).
For fuel injection timing and duration of injection the signal 
obtained from the injector needle lift transducer is compared with the 
signals obtained from the tdc and degree marker.
The injector needle lift used is an American Bosch unit 
type AKN 88M/-78-4855; the unit is a complete injector incorporating 
the needle lift transducer. The system operates on the inductive
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principle. Suitable conditioning using Bentley Nevada proximity detector 
gives a D.C. voltage output.
Fuel line pressure was detected using an AVL type 1200K transducer, 
operating on the strain gauge principle and connected to a full bridge. 
To give an out of balance voltage output. The transducer was fitted 
directly onto the injector inlet port, ie. in the high pressure fuel 
supply line.
Needle lift and fuel line pressure recordings are shown in fig. 6.9.
6.7 MULTIVARIABLE ELEMENTS
The three elements to be used for multivariable optimisation were a 
follows:
a) Turbine geometry
b) Fuel injection timing
, c) Charge air temperature
Charge air temperature heating or cooling was not available on the 
test bed and had to be installed prior to the present testing. Turbine 
geometry and fuel injection control were available but a full overhaul 
of the system was undertaken.
a) VARIABLE GEOMETRY TURBINE CONTROL
The restriction mechanism was overhauled, cleaning all components 
and replacing worn parts. The correct functioning of the controller 
was also checked.
Turbine restriction was implemented by controlling the inlet passage 
width; the ring controlling the passage width was connected to a hydraulic 
actuator through a simple lever type mechanism. The hydraulic actuator is 
driven through an electro-hydraulic valve which itself is controlled 
by electronic means.
The feedback for the controller is a linear variable displacement 
transducer (LVDT) which was connected to the actuator arm. For control 
of turbine restriction, 0 to 10 volts on the electro-hydraulic valve 
corresponded to 0 to 5056 restriction on the turbine. Fig. 6.10 shows 
the control schematic.
b) FUEL INJECTION TIMING
Injection timing was varied by a helical spline located between 
the engine geartrain and fuel pump drive shaft, such that a phase shift 
could be obtained between input and output. The phase shift of approximately
llCPCA was obtained by moving a control arm about a mean position. This 1 
arm was driven by an hydraulic actuator. A feedback transducer in the 
form of an LVDT also connected to this arm for complete closed loop 
control.
c) CHARGE AIR TEMPERATURE CONTROL
As the standard engine is non-intercooled, it was necessary 
to design and build a new system. The layout being shown in fig. 6.11.
The air to water intercooler (loaned by Dorman Diesels Ltd.) has the 
flow rate of the cooling water supply controlled by a proportional 
control valve, which is in turn controlled by a 3 term self tuning 
temperature controller. Closed loop feedback is achieved through a platinum 
resistance thermometer (prt) inserted in the airflow after the cooler.
The charge air heater was constructed at the University using 
three 6kW electrical heating elements connected to a 3 phase supply, 
in the star configuration, the high power input ensuring low thermal 
inertia and thus better control. Furthermore this system ensured that 
the upper temperature limit was no longer restricted to that which could 
be achieved by using the engine cooling water, at a temperature of 
approximately 80°C; instead it was possible to reach 130°C charge 
temperature under most operating conditions. The temperature controller 
already described was also used to control the air heater through a thyristor 
box. For experimental work charge air temperature limits of 3CPC to 8CPC 
were adhered to. *
6.8 DATA ACQUISITION (53)
To analyse heat release, cylinder pressure is measured at half degree 
intervals by a data acquisition system. The system used consists of an 
IBM personal computer (PC) fitted with*an Advanced Instrumentation and 
Measurement Systems Ltd. (AIMS) data acquistion card.
The AIMS card allows the IBM PC to perform as a high frequency (IMhz) 
data acquistion and analysis system. The data acquisition package denoted 
ISC-16 consists of a 16 channel analogue to digital (A/D) board, an external 
instrument interface and oscilloscope driver software. The package is 
capable of recieving upto 16 channels of data input at an aggregate 
sampling rate of IMhz.
Oscilloscope driver software allows the system to emulate a digital 
storage oscilloscope with data being recorded for later analysis,using 
an existing heat release program. A batch of 11 consecutive data cycles 
(1440 points/cycle/; 128K total) could be captured at one sample by the 
data acquisition system. Under optimum conditions 16 batches of these 11 
cycles are captured, requiring upto 2 Mbytes of memory on the hard disc. 
Under other conditions only 4 batches were captured.
6.9 FUEL QUALITY
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Fuels used for the present work were designed to be of varying 
quality to mimic the conditions under which marine diesel engines work, 
the ignition quality of the fuel was characterised, for the present 
work, by a predicted ignition quality index.
The ignition quality of any fuel is related to both the physical 
and chemical properties of the fuel. In non-aromatic distillate fuels, 
such as diesel fuels (gas oil) which have high cetane numbers and hence 
ignite quickly the ignition delay is mainly a function of the physical 
preparation,on the other hand for aromatic fuels, or as in the present 
work light cycle oils (LCO), the ignition delay is dependent on both 
physical and chemical preparation, hence ignition delay is longer.
The present test fuels simulate increased ignition delays^representative 
of bunkered or residual fuels, by mixing a distillate mixture (diesel)
■with an aromatic mixture (LCO), (light cycle oil, which is obtained from 
further distillation of residual fuels) in varying proportions by volume.
The following ratios were used during the test stage
The characteristics for each fuel mixture are shown in table 6.1. 
The following are some definitions to clarify the table
cet. no.
fuel 1 100% AGO ( Automotive Gas Oil) (Diesel)
fuel 2 80% AGO/20%LCO (Light Cycle Oil)
fuel 3 60% AGO/40%LCO





(a) Viscosity:- This is the kinematic viscosity (^)
of the fuel which is defined as:-
^ _ dynamic viscosity 
density
hence kinematic viscosity (^) has units m2/s
kinematic viscosity is expressed for convenience in Cst«,r0" is 
important when considering’ pumping and atomisation of the fuel.
Density, is defined as the mass of a sample occupying 
a unit volume at 15°c for the present work units are 
expressed in (Kg/Litre) (Kg/1)
IBP:- This is the initial boiling point taken when 
the first drop of condensation is noticed during the 
distillation process.
50% recovery is the temperature (oC ) at vfaich 50% Gf 
the distilled mass is recovered and is an indication 
of the volatility of the fuel.
FBP:- T  . f i r.?J b o i3 in g  (BBP) is  t-?/* r c r i ir u m
tenperature (°c) reached during the test for any specific 
fuel. An upper limit is set during the test on this 
vaiue to stop heavier hydrocarbon molecules cracking 
into lighter molecules causing the distillation characteristics 
to change.
Recovery (%):- The amount of fuel recovered during 
the distillation process is expressed as a fraction.
The remaining residue left in the distillation equipment
Oetane Index:- The cetane index presented in the table 
is obtained from predictive equations based on Institute 
of Petroleum standard IP 364.
These predictive equations were developed by the American 
Society for the Testing of Materials (ASTM) and incorporate 
mid point distillation temperature and fuel density 
(see equation 6.2). The calculated cetane index: provides 
a useful measure of ignition quality when a test engine 
is not available.
Cetane index (est) is an estimate of cetane number as 
quoted by the Fuel Oil Bunkering Advisory Service 
(FOBAS) of Lloyds Register of Shipping, and based on
I
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the so-called calculated carbon aromaticity index (CCAJ)if
(i) CCAI is the ignition quality index used by FOBAS,based
on experimental data. It has been shown by Shell (ref 
55 ) that the CCAI can be. reliably calculated from known 
values of kinematic viscosity and density, for a wide 
range of fuels.
For high speed Diesel engines the cetane number quoted is generally 
that based on a clearly defined test procedure (ref 55 ) using two reference 
fuels of respectively good (100) and poor (0) ignition quality in a 
variable compression ratio (VCR) single cylinder engine. By calibrating 
the actual fuel used in terms of the compression ratio required to achieve 
ignition at TDC', and comparing this value of CR with the corresponding 
ones for the two reference fuels, with respective cetane numbers of 
100 and 0, a value of cetane number for the particular fuel can be derived.
Residual fuels which are used in low speed or medium speed Diesels 
are not suited to this type of cetane rating as laboratory engines are 
more representative of high speed Diesels.
To eliminate the need to test residual fuels on specially adapted 
test engines, and as already stated earlier, predictive equations have 
been developed (ref 55 ), which calculate the ignition quality of the 
fuel from the easily measured parameters of viscosity and density.
The equations for the calculation of CCAI and calculated cetane 
index(CCI) may now be summarised as follows:-
Calculated carbon aroma ticity index
CCAI = D - 140.7 log1Q log1Q (\) + 0.85) - 80.6 ...ecu. 6.1
Calculated cetane index (IP364):-
CCI = 454.74 - 1641.416 D + 774.74 D2
...ecu. 6.2
-0.554B + 97.803 (log B)2
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where
D = Density at 15°c (g/ml)
^ = kinematic viscosity (Cst.) at 5CPC for shell correlation equ.
B = mid boiling point °c
equations 6.1 and 6.2 lead to a further approximate and useful 
relationship between CCAI and CCI as follows
CCAI = 976 - 3.4 CCI ..........equ. 6.3.
Where CCI is now to be regarded as the estl*rtated value (see h above) 
the estimated relationship is shown for the fuels actually used 
in the current tests in fig 6.12.
The figure shows that as CCAI increases, ie, as proportion of aromatic 
LCO is increased, the viscosity reduces and the density increases.
More important is the relationship between CCAI and cetane index. 
Although this cetane index is a calculated value it has been shown (ref 
55 ) to correlate well with measured cetane number. The relationship 
between CCAI and cetane number is reasonably linear, indicating that 
by using the viscosity and density of the residual fuel to find CCAI 
from the equation 6.1 it is possible to interpolate back to cetane number 
via equation 6.3.
In operation some limit would have to be set on CCAI, in relation 












40  C CST
3 .02 2.71 2.66 2.31 2.10 3 .0 0 1.93
DENSITY AT 15 C 
KG.L
.0 .8495 018592 0 .86 76 0 .89 14 0 .91 14 0 .84 59 0 .9290
IBP DEG C 185 184 184 184 180 185 195
5055 RECOVERY 
DEG C
2 78 271 272 260 251 281 249
FBP DEG C 364 3 7 0 3 65 3 54 354 3 65 315
RECOVERY 55 9 9 .5 9 8 .5 9 8 .0 9 8 .5 96 .5 9 9 .0 99 .5
CETANE INDEX 
(IP  3 6 4 )
50 45 43 34 26 51 22
* CETANE INDEX 
(EST)
49 46 43 34 27 50 N /A
CCAI 8 0 8 821 8 30 859 883 804 904
TABLE 6 *1  FUEL SAMPLE ANALYSIS DATA
*  THIS SAMPLE USED FOR 6055AGO/4055LC0 AND 4O ^AGO /60^LCO  MIX
* *  THIS SAMPLE USED FOR 4055AGO/6055LC0 MIX
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CHAPTER 7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR OPTIMIZATION
7.1 INTRODUCTION
The six engine conditions, at which optimization is performed, are 
shown in fig. 7.1. The maximum speed used is 1500rpm with a limiting 
torque of 1070Nm obtained. Four loads were tested at this engine speed; 
they were 1070,803,535 and 268Nm. Two further conditions were used, one 
being half maximum load, at a mid-speed range of 1190rpm, and the other 
being at idle speed on the propeller curve; namely 800rpm,304Nm.
The maximum speed of 1500rpm was used so that the greatest benefits 
may be gained from the use of the variable geometry turbine. The rated 
speed of the engine under normal operating conditions is 2100rpm.
The first tests performed were for the 1005£AGO (Diesel fuel) under 
baseline conditions (54). All six baseline conditions were run with static 
injection timing set to 22 BTDC, turbine restriction set to zero (wide open) 
and no charge cooling (ie. water supply to charge cooler switched off).
These first tests were performed partly to check correct functioning of 
the test bed and to check all instrumentation, particularly sfc measurement. 
The requirement to accurately measure or determine changes of sfc is 
paramount during optimization. When any variable is changed the 
corresponding effect upon sfc is required. Two methods of detecting changes 
in sfc were used, the first was to observe changes in fuel rack position 
and the second to measure the time taken to consume a known mass of fuel. 
Problems were encountered with fuel rack position in as much as the minimum 
rack position did not always yield minimum sfc when results were analysed. 
Measuring a known mass of fuel supplied to the engine and recording the 
time taken and number of engine revolutions turned was a more reliable 
method, although slower. This latter method was used for all future tests. 
Table 2^0 shows the tests that were run for each fuel.
7.2 HEAT RELEASE ANALYSIS
The transient data used for heat release analysis is required to 
be representative of a particular engine condition. The cylinder pressure 
dataf in particular, suffers from cycle to cycle variations; especially 
under conditions of low load. Any one cycle of data cannot therefore be 
considered as a representative sample trace.
For the present tests, looking at optimum conditions, twelve batches 
of cylinder pressure data were recorded during data acquisition. Each 
batch of cylinder pressure data had approximately 11 consecutive cycles of 
pressure traces. The number of cycles for each trace would vary due to an 
internal fault in the acquisition system, this fault could not be traced; 
consequently only good cycles were used for the heat release analysis.
For most batches 8 or 9 cycles.were usually good. For baseline conditions 
only four batches of data were recorded giving approximately 36 cycles for 
heat release analysis.
The heat release program used for the analysis averages the many 
cylinder pressure traces obtained for optimum and baseline conditions.
The rate of heat release requires the calculation of the first derivative 
of the cylinder pressure data. The averaged pressure cycle will probably 
have irregularities such that any attempt at a first derivative will give 
spurious values. To remove any irregularities, due to signal noise or 
pressure wave effects, it is necessary to smooth the averaged signal. The 
smoothing method used is to fit a continuous function to the averaged data 
points. The fitting of a continuous function makes possible a simple and 
accurate method of derivative calculation. The function method used is 
the cubic spline method .The method requires the experimental curve to be 
divided into a number of curve segments, each segment being represented 
by a simple cubic function, with equality of first and second derivatives 
at segment junctions. The fit of the function compared to' the experimental 
curve is dependent on the size and number of segments used. If the curve 
is highly fluctuating, the number of segments used is large. To allow the 
program to select segment size and junction location a fit tolerance is 
used, such that if the function obtained is not within the tolerance 
more segments are used. For the present work a fit tolerance of 1% was
used for all pressure curve smoothing, that is the averaged pressure* 
curve was followed to within 1%.
7.3 PERFORMANCE RESULTS FOR VARIABLE FUELS
The results are presented for the six engine conditions,shown in 






The performance results are tabulated in tables 7.3 to 7.8
a) RESULTS OBTAINED FOR 100%AGQ
Optimum sfc, at any particular load and speed, was first considered 
to be at the minimum fuel rack position. This was based on the assumption 
that fuel rack position was directly related to mass of fuel injected. The 
three variables, injection timing VI, turbine geometry VT and charge air 
temperature VA, were adjusted using the manual optimization procedure 
until the lowest possible fuel rack position was obtained. Fluctuations 
in the fuel rack position, possibly caused by the closed loop speed control 
system, made optimization difficult. This was overcome by passing the signal 
from the positional transducer through a low pass filter with 0.1 Hz cut 
off. Once the apparent optimum engine settings had been found the actual 
fuel consumption was measured by passing a known mass of fuel to the 
engine and measuring the number of revolutions and time taken for this to 
occur.
Table 7.1 shows a set of results for 100%AGO at 1190rpm and 535Nm.
The first colunn shows the optimum setting for the three variables (VA,VI, 
VT) and the corresponding optimum results including sfc. The following 
columns show the results where one of the variables" has been perturbed from 
its supposed optimum setting: eg. the timing has been retarded or advanced, •
(Automotive Gas Oil) 
(Light Cycle Oil)
II II M
II H  II
- 1 1 3 -  3
I
f
etc. The limits for the manifold air temperature were arbitrarily 
between 30 and 80°C, however the optimiurm charge air temperature t< 
be at the lower limit of 30°C, indicating that weaker air/fuel ratio "s 
improve combustion efficiency. It is clear from this table that the 
minimum fuel rack position did not always correspond with the optimum 
sfc. It is not clear what causes this error, but it could be that changing 
one of the variables affects the fuel injection equipment; for example 
if timing is retarded then fuel has to be injected into a cylinder of 
higher pressure, the same could be said for increasing turbine restriction. 
It could also be that the fuel pump is worn and that for such small changes 
in fuel rack position the corresponding changes in fuel delivery are some­
what intermediate.
b),c) & d) RESULTS FOR OTHER FUEL MIXTURES
The problems encountered by using the fuel rack as an indication 
of sfc were avoided using fuel weigh gear techniques, ie. measuring a 
small amount of fuel to the engine. Although these tests were time con­
suming, they did give accurate results and could be relied upon.
Table 7.2 shows the set of tests around the optimum for 80^AGO/20%LCO 
at 800rpm and 304 Nm. As can be seen the results found at optimum show a 
minimum sfc. The same was true for the other two fuel mixtures, ie.
60?cAGO/40%LCO and 40%AGO/60%LCO.
7.3.1 RESULTS
The six engine conditions at which all the fuels were tested are 
shown in figure 7.1. The speed and load values are:
1) idle, 800rpm,304Nm (15% max. power).
2) 1190rpm,535Nm
3) 1500rpm, 268Nm (% max. load)
4) 1500rpm, 535Nm max. load)
5) 1500rpm, 803Nm max- load)
6) 1500rpm, 1070Nm (max. load)
1) IDLE 800RFM, 304NM (TABLE 7.3)
Table 7.3 shows the results for idle. These tests took the longest 
time to perforin because both fuelling/shot and engine speed were low.
From the table the first three rows of numbers show the values of the 
three variable elements namely, injection timing VI, turbine geometry 
VT and charge air temperature VA.
The baseline results for all the fuel mixes have, static injection 
timing set to 22°BTDC, turbine restriction set to 0% (or fully open) and 
uncooled charge air temperature. The table shows that dynamic injection 
timing has not changed significantly from the static setting. The values 
obtained are either 22°or 21°BTDC. The charge air temperature, although 
not controlled, remains at about 30°C which is the lower limit set for 
the tests. This low temperature is due to the low boost pressure at this 
condition.
As fuel quality degrades, ie. as percentage LCO increases, the base 
sfc tends to get worse when compared to Diesel. It can be noticed that the 
60%AGO/40%LCX) has only a lower value (%%) of sfc than for the 80%AGO/20%LCO 
mixture, which could be experimental error. The optimum values show that, 
for injection timing, retardation of 12 or 13 degrees is necessary to 
reduce sfc. This is probably where most improvement will be found at idle, 
since the engine is not designed to run efficiently at such low loads and 
speeds, the fuel injection equipment not being matched very well here. By
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retarding the injection timing, fuel is effectively introduced imto> the 
cylinder later during the compression stroke; hence fuel preparatioin 
occurs at a higher pressure and temperature, with possibly higher swirl 
and sguish as the piston has moved up the cylinder. Turbine restriction 
plays a part in reducing sfc only for the fuel mixtures which include 
LCO- Diesel fuel gives optimum sfc at 0% restriction indicating 'that the 
exhaust energy available for expansion through the turbine is not large 
enough to be used effectively, even with the turbine area restricted.
For the 80%AGO/20%LCO, 20 percent restriction is reguired to obtain 
optimum, indicating that increased boost is necessary. The two other mix­
tures require restriction to some extent, being 17.5% for the 60%AGO/40%LC0 
mixture and 15% restriction for 40%AGO/60%LCO.
The charge air temperature remains at 30°C for the optimum condiiton, 
heating not required at this condition with high air fuel ratio's
The sfc for Diesel fuel has improved from 0.2428 to 0.2337 KgAWh at 
the optimum, an improvement of 3.75%. The optimum for the 80%AGO/20%LCO 
gave greatest improvement with a 5.95% reduction in sfc.
There were no problems with the experimental limits set. Cylinder 
pressure was always low, although it reduced at the optimum as injection 
timing was retarded. The highest cylinder pressure was recorded at base­
line for the 40%/AG060%LCO fuel where ignition quality is poor.
Turbocharger speed did not register at this low engine speed as the 
instrumentation was not sensitive enough to record such low speed. Exhaust 
temperature was always below 300°C, being lowest for the optimum conditions 
for each fuel. Smoke opacity was again low, the limit at this speed being 
10%, with reductions again obtained at optimum.
The air fuel ratio for each optimum improved compared with base 
condition with more air available for mixing and combustion processes. 
Greatest improvements in sfc were obtained for these optimum settings also 
using turbine restriction, where increased turbine speed and hence increased 
boost are obtained.
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2) 1190RPM,535NM (TABLE 7.4)
This condition of half maximum load on the propeller torque curve, 
was used to investigate what benefits could be gained in the mid-operating 
range. The results are shown in table 7.4. Baseline injection timing varies 
between 18°and 20°BTDC, increased engine speed reducing the fuel line 
injection lag- The charge air temperature has increased to 49.1°C for 
the Diesel fuel, due to increased turbocharger boost. For the other fuel 
mixtures the charge air temperature is not as high but does not fall below 
41°C, for the 809&GO/20%LCO fuel.
Optimum is found again by retarding the fuel injection timing, 
reducing charge air temperature to a minimum and using some turbine 
restriction. The injection timing is retarded by between 6 and 9 degrees 
depending on the fuel used. Again this retardation is applied to obtain 
better matching of the injection system with the engine condition. The 
degree of improvement due to retarding the injection timing alone, was 
not checked, but it could be significant especially at low load conditions.
Turbine restriction control was used for all fuel mixtures,including 
Diesel. The actual values obtained were between 10% and 20%. This increased 
restriction gives corresponding increases in turbocharger speed, boost 
pressure,exhaust pressure and air to fuel ratio. Charge air temperature 
is set to 30°C for optimum, again it seems that greater charge density 
inproves the mixing processes. This is reflected in air to fuel ratio which 
has increased from 29.0 to 33.7 for 100%AG0 and from 26.5 to 31.8 for the 
40%AGO/60%LCO fuel for which combustion quality is poor.
Specific fuel consumption is inproved by as much as 5.6% for 100%AGO, with 
the smallest inprovement of 3.2% for the 80%AGO/20%LCO mixture.
The experimental limits were not reached,as expected. Cylinder 
pressure was slightly increased for 100%AGO, partly because the increased 
boost pressures have offset the gain obtained by retarding timing. The 
other fuel mixtures show a small decrease of cylinder pressure at 
Turbocharger speed is increased for all optimum settings as turbine restric­
tion is applied ^ making the turbocharger effectively smaller. Exhaust tempera- 
.ture is reduced due to more efficient burning and lower inlet temperature.
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3) 1500RPM, 268NM (TABLE 7.5)
This condition, where engine speed is high and fuelling low, would 
appear to lend itself to charge air heating because the combustion is rapid 
and little air is available. In actual fact, only one fuel required air 
heating for optimum condition, viz. the 40%AGO/60%LCO which was ’the fuel 
with the worst fuel quality. The dynamic timing is retarded further for 
the baseline condition due to increased engine speed. A value of 16 or 17 
degrees BTDC is obtained, for all fuels.
The baseline charge air temperature reached a maximum of 44.1°C for 
100%AGO and is never less than 39.2°Cfor the other mixtures. Optimum is found 
at a slightly retarded injection timing, zero turbine restriction (except for 
a nominal amount for the 40%AGO/60%LCO fuel and minimum charge temperature 
which was increased to 49.4°C for the 40%AGO/60%LCO, indicating poorer 
combustion. This increase of air temperature is reflected in the other engine 
characteristics. For example exhaust temperature has increased due to the 
higher initial temperatures. Air fuel ratio has not changed from the base­
line value of 45.5.
Improvements of sfc are only significant for 100%AGO, where a re­
duction of 3.5% over the baseline is realised. The other improvements of 
between 0.9% and 0.14% for the 40%AGO/60%LCO. These minimal improvements are 
probably not worth obtaining, although other benefits such as reducing 
maximum rate of pressure rise during combustion maybe obtained.
There are no significant changes in turbocharger speed, due to the 
lack of turbine restriction control. Again for the first three mixtures air 
fuel ratio has increased at the optimum, greatest improvement of 3.8 ratio's 
applying to the 100%AG0 fuel.
4) 1500RPM, 535NM (TABLE 7.6)
Baseline results again show injection timing at 18°BTDC, being 
slightly more retarded for the 40%AGO/60%LCO mixture. Charge air temperature 
has increased as load has increased from 268Nm, due to the increased exhaust 
energy associated with the higher load raising turbocharger speed, pressure 
ratio and delivery temperature. The first three fuels have charge air
temperatures of between 50°C and 53°C the A0%AGK)/60%LCO fuel give;s rii 
to a charge air temprature of 60°C. This could Ibe due to late buriningf 
the poor quality fuel increasing the available exhaust energy as is bo, 
out by the exhaust gas temperature for this fuel under baseline conditions*.
Optimum is obtained by retarding injection timing. The first three 
fuels require increasing retardation as the fuel deteriorates except for 
the 40%AGO/60%LCO where there is no change between baseline and optimum. A 
nominal amount of turbine restriction is required for 100%AGO and 40%AGO/ 
60%LCO. Whether this restriction is required is doutbful as the sfc function 
maybe flat at the optimum and 5% restriction may be within experimental 
error.
Charge air cooling, becoming more important as load and boost 
temperatures at baseline increase, is required for all optimum points; as 
it increases the amount of air trapped in the cylinder. This is highlighted 
by the air fuel ratio which always increases at the optimum, the greatest 
improvement of 4.4 ratio's to 35.3 occuring for the 1009&GO fuel.
The limits on the engine are not exceeded. Turbocharger speed 
increases for each optimum, with increasing turbine restriction. Exhaust 
temperature is always reduced at optimum as charge cooling is used to 
reduce initial compression temperature. Smoke readings are only detec- 
able for the two worst fuels, although these values were well below the 
limit set.
When compared to baseline sfc improvements vary between 1.46%, for 
80/&GO/20%LCO, and 3.42% for 100%AGO. These levels of improvement are 
clearly significant
5) 1500R0M, 803NM (TABLE 7.7)
f
At the two higher loads at 1500rpm, viz. 803Nm and 1070Nm torque, 
improvements in both engine running and sfc were sought as this is where 
an engine may spend most of its working life. Small improvements in sfc 
could yield substantial savings on fuel costs, due to heavy fuelling per 
shot at these conditions.
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Baseline results show injection timing at lfi.S^riDC for lOO^AGO and 
19°BTPC for the other fuel mixtures. It was noticed that as the load 
increased the dynamic injection timing for the baseline became slightly 
more advanced, this maybe a function of the amount of fuel in the fuel pipe 
affecting pressure wave propagation.
Charge air temperature again increases as the fuel quality reduces, 
being 68.3°C for 100%AGO, increasing to a maximum of 79.0°C for the 
40%AGO/60%LCO fuel. The resultant increase in available exhaust energy 
. results in a tendency for turbine speed to increase.
Optimum is obtained with little retardation for the first two fuels,
*
* |but more retardation for the two poorer fuels. Five degrees retardation 
•being required for the 40%AGO/60%LCO mixture. A small amount of turbine 
^restriction is used for 100%AG0, but this is probably unnecessary as zero 
fpercent restriction would not increase sfc unduly.
Charge air temperature is reduced for all fuels, down to a minimum 
of 30°^ ! for the two poorer fuels as trapped air mass is most important.
The Diesel optimum shows a temperature of 34°C but the 80^AGO/20%LCO fuel 
requires less cooling than the others, the optimum being found at 40°C.
This suprising result may not be significant and could be due to experi­
mental error.
The increased charge cooling has increased air to fuel ratio, which 
is approaching the limit of 20:1 at baseline. The greatest improvement is 
for the 4Q%^GO/60%LCO fuel, having increased by 3.3 ratio's to 26.1.
Maximum cooling is also required for this fuel, being reduced by 49°C to 
30°C.
The percentage improvements in sfc steadily increase as the fuel 
quality reduces. A minimum improvement of 1.5% is found for 100%AGO and 
a maximum improvement of 4.4% for the 40%AGO/6O%LCO. As already mentioned, 
at these high loads considerable fuel savings can be made with such 
improvements.
6) 1500RPN, 1Q70NM (TABLE 7,8)
The optimization variables are constrained by engine limits at this 
condition. The amount by which fuel injection timing can be advanced is 
1.united by the maximum cylinder pressure. Turbine restriction is limited 
b}y turbocharger overspeed and exhaust temperature limits. Charge air 
t<eraperature could be limited by exhaust temperature if too much heating is 
uised. These limits made optimization and engine testing difficult as the 
variables in question had to be monitored contiuously.
The baseline tests were affected by the exhaust temperature limits 
only for the 60%AGO/40%LCO and the 40%AGO/60%LCO mixtures. A maximum of 
707°C was reached with the 60%AGO/40%LCO for the baseline, this being due 
to late burning and inefficient combustion processes. The baseline dynamic 
injection timing for the 40%AGO/60%LCO had to be retarded to 16°BTDC to 
reduce both cylinder and exhaust temperature. The dynamic injection timings 
for the other baseline results vary between 18 and 19 degrees BTDC as 
expected.
Charge air temperature, which is high for maximum load as turbocharger 
power is high, increases as fuel quality deteriorates. The temperature of 
the air leaving the compressor had to be limited to 100°C to prevent 
boiling of the water in the intercooler. The limit of 100°C was thought to 
be safe as intercooler water was pressurised. Charge air temperature became 
another constraint.
Optimum was found in most cases by retarding injection timing, using 
no turbine restriction and cooling the air to a minimum level, the inter­
cooler not having the capacity to reduce the charge, -temperature to 30°C 
under all conditions, notably 33°C for the 100%AGO fuel. Some turbine rest­
riction was used at optimum for the 80%AGO/20%LCO mixture. Although only 
5%, it is significant at this condition where exhaust gas mass flow is high. 
This is reflected in the increased turbocharger speed, increasing from 
72351rpm to 77820rpm.
Improvements in sfc were found to be very substantial at this condition, 
with a maximum gain of 7.06% for the 40%AGO/60%LCO fuel. This improvement
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must be attributed largely to full cooling of the charge air temperature 
down to 30.8°C. This.is reflected in the air to fuel ratio which has 
increased to 24.0:1 from 19.9:1. The other improvements in sfc vary from 
4.6% for 40%AGO/60%LCO to 5.3% for the 80%AGO/20%LCO. With the amount of 
fuel used at this condition/ the savings would be very beneficial.
Optimising has not substantially reduced cylinder pressure for the 
first two fuel mixtures but due to the retardation required for 60%M30/ 
40%LCO fuels cylinder pressure has been reduced.
Exhaust temperature has decreased for the optimum condition, mainly 
due to the reduced charge air temperature. This reduction in exhaust 
temperature will give improved reliability as they directly affect valve 
temperatures.
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7.4 CYCLE ANALYSIS RESULTS
The cycle analysis results obtained from the heat release program 
can be seen in tables 7.9 to 7.12. The results presented are averaged 
results such that cycle to cycle variations are accounted for. Results 
were not-taken for the baseline tests with Diesel as the heat release 
acquisition system was not complete.
7.4.1 BASELINE RESULTS
Baseline results were obtained with injection timing at -22 BTDC, 
charge air temperature not controlled and the turbine fully open.
7.4.1.1 DYNAMIC INJECTION TIMING ( TABLE 7.9a)
As mentioned earlier/ for baseline tests injection timing is set 
statically at 229BTDC. For idle the dynamic injection timing is close to 
the static timing/ because the engine is running relatively slowly and 
pressure wave propagation through the fuel line is fast. Injection timing 
was slightly more retarded as engine speed is. increased to ll90rpm. With 
further retardation as the engine speed reaches 1500rpm. For the four load 
conditions at 1500rpm injection timing tended to be more retarded at the 
lower loads. This may be a function of the amount of fuel within the fuel 
system or a fuel pump characteristic.
Fuel quality does not seem to affect injection timing except for 
1500rpm and full load where injection timing had to be retarded to stop 
exhaust temperature and cylinder pressure exceeding their limits.
7.4.1.2 IGNITION DELAY (FIG 7.9a)
For idle the ignition delay is long, reaching a maximum of 14.58° 
for 40%AGO/609S[XX) because the fuel is injected early in the compression 
stroke where local pressures and temperatures are relatively low. The delay 
increases as fuel quality is degraded due to poor ignition quality, although 
80%AGO/205fljCO and 6056AGO/4056LCO fuels have similar cetane numbers and similar 
ignition delays.
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For the same reasons, of low pressures and tempera turces within the 
cylinder, the 1190rpm results show long ignition delays.
As engine speed is increased to 1500rpm ignition delay reduces, 
especially at high loads, as pressure and temperature increase due to 
higher boost pressures from the turbocharger compressor and hotter residual 
gasses at 1500rpm. As engine load reduces the boost and in cylinder 
temperature reduce with a subsequent increase in ignition delay. Again, 
as the fuel degrades to 40%AGO/60%LCO the ignition delay increases with 
lower cetane numbers.
7.4.1.3 MEAN PRESSURE DURING IGNITION DELAY (FIG 7.10a)
The mean pressure, calculated by the heat release program using the 
cylinder pressure trace, is dependent on the length of the ignition delay 
and location of ignition delay period relative to the compression curve.
The mean pressure during ignition delay (ID) is also dependent on initial 
boost pressures, injection timing and engine speed.
For the two lower speeds, where boost pressure is low and injection 
is early, the mean pressure during ignition delay is low. For the 1500rpm 
tests the mean pressure increases with load, due mainly to increased boost, 
reaching a maximum of 64.5 bar for 4036AGO/60&LCO.. The higher the charge 
pressure the shorter the igniiton delay, mainly due to increased density, 
and accelerated fuel preparation.
Generally speaking then, higher cylinder pressures give shorter 
ignition delay. In the case of the 1500rpm results, it appears the mean 
pressure increases (except for 803Nm,40%AGO/60%LAO) as the fuel quality 
becomes worse. This could be a result of the later burning as ignition 
delay becomes longer. The performance results do show for baseline that as 
fuel quality is degraded turbocharger speed increases with a subsequent 
increase in compressor boost supply.
Pressure during ignition delay will have a significant effect at 
lower in cylinder temperatures, and is thus more important at low loads.
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7 . 4 . 1 . 4  KEAN TEMPERATURE DURING IG N IT IO N  DELAY (TABLE 7 -1 0 a )
The mean temperature during ignition delay is an important factor. 
Generally speaking the higher the compression temperature? the higher the 
evaporation rate from the fuel droplets. Boost temperature, position of 
ID relative to the compression stroke, temperature of residual gasses 
and cylinder walls all affect the temperature during ignition delay.
From table 7.10b the temperature at idle is relatively low varying 
between 808 and 850°C. This being due mainly to low boost and early 
injection. As the engine speed is increased to 1190rpm the temperature 
during ignition delay also increases due to increased boost and less time 
for heat loss during the compression stroke; engine friction will also 
increase cylinder wall temperature.
At 1500rpm the varying load has the greatest effect on the ignition 
delay. As load is increased, the residual gas temperature and wall 
temperature increase. This results in higher charge temperature and pressure 
(due to increased exhaust energy) at injection, thus shortening the ignition 
delay. Table 7.10b clearly shows this trend for all fuel mixture as the 
load is increased from 268Nm to 1070Nm at 1500rpm. The temperature for 268Nm 
is approximately 900K for each fuel. Maximum temperature is found to be 
1198.4K (925.25°C) for the 40^AGO/60?SLCO mixture at full load of 1070Nm.
7.4.1.5 MAXIMUM DP/Dt AT BASELINE (TABLE 7.9b)
Maximum DP/Dt occurs during maximum heat release DQ/Dt, which itself 
occurs just after ignition delay when the fuel prepared during ignition 
delay is burnt. Generally speaking, at any engine speed-load condition, 
maximum DP/Dt will increase as the ignition delay increases.
Maximum DP/Dt as a limiting factor on the engine is important, since 
any rapid increase in pressure within the cylinder will be transmitted as 
a shock through the piston-crank mechanism and through the crankshaft. The 
engine used for the present work no specific limit had been set but it 
is obvious that the engine was designed to run on 100%AGO for automotive
to
use. The engine is thus capable of accomodating the heat release pattern found 
for lOO/'AGO. Whether the engine can burrA 40%AGO/60%LCO fuel for long periods
is doutful- For the present tests the aim was to reduce maximum Dp/Dt and 
make the assumption that benefits were gained at the lower DP/Dt vaiUes
From table 7.9b for the idle condition where the amount of fuel 
available for burning was low the maximum DP/Dt values were not high.
From fig 7*2/ which shows the injector needle lift/ it is clear'that fuel 
was injected for a period of 9 degrees only while the ignition delay was, 
from table 7.9a/ always above 12 degrees, such that all the fuel had been 
injected before the start of combustion and is therefore available for 
rapid burning. For the higher engine speed of 1190rpm maximum DP/Dt is 
high, as injection rate is high allowing more fuel to be prepared during 
ignition delay. For the two fuel mixtures 80%AGO/20%LCO and 60%AGO/40%LCO 
values of 19.32 bar/sec and 17.14 bar/sec are obtained. For the poorest 
quality fuel /4096AGO/60%LCO with a cetane value of 34, the maximum value 
of DP/Dt has more than doubled compared with the previous values. A value 
of 41.25 bar/sec is obtained. The ignition delay for the 40%AGO/60%LCO fuel 
has increased by approximately 2.8 degrees to 13.81 degrees, compared 
with 11.09 and 11.0 degrees for the other two higher cetane fuels.
For all three fuels at baseline and 1190rpm the ignition delay is 
longer than the duration of injection, such that the increase of maximum 
DP/Dt for the 409oAGO/60?SLCO fuel must be due to longer ignition delay 
of 13.81. For 1500rpm the ignition delay increases as load is reduced.
At this speed of 1500rpm if the fuel injection rate is assumed to be the 
same at any load it is possible to say that the amount of fuel that , is 
prepared for start of combustion is dependent on the ignition delay. The 
consequence of this is that initial combustion is more violent and hence 
maximum DP/Dt increases as load reduces. From table 7.9b for any fuel 
mixture as the load is reduced the maximum DP/Dt increases. For the 
80%AGO/2056LOO mixture DP/Dt is 14.37 bar/sec at full load of 1070Nm, 
increasing to 17.45 bar/sec at half load of 535Nm. More severe are the 
values obtained for the 40%&GO/60%LCO mixture where cetane number is 
reduced to 34. Here the maximum value of DP/Dt at full load is 16.80 bar/sec 
but increases to a value of 48.41 bar/sec at half load, where ignition 
delay has increased by 2^ degrees when compared to 80%AGO/20%LCO
The exception to the assumption, that as load reduces maximum DP/Dt 
increases, is when fuel is not being prepared during the whole period of
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when duration of injection is less than the
the ignition delay, ie.
This can.clearly be seen for the 4W^GO/6Chgcn 
duration of ignition delay- /WXLCO
, figure 7.3 shows that the duration of m i e r n ^  
fuel at I500rpm and 268Nm, section
■innition delay is 14.82 degrees, 
is 9 degrees, whereas the i9
 rnM OF DP/Dt VALUES (TABLE 7.10a)
7 .4 .1.6 STANDARD DEVIAT I O N  L-----------  L
The standard deviation (SD) gives an indication of the cycle to 
cycle variations.
For idle, standard deviation is low at values varying between 0.5060 
for 80%AGO/20%LC0 to 0.5467 for 40%AGO/60%LCO. These values are not large 
' but they do increase as the fuel degrades. For the 1190rpm run, the value 
of 11.013 for AOYcAGO/60%LCO indicates large cycle to cycle variations and 
poor running.
The 1500rpm cycle to cycle variations are satisfactory considering the 
large maximum DP/Dt's obtained. The only unsatisfactory result was again 
obtained from the 4QMG0/6026LC0 result at 1500rpm,535Nm. Where the maximum 
DP/Dt value of 48.41 bar/sec was obtained with a standard deviation of 
14.36 bar/sec.
Standard deviation will be affected by the number of cycles recorded 
for baseline. More cycles were recorded for the optimum giving a more 
accurate representation of cycle variations.
7.4.1.7 STANDARD DEVIATION OF IGNITION DELAY
These results are presented in table 7.10b the maximum value obtained 
was 0.52 degrees at 1070Nm and 60%AGO/40%LCO. This was considered to be 
good, indicating that cycle to cycle variations of ignition delay were 
not excessive.
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turbine geometry and charge 
sfc is found.
7.4.2 KRSULd'S FOR opq-iMl^_CQNPllI^g-
- - -aryin9 ^he three variables injection timing,
air temperature in turn until the minimum
7 „ 7.1 DYNAMIC INJECTION 1T I M H C J  SEE TABLE, 7.9a_ and 7.11a)
Table 7.11a shows optimum dynamic timings. As mentioned retardation 
is always required. At idle when fuelling per shot is low and air to fuel 
ratio high it is important to retard so that charge temperature and pressure 
are increased. The actual values obtained are all approximately -10°BTDC.
For the 1190rpm runs the timing varies between -11.0 degrees and 
-14.0 degrees BTDC at optimum. For the three fuel mixtures this represents 
a retardation of between -6.0 degrees and -9.0 degrees. For the higher 
speed of 1500rpm the optimum timings vary between -11.0 degrees BTDC for 
60%AGO/40%LCO at 268Nm to -17.0 degrees BTDC for 80%AGO/20%LCO at 803Nm. 
There does not seem to be any clear trend as load increases or fuel 
quality degrades, except at full load where timing is retarded as fuel 
quality degrades.
7.4.2.2 IGNITION DELAY AT OPTIMUM (TABLE 7.11a)
At optimum, as the ignition delay reduces, with similar injection 
rates when compared to the baseline, the time needed to prepare fuel for 
combustion is less so that pre-mixed combustion will be less severe than 
for the baseline.
At idle the ignition delay is always 2 or 3 degrees less at optimum, 
due mainly to retardation of injection timing. A minimum delay of 8.48 
degrees for Diesel fuel is observed increasing as fuel quality degrades, 
reaching a minimum of 11.25 degrees for 40%AGO/609flLCO.
Similar reductions for ignition delay of 2 degrees are found at 1190rpm 
where additionally turbine restriction is required for the optimum.
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The results for ISOOrpm ure interesting, especially at high loads.
For the higher loads of 803Nm and lOVONm, where the nost important control
. t. v^rne cooling, there is very little change in 
element appears to be charge
,  ^ cnme conditions it actually increases, it would ignition delay and for some
,-h^ rae air density, via cooling, rather than 
appear that increasing encuy
 ^v. e more effect on improving sfc at high loads, temperature itself has moi a
As the load is reduced to 535Nm ignition delay is reduced for the 
8096AGO/2056LCO and 60%AGO/40%LCO fuels, with no further change for the 
worst fuel mixture (table 7.9a). Most improvements at 1500rpm seem to be 
found at a load of 268 Nm. Charge air heating required at this condition 
for the AO&GO/60^ 00 to reduce ignition delay from 14.82 degrees to 13.23 
degrees. Only 8 °C increase of charge air temperature is required, the 
level being raised to 49.4^C.
7.4.2.3 MEAN PRESSURE DURING IGNITION DELAY (TABLE 7.12a and 7.10a)
Turbine restriction and injection timing will have most effect on 
mean pressure during ignition delay. As turbine restriction is increased 
the boost pressure is increased, therefore increasing pressure during the 
compression stroke. Retarding injection timing will allow the fuel to be 
injected at higher pressures during the cycle.
For idle, where injection is retarded by as much as 10 degrees and 
turbine restriction is used, it is only to be expected that the pressure 
during ignition delay will be increased. The values obtained are higher 
than those found for the baseline tests increasing from 28.56 bar to 45.12 
har for the 80MGO/20%LCO mixture, this being the greatest increase. The 
increases for the 40%AGO/60%L£0 is slightly less than 10.0 bar, reaching 
a maximum of 38.46 bar.
The increases found for 1190rpm were just as significant, again due 
to injection retardation and turbine restriction , with a maximum increase 
of 13.61 bar to 50.06 bar found for the 80^GO/20%LCO mixture.
At 1500rpm, the increase of mean pressure would not be as great as 
for the lower engine speeds because timing is not retarded as much. At full
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t . finn is either not used at all or else onlv load where turbine restriction only
. . . . • nd is not retarded by more than  5 deqree<=
nominally and injection timing  ^ "9 es ,
• not qreat. A maximum increase of 12.16 h ^  
the increase of pressure Is
o cr^ r the 80%AGO/20%LCO mixture, 
to 69-79 bar is obtained
, * 7 . 4  MEAN TEMPERAffiSE^ 1^  IgNirjoN.DELAY (TABLE 7.12b) •
At idle the tempefature has increased for all fuel mixtures. At this 
condition no charge heating or cooling was required as the supplied boost 
temperature is always 30°C this being the optimum value. The increase in 
temperature is mainly due to the location of ID relative to the compression 
stroke. The charge temperature has increased by 20.2°K for the 80^GO/20%LCO 
The other two mixtures show increases of 65.7°K and 21.1°K when compared 
to the baseline (table 7.10b).
As engine speed is increased to 1190rpm charge cooling is required 
for optimum conditions but this does not reduce the mean temperature/ due 
to simultaneously retarded injection timing. The maximum increase is for 
the 60%AGO/40%LC0 reaching 950.2°K at optimum.
At 1500rpm engine speed, as load increases, charge air cooling will 
have a greater effect as baseline boost temperature progressively increases. 
At the low load of 268Nm, optimum charge temperature is increased, the great­
est increase being for the 403SAGO/60&LCO mixture where charge air heating 
is required.
For the three higher loads of 535Nm,803 and 1070NM charge air 
cooling has reduced charge temperature during ignition delay indicating that 
air density has a greater effect than charge air temperature as already 
mentioned in section 7.3.3.3.It is interesting to note that at the higher 
loads optimum is obtained when mean temperature is approximately 1000°K.
7.4.2.5 MAXIMUM DP/Dt AT OPTIMUM
Reduction of maximum DP/Dt was one of the reasons for optimising. If 
DP/Dt could be detected quickly and easily then it might be the parameter 
to be optimised . However it was thought by optimising sfc and hence 
improving combustion it would be reasonable to assume maximum DP/Dt reduces.
The results in table 7.lH> show that maximum np/ot has actually 
reduced, especially for the poor running conditions noticed for baseU n e .
For idle where maximum DP/Dt «°uId' in any case, not be a problem the
r-f^ dvced as ignition delay has reduced, 
maximum DP/Dt values have reau
For 1190rpm, where the value of maximum DP/Dt obtained at idle was
 ^ the AWcAGO/60/SLC0, a reduction is obtained. Thethought to be large for
80%AGO/20%LCO and 60%AGO/4C^bCO gave reductions of maximum DP/Dt of 4.07xl0E4 
and 1.22xlOE4 (bar/sec). This is not a very large reduction but for the 
Atm G0/6WLC0 mixture maximum DP/Dt has reduced by 16.16xlOE4 (bar/sec) to 
25 09x10E4 (bar/sec)* At this condition the engine was noticebly guieter.
At' the higher speed of 1500rpm all maximum DP/Dt values were again reduced. 
For the low load of 268Nm, where maximum DP/Dt at baseline is not excessive, 
there were improvements varying from 0.49xl0E4 (bar/sec) for the 80%AGO/
2056LC0 to 5.38xlOE4 (bar/sec) for the 40%AGO/60%LCO fuel.
For the higher loads, where duration of injection is longer than 
the ignition delay such that fuel is always prepared during ignition 
delay, reduction in maximum DP/Dt is not great. There are some small 
improvements for the 80%AGO/2Q$jCO and 60%AGO/40%LCO mixtures but because 
ignition delay values are similar for both baseline and optimum, the amount 
of fuel available for combustion is dependent on the fuel preparation rate, 
which itself is dependent on temperature during ignition delay and charge 
air density. At the two high loads charge density is increased and charge 
temperature reduced.
The intermediate load of 535Nm at 1500rpm had high maximum DP/Dt 
values especially for the 40^AGO/60%LCO mixture for baseline tests, mainly 
due to long ignition delays and low boost. For the poorest fuel maximum 
DP/bt has reduced from 48.41xlOE4 (bar/sec) to 38.75xl0E4 (bar/sec); this 
reduced value could probably still be considered too high when compared 
with all the other values obtained. At this condition injection timing was 
not changed, some turbine restriction (5%) was used and full charge 
cooling was implemented. This led to a slight increase in ignition delay 
to 12.45 degrees at optimum, mean temperature during ignition delay (table 
7.12b) had reduced and mean pressure (table 7.12a) had increased. The only 




is condition it would be more beneficial to minimise maximum Dp/Dt
7.4.2.6 STANDARD DEVIATION^  DP^  ■ VAXAJESjTABLE ,7 -12a )
The results obtained for optimum conditions are more accurate 
because more cycles are recorded, approximately 100 cycles.
The important points made during the baseline discussion (section 
7 3 2 7) were that the standard deviation values found were acceptable/ 
although some of the values obtained for the 40%AGO/60%LCO were unsatis­
factory.
For optimum all the rough running conditions noted for baseline 
indicated lower standard deviations/ especially for the 40%AGO/60?&CO at 
1500rpm/ 535Nm which had reduced from 14.36xlOE4 (bar/sec) for baseline 
to 3.933xlOE4 (bar) for the optimum. Only one condition is still probably 
rather high (1190rpm/535Nm) for the 40%AGO/6O%LCO fuel the standard 
deviation having reduced by 2.474xlOE4 (bar/sec) to 8.539xlOE4 (bar/sec) 
whilst the maximum value has dropped from 41.25xlOE4 (bar/secj to 25.09xl0E4 
(bar/sec).
7.4.2.7 LOCATION OF MAXIMUM DP/frt (TABLE 7.11b)
The benefit of retarding the injection can be seen from the location 
of maximum DP/Dt. If maximum DP/Dt occurs too early then work is done 
against the piston as it is still rising, if it occurs too late pressure 
energy will be lost during expansion.
For the two low speeds, optimum timing is found within two degrees 
of TDC. At the higher speed, as the combustion process has less time, 
the optimum is generally before top dead center.
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7.5 TRANSDUCER o u t p u t s ignals
• ^  for heat release analysis consisted of
Transient data requires
■ne pressure, needle lift and half degree pulses 
cylinder pressure, fuel *  .
rs for all tests is shown m  figures 7.4 to
Output from these transdu
^ .i-c- were not available due to the non'avail-
7.45. Baseline Diesel resu
^dsition system at the time, 
ability of the data a c q u i t
7.5.1 b a s e l i n e results
Although the baseline Diesel results are not available, it is 
possible to compare the other three fuel mixtures at baseline. For base­
line the static injection timing is set to 22°BTDC, turbine restriction 
set to (%> and charge air temperature not controlled.
7.5.1.1 RAW DATA FOR 80GRFM,304NM
The raw data obtained for idle for the three degraded fuels is 
seen in figures 7.4 to 7.6. The output for the duration of the combustion 
process is shown, between 40°BTDC and 30°ATDC. The vertical scale is a 
direct measure of cylinder pressure and 1/10 of fuel line pressure (f.l.p.), 
such that maximum f.l.p. in figure 7.4 is approximately 280bar at 20°BTDC. 
The trace obtained for needle lift gives an indication of lift, rather 
than absolute values.
For idle the duration of injection and injection lag were similar 
for all three fuel mixtures (see table 7.13). The traces for both needle 
lift and fuel line pressure were similar for the different fuels.
The cylinder pressure trace shows pressure increasing steadily 
during the compression stroke (period 40°BTDC to 1CPBTDC) and then 
increasing rapidly, due to start of combustion, between 10° and 5°BTDC.
For the remainder of the pressure curve where diffusion burning occurs 
there is a smooth curve, for all three fuel mixtures.
7.5.1.2 RAW DATA FOR 1190RPM, 535NM (FIGURES 7.7 to 7.9)
At this condition, fuelling per shot is quite substantial, leading
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^   ^ o substantial period- The step in the initial
to full needle lift for a sun h tiai
^nds with a pressure drop of fuel line prG<=~llt, 
rise o f  the needle c o r r e s p o n   ^ P ssure,
 ^ within the fuel line. Maximum needle iift-
due to pressure wave effects wx u t t  is
injection duration even though there are
maintained for most of tne 
fluctuations of fuel line PreSSU
secure trace shows the pressure build-up due to the
The cylinder pressux
, • 40°BTDC and 10°BTDC, reaching higher end values
compression between ^
■j ^  -jio. due to increased boost pressures. The diffusion part
than found for idle/ uu
of the pressure curve has some rough portions, notably at peak pressure 
for the 80%AGO/20^tCO mixture and most pronounced on the curve for 4056AGO/
60%LCO-
7 ^ 1  ^ raw DATA FOR 150QRPM/ 268NM- (FIGURES 7.10 TO 7.12)
At this condition where fuelling per shot is relatively low and 
engine speed high, the duration of injection is shortest. Table 7.13 
shows this clearly with a minimum duration of 7.5 degrees found for the 
40%AGO/60%LCO mixture.
Needle lift does not remain constant for any period of time, just 
reaching a peak and then reducing. The first peak noticed for any fuel 
mixture is due to the first pressure wave reflection. The second peak is 
due to the subsequent pressure oscillations, but these are not maintained 
for a sufficient period of time, so that needle lift only reaches a second 
peak without levelling off.
The cylinder pressure trace shows that the rapid pressure rise 
occurs closer to TDC as fuel quality degrades, due to longer ignition 
delays. The roughness of the pressure curve becomes more pronouced as 
fuel quality deteriorates, being most noticable for the 40%AGO/60?fiLCO 
mixture. At this condition it is also evident that the end of injection 
occurs before the rapid pressure rise due to combustion confirming that 
fuel is not always injected during the whole ignition delay period.
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7.5. 1.4 HAW DATA FOK 1500Rg^- 535NM (F1GURES 70 1_to_^151
The duration of injection has increased from 7.75 degrees to U .5
4- -7 i-^  as l°ad is increased. The needle is maintainsdegrees (see table lA-i) Atiea
• a amount of fuel is injected. There is still theopen until the required ameu  ^ cue
«oedie lift as pressure waves build up in’the fuelinitial spike m  the neeoj-
U n e  Table 7  2 3  alsQ shows that the injection lag increases with the load.
Fuel line pressure wave characteristics are similar for all fuels. 
Cylinder pressure characteristics are the same as those noticed for the 
lower load of 268m,  *ith the rapid rise in pressure closer to TDC as fuel 
quality degrades. Also as the fuel quality degrades the curve becomes more 
spikey particularly so for 40%AGO/60%L£0 . The end of injection occurs 
after the onset of rapid pressure rise, fuel being injected during the 
whole of the ignition delay period.
7.5.1.5 RAW DATA FOR 1500RPM, 803NM (FIGURES 7.16 to 7.18)
The neddle lift diagram is becoming wider and more nearly rectangular 
as more fuel is injected. There does not appear to be a spike as the needle 
reaches its maximum lift; this is due to the fuel line pressure charact­
eristics which show that the first pressure peak is not very high.
Cylinder pressure characteristics show a high peak pressure of 120 bar 
approximately. The curve is quite smooth for the 805&GO/2056LCO mixture with 
a smooth transition between the compression and combustion curve. For 
the other two mixtures the curve is not so smooth especially for the 
40%AGO/60%LCO mixture. For the poorest fuel the pressure rise at about 
5 degrees BTDC is quite rapid.
7.5.1.6 RAW DATA FOR 1500RPM, 1070NM (FIGURE 7.19 to 7.21)
Maximum duration of injection and hence maximum fuelling occur at 
this condition. As a result the needle lift signal is very wide and also 
flat. The duration is 20 degrees and injection lag 3.25 degrees (table 7.13)
The cylinder pressure curve at this load reaches a maximum of 120bar
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approximately- There is some roughness during the cising part of tho curve_ 
but the falling part is sm ooth-
. ^  fuel l i n e PRESSURE AND CYLINDER PRESETtpi?
7.5.2 OPTIMUM NEEDLE LLQ j^- — ------------------------------
r. n ?? to 7.45)TRACES (FIGURES__7^---------- .
a For optimum includes those for 100%AGO so that a The traces found ^
be made. Duration of injection and injection laq complete comparison can ^  j ^
7 14. Fot each optimum the three optimising parameters are given in table ^
will have different values which was not the case with the baseline 
testing.
7 5 2.1 paw DATA FOR 800RPM, 304NM (FIGURES 7.22 TO 7.25)
The optimum injection timing for idle is different for each/ sc 
that needle lift signal location and start of the fuel line pressure will 
vary for each fuel.
As in the case of the baseline tests, with such small amounts 
of fuel being injected at idle, needle lift is not very high and never levels 
out. The characteristies are similar (see table 7.14) with duration of 
injection varying between 9.0 and 9.5 degrees. Fuel line pressure charact­
eristics are similar with a build up of pressure required to open the 
injector, the pressure reaches a peak just after opening the injector and 
gradually reduces thereafter.
The cylinder pressure trace is no smoother at optimum than it is 
for the baseline tests. However, rough running at idle is not a problem, 
it being more important to control the location of the rapid pressure 
rise and peak pressure. This is achieved with injector retardation. From 
figures 7.22 to 7.25 maximum rate of pressure rise occurs at or just after 
TDC, with peak pressure at the start of the expansion curve.
7.5.2.2 RAW DATA FOR 11901jBl^ 535NM <FIGURE 7^ §JSSJh2Sl
The location of fuel P ^ u r e  and needle lift transducer signal
is again dependent on the optimum injection timing. The shape character-
 ^_ u  fuel mixtures, 
istics are the same for aJ-J-
The cylinder pressure trace has a longer compression part when 
compared to baseline ( f i ^ 3 ’-7 to 7.9), with start of combustion again 
occuring around TDC. The traces for optimum conditions for 80?6AGO/20%LCO 
and 60%AGO/4056LC0 are no more smooth than the baseline traces, but the traces 
for the 405&GO/6056LCO fuel is much smoother, especially after the peak.
-7 c; 9  ^ PAW DATA FOR 1500RPM, 268NM (FIGURES 7.30 to 7.33)
The needle lift and fuel line pressure transducer signals are similar 
to those for the baseline tests (figures 7.10 to 7.12), which were discussed 
in section 7.5.1.3.
The cylinder pressure trace shows a long compression period with 
rapid rate of pressure rise always occuring after the end of injection.
For lOO^AGO and 80%AGO/2093LCO the rapid rate of pressure rise occurs between 
5 and 2 degrees BTDC, whilst for the other two mixtures it occurs just after 
TDC. The degree of smoothness of the curve just after TDC for 1005&GO is 
poor. For the 809&GO/209SLCO it is similar to that found for the baseline 
tests in figures 7.10 and 7.11. The only improvements are found for the 
409£AGO/60%LCO mixture where the curve* is quite smooth when compared to the 
baseline condition of figure 7.12, presumably as a result of the late start 
of combustion.
7.5.2.4 RAW DATA FOR 1500RPM,535NM (FIGURES 7.34 to 7.37)
The needle lift transducer output shows that the end of injection 
occurs after the start of the rapid rate of pressure rise on the cylinder 
pressure curve due to the larger injection quantity, compared with the 
lower load of 268Nm.
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The pressure curve at optimum for the 100%AGO is reasonably smooth 
but could be improved. The 80%AGO/20%LCO fuel has a smoother pressure 
curve than the corresponding baseline test (figure 7.13). There are still 
some irregularities at optimum but they* are not severe. The 60%AG0/40%LC0 
fuel is similarly smoothed in figure 7.36 when compared to the baseline 
(figure 7.14). For the 40^GO/60%LCO mixture at optimum the curve is no 
smoother than the baseline. Figure 4.37 clearly shows that the cylinder 
pressure fluctuates at the peak, giving poor running conditions.
7.5.2.5 RAW DATA FOR 1500RFM,803NM (FIGURES 7.38 to 7.41)
At these high loads charge air cooling was the most beneficial for 
reducing sfc with only slight timing retardation and no turbine restric­
tion. Consequently the shape of needle lift and fuel line pressure were 
similar to the baseline curves.
The cylinder pressure curves found at optimum were as smooth, in 
all cases, as for the baseline (figures 7.16 to 7.18). The greates improve 
ment gained for the 40%AGO/6056LCO mixture where there are only minor 
fluctuations.
7.5.2.6 RAW DATA FOR 1500RPM, 1070NM ( FIGURES 7.42 to 7.45)
For this maximum load condition the cylinder pressure curves are 
smooth for all fuels at optimum, due to the greater charge density from 
cooling leading to good mixing and combustion. At this condition fuelling 
continues well into the combustion phase, ending at approximately 3°ATDC.
- 1 X 0 -
o>cc nrcttt tS (FTGURES 7.46 to_718 ^
7.6 RELEASE RESULTb^J-----------------
j t ^nracv Of heat release (HR) predictions relies 
As mentioned the accuraw
, inder pressure and good smoothing techniques 
on accurate measurement or m o .
cniine techniques were used, with a fit toler- 
For the present work cubic spu
*.^n nf 1% (ie\ the smoothed curve is within 1% 
ence on the smooted function or ia>
^ i-r-^ nsducer signal). Various other smoothing fits 
of the averaged pressure transu
- _  n i<* to 10% but 1% gave the most representative 
were tried varying from 3 ^
curve when checked visually-
7.6.1 BASELINE HEAT RELEASE RESULTS (FIGURES 7.46 to 7.63)
The results are presented in groups of three diagrams each group 
representing one engine condition including the three fuels used for the 
ba sell lie tests. The abscisso represents degrees cx cut',, angle {C «A ), the 
scale being from 150 degrees BTDC to 150 degrees ATDC. The vertical axis 
represents both HR and rate of change of cylinder pressure DP/Dt, the 
maximum value dependent on the engine condition under consideration. The 
solid line represents DP/Dt (bar/sec) whilst the broken line represents
heat release rate (joules/sec) (j/s).
7.6.1.1 HEAT RELEASE FOR 800RPM, 304NM (FIGURE 7.46 to 7.48)
Figure 7.46 shows that after smoothing of the cylinder pressure 
transducer signal there still remains fluctuations in DP/Dt where they 
are not expected. This could be due to noise on the transducer or pressure 
wave reflections within the cylinder. Pressure wave fluctuations are not 
expected between -40 and -20 degrees C.A. and it is reasonable to assume 
an average as indicated by the thick solid line. The drop of DP/Dt after 
-20 degrees is due to evaporation of the fuel and is expected.
The drop in DP/Dt is associated with the subsequent drop in HR 
between 20 and 15 degrees BTDC. After this point there is the well known 
and rapid increase in HR forming a pre-mixed spike, where the fuel prepared 
during ignition delay is burnt. After the pre-mixed spike there is some 
diffusion burning between 5 and 40 degrees ATDC. Again this period is 
rather irregular. Burning is all but completed at 70°ATDC.
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For the 60MGO/4CMro fuel the charcteristics are the same; this is 
not surprising as the cetane numbers are very close for 80%AGO/2<Klc0 and 
6OKAGO/4OKLC0- Peak heat release reaches a similar level of 9.0xl0E5(j/s) 
approximately.
For the 40%AGO/60%LC0 where cetane number is low the peak HR and 
DP/Dt are much higher and the spike much narrower. A maximum HR of over 
12 Oxl0E5 (j/s) is obtained. The diffusion period is similar to the two
previous fuels.
7.6.1.2 httat RELEASE FOR 1190RPM, 535NM (FIGURES 7.49 to 7.51)
For this higher load the peak heat release is increased to approx­
imately 18.0xl0E5 (j/s) for the first two fuel mixtures with a wider pre­
mixed spike, due mainly to increased fuel injection rate throughout igniton 
delay.
The undesirable pressure fluctuations prior to combustion are still 
present; there are also some fluctuations during the diffusion period. As 
fuel quality degrades progressively to the 40%AGO/6056LC0, with the lowest 
cetane value, the pre-mixed spike increases in magnitude reaching a peak 
which is off the vertical scale probably reaching a maximum in the region 
of 50.0xl0E5 (j/s). This spike is also narrower than for the first two 
fuels. Diffusion burning is quite smooth at this condition with few 
fluctuations.
7.6.1.3 HEAT RELEASE FOR 1500RPM, 268NM (FIGURES 7.52 to 7.54)
This condition is noted for having longer ignition delay than duration 
of injection, so that at the start of combustion more fuel will be prepared 
for pre-mixed burning leaving less diffusion burning.
For the first two fuels the results are similar with a peak heat 
release of 17xlOE5 (j/s) and seme diffusion burning. The 40/AGO/60%LCO 
shows a peak heat release of 26xlOE5 (j/s) and narrow pre-mixed spike, 
with very little diffusion burning. The curve of DP/Dt is reasonably smooth 
before the drop of pressure at 10°BTDC.
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7.6. 1.4 HEAT. HE LEASE FOR lSOQliC^  535NM (FIGURES 7^55 to 7.57)
At this load the peak heat release rate increases progressively for 
each fuel being 22.0xl0E5 (j/s) ^or 80%AGO/20%LCO and reaching a maximum 
of 35.0xl0E5 (j/s) for the 405^GO/60/LCO mixture. These are the highest 
values obtained throughout the test series due to the long duration of 
injection and the long ignition delay.
The diffusion burning part of the heat release is more prominent 
for this higher load, although the rate is still low when compared to the 
pre-mixed spike. Smoothest diffusion burning is present for the 40/AG0/ 
605*3X0 mixture.
7.6.1.5 HEAT RELEASE FOR 1500RPM, 803NM (FIGURES 7.58 to 7.60)
There is more diffusion burning at this load as the ignition delay 
shortens so that less fuel is available for burning during the pre-mixed 
phase. For the first two fuels the peak heat release rate reaches a maximum 
of 2QxlOE5 (j/s). The peak rate for the diffusion period is approximately 
13xlOE5 (j/s) for both fuels, with smooth burning tereafter. The maximum 
heat release rate for the 40/AGO/60/LCO fuel is 27.0xl0E5 (j/s) with more 
fuel burnt during the pre-mixed phase. The diffusion burning curve is not 
so smooth and the pre-mixed burning fraction is high.
7.6.1.6 HEAT RELEASE FOR 1500RPM, 1070NM (FIGURES 7.61 to 7.63)
At the full load of 1070Nm where ignition delay is a minimum, heat 
release occurs mainly in the form of diffusion burning. There is a slight 
peak for the first two fuels due to some pre-mixed burning but diffusion 
dominates as the fuel continues to be injected long after the start of 
combustion. For the worst fuel, ie. 40/AG0/6O/LCO there is no pre-mixed 
spike, with a smooth DP/bt peak. The falling portion of the heat release 
curve is the same for all fuel mixtures.
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7.6.2 OPTTMIJM HEAT RELEASE RgSULTS (FIGURES 7.64_to 1.81)
The optimum heat release diagrams include those for Diesel fuel, 
ie. 10Q/£AGO. Each heat release diagram is obtained by averaging a large 
number of cycles, usually mote than 100 cycles.
7 6 ? 1 uraT RELEASE FOR 800RPM, 304NM AT OPTIMUM (FIGURES 7.64 to 7.67)
Both DP/Dt and heat release are much smoother at optimum, even 
though the same smoothing fit of 1% is used.
Generally/ the results at optimum show the peak heat release 
occurring at or just after TDC whereas for baseline it occurs before TDC.
The height of the premixed spike is also lower at the optimum. The 100%AGO 
fuel (figure 7.64) shows the best heat release pattern at idle with the 
lowest pre-mixed spike and a smooth diffusion period. As the fuel quality 
degrades the pre-mixed spike becomes higher and wider, reaching a maximum 
of 11.6xl0E5 (j/s) for the 40%AGO/60%LCO fuel.
7.6.2.2 HEAT RELEASE FOR 1190RPM, 535NM AT OPTIMUM (FIGURES 7.68 to 7.71)
There do not seem to be any significant changes in the pre-mixed spike 
for the three degraded fuels at optimum, the only change being the location 
and width which appears to be narrower at optimum. The position of the 
peak heat release is nearer to TDC for the optimum than for the baseline 
tests.
7.6.2.3 HEAT RELEASE AT 1500RFM, 268NM AT OPTIMUM (FIGURE 7.72 to 7.75)
There is little change at this condition, where all the fuel is 
injected during ignition delay. Although the ignition delay is shorter 
a similar amount of fuel is prepared at optimum as under baseline conditions. 
For optimum settings the charge conditions give mare rapid evaporation, 
so that more fuel is prepared during the shorter ignition delay. For this 
reason the heat release pattern under optimum conditions is similar to 
that for baseline conditions with a high pre-mixed spike and little 
diffusion burning.
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7.S.2.4 HEAT RELEASE FOR lgOggi* 535NM AT °PTpg< <FIgRES^76_to_7^_9,
-,-c still large at this intermediate load, due 
The pre-mixed spike i*3
, The curves are reasonably smooth except for the 
to the long ignition delay- ^  1
^  ^ ^  the pre-mixed spike dominates. The peak heatA OY<AGO/6 0%LCO fuel where ti**
^ fuel is actually higher than for the baseline testsrelease rate for this ruex i ^
reaching a maximum of 38.0xl0E5 (j/s). The baseline condition also gives a 
smoother diffusion period.
7>6>2.5 wrflT RELEASE FOR 1500RPM, 803NM AT OPTIMUM (FIGURES 7.80 to 7.83)
More fuel is burnt during the diffusion period at the two higher 
loads as ignition delay becomes shorter. The baseline and optimum moved 
slightly nearer TDC. For the 80%AGO/20%LCO mixture the baseline curve, (fig 
7.58) appears to give a smoother curve than the optimum, the peak heat 
release being slightly higher under the latter conditions. The 60%AGO/ 
AO&jCO fuel curves are similar under optimum conditions giving a slightly 
lower peak heat release rate, approximately 18.0xl0E5 (j/s). The optimum 
for A09aAGO/6096LC0 shows an increase of the pre-mixed spike reaching a 
maximum of 33.0xl0E5 (j/s) at TDC. The optimum at the two higher loads is 
achieved mainly by. a reduction in charge temperature and hence a charge 
density increase.
7.6.2.6 HEAT RELEASE FOR 1500RPM, 1070NM AT OPTIMUM (FIGURES 7.84 to 7.87)
Again charge cooling is the most important control parameter required 
to reduce sfc, full cooling giving minimum sfc.
The baseline results showed that diffusion burning is dominant at full 
load with only a small amount burnt during the pre-mixed phase. The same 
can be said for the optimum. Figure 7.84 shows the heat release to consist 
of the small pre-mixed spike with a smooth transition to diffusion burning. 
The 80%AGO/2056LCO mixture shows the pre-mixed peak still to be lower than the 
diffusion burning peak. There is a small delay before diffusion burning 
starts, reaching a peak and then declining smoothly. The results for the 
609&CO/4056LC0 are very similar with a lower pre-mixed peak and a higher
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diffusion burning peak
.  ^ -> hiqher pre-mixed spike as the ignitionThe 40%AG0/60%LCO has a ruy k ^ y
. j Hal burning rate is high.
delay increases and the
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7.7 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Results are presented for four different fuel mixtures at baseline 
and optimum. Performance results are presented in tabulated and graphical 
form. No cycle analysis results are given for 1005&GO because the data 
acquisition system was not available. Baseline conditions were attained 
by setting fuel injection timing equal to -22°BTDC, turbine restriction 
to zero percent and charge air temperature uncontrolled. Optimum was 
obtained varying each variable m  turn until best sfc was obtained. For 
100%AGO at optimum the detection of sfc was by noting the fuel rack position, 
minimum rack position being eguated to minimum sfc. For the remainder of 
the fuel mixtures a method of measuring a known mass of fuel into the engine 
and counting the number of revolutions required to consume the fuel, was 
adopted.
Heat release results were obtained using an Opus data acquisition
) O'
system,approximately 36 cycles were obtained at each condition for baseline 
and 100 for optimum. Each batch of cycles was averaged and smoothed to 
give one good cycle.
The performance results are given in tables 7.3 to 7.8. The results 
for idle show that the greatest improvement of sfc is found to be 5.95% 
for the 8C%AGO/2C%LCO mixture.For all the fuel mixtures the optimum is 
found by retarding the fuel injection timing by 12 or 13 degrees, using 
turbine restriction (typically 20%) for the degraded fuel only and keeping 
charge inlet temperature to 30°C for all fuels. Similar characteristics are 
noticed for the mid-range load and speed of 1190rpm, 535Nm. Optimum is 
found by retarding by 9 to 12 degrees, using some turbine restriction (10 to 
20%) and a charge temperature of 30°C. Diesel fuel gave a best improvement 
in sfc of 5.6%.
At the highest speed of 1500rpm the engine was run at four loads.
The lowest load of 268Nm gave small improvements in sfc for the degraded 
fuel but for the 100%AGO an improvement of 3.5% over the baseline was found. 
For most cases the optimum was found at a slightly retarded injection timing# 
no turbine restriction and minimum charge air temixsrature of 30°C. The only
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exception was for the 40%M30/60%I,CO mixture where charge air heating was 
required, raising the charge air temperature at inlet by 8°C to 49.40^
The intermediate load of 535t*n at 1500rpm shows that as uncooled 
charge inlet temperature increases to approximately 50°C,cooling of the 
air has more effect. Optimum is found by slight retardation of injection 
timing, little or no turbine restriction and full charge cooling down to 
3CPC. The best improvement of sfc is found to be 3.42% for the 100%AGO.
The high lo a d  o f 803Nm at 1500rpm requires slight retardation, no turbine 
restriction and full charge cooling to 3093. The only exception is for the 
80%AG0/20% LC 0 where a maximum temperature of 4CPC is obtained possibly 
due to experimental error. The main benefit of this reduced temperature is 
an increased air-fuel ratio to 26 for the 40%AGO/60%LCO where an improvement 
of 4.4% is obtained. This improvement in sfc might prove substantial at such 
high fuelling.
At the maximum load of 1070Nm at 1500rpm constraints on the engine are 
possibly exceeded. This was the case at baseline for the 60%AGO/40%LCO 
mixture and 40%AGO/609&/X> mixture. The baseline injection timing had to be 
retarded to -16°BTDC for the 40%AGO/60%LCO because the limit set on cylinder 
pressure (120b) was exceeded. Another limit that had to be set at baseline 
was the temperature of the charge air into the intercooler as any temperature 
over 100°C would cause the coolant to boil increasing corrosive problems 
and affecting the heat transfer process. The optimum sfc is found by retard­
ing the injection timing slightly, using no turbine restriction and using 
full intercooling. Again as in the case of 803Nm, 1500rpm it is full 
charge cooling which has most effect on the sfc with charge inlet tempera*'. 
ture being reduced by between 55°C and 68.1°C. The maximum improvement of 
sfc is found to be 7.06% for the 60%AGO/40%LCO mixture where air-fuel ratio 
has increased. The benefits of lower charge inlet temperature include 
lower maximum temperatures on most components especially exhaust valves.
The many cycles obtained for either baseline or optimum were averaged 
and then smoothed before being used for heat release analysis. Approximately 
36 cycles are obtained for baseline and 100 for optimum results. Results 
are not presented for the Diesel fuel at baseline because the data acquisi­
tion system was not available.
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The results show that ignition delay is long for the baseline at idle 
reaching a maximum of 14.58 degrees for the worse fuel of 40%AGO/60%lc0 
because the fuel is inj.ected very early in compression part of the stroke 
where local pressures and temperatures are low. The ignition delay also 
increases as the quality of the fuel degrades. The same trends are noticed 
for the baseline condition at 1190rpm and 535Nm. At the higher engine speed 
of 1500rpm ignition delay reduces due to higher cylinder pressures and temp- 
eratures, due to increased turbocharger compressor boost pressures and temp— 
eratures. At optimum; ignition delay is reduced for idle, mainly due to the 
later injection timing moving the injection period further up the compression 
curve into higher pressure and temperature. Ignition delay is reduced by 2 
or 3 degrees for idle giving less time for fuel preparation. The same trends 
are noticed for the higher speed of 1190rpm. The results for 1500rpm show 
very little change in ignition delay at optimum at the high loads of 803Nm and 
1070Nm, where charge cooling is more important.lt would appear an increased 
charge density, via cooling, is important. The two lower loads of 268Nm and 
535Nm give some reduction in ignition delay.
Mean pressure during ignition delay is affected by injection timing 
and turbine restriction. The mean pressure at baseline is low for the two 
low speeds of 800rpm and 1190rpm, due to early injection and no turbine rest­
riction. For the high speed, 1500rpm, mean pressure steadily increases as the 
load increases, due to increased boost pressures and temperatures at the 
start of compression. For optimum most increases of mean pressure during 
ignition delay are found at low engine speeds, where injection retardation 
appears to be the most important parameter. The greatest improvement for idle 
is for the 8036AGO/209fljCO fuel reaching a value of 45.12 (Bar) . For the 
the speed of 1190rpm the best increase is again for the 80%AGO/20?6LCO fuel 
which reaches a maximum of 50.06 (Bar) , an increase of 13.61 (Bar)..
Turbine restriction has been required to obtain the minimum sfc at these 
engine speeds. For the higher engine speed of 1500rpm where turbine control 
was only required in a few cases and fuel injection retardation was only 
slight there was not much increase in mean pressure. The greatest benefit 
coming from the use of a charge cooler, especially at the high loads of 803Nm 
and 1070Nm.
Mean temperature during ignition delay was inferred from the heat 
release analysis. The temperature at low engine speeds was low for baseline
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due, to early injection, of fuel and low boost from the compressor. As the 
engine speed increases to l500rpm the temperature at baseline is dependent 
on engine load, as load increases the work to the turbine and hence 
the boost temperature increases. Also as .Load increases the temperature of 
residual gases within the cylinder increase. The values at optimum have 
increased at low engine speeds and reduced at the higher engine speeds and 
loads. A t ’idle, temperature has increased with the later injection timings 
and increased turbine restriction, this is also true for the 1190rpm, 535Nm 
condition. For the higher speed of 1500rpm increase of temperature during 
ignition delay is only noticed for the load of 268Nm, as load is increased 
the temperature drops ,when compared to baseline, because charge cooling is 
the most important parameter when optimising sfc.
The rate of pressure rise DP/Dt within the cylinder was determined 
from the pressure trace, part of the optimising work was to see how this 
value behaved when sfc is optimised. At baseline all the DP/Dt values were 
high, especially for the degraded fuels. The values obtained at idle were not 
a problem as the fuel quantity injected was low, with most burning 
in the pre-mixed spike. At the higher speed of 1190rpm and load of 535Nm 
fuel injection rate was increased and ignition delays long, at baseline, 
allowing more fuel to be prepared prior to ignition. At this condition 
the maximum DP/Dt values increased as fuel quality became worse, the highest 
value of 41.25 bar/sec occurring for the 40&GO/605&00. With increasing 
stresses transmitted through the piston-crank mechanism. At 1500rpm the 
value of DP/Dt increases as load is reduced because fuel injection rate is 
reasonably constant but ignition delays increase as load reduces, allowing 
more fuel to be prepared at low loads. The only exception to this is at the 
lowest load of 268Nm where duration of injection is shorter than ignition 
delay. At optimum DP/lDt values reduce in all cases. There are small improve­
ments at idle, mainly due to the low values obtained at baseline, as load 
increases to 1190rpm where high DP/Dt values were noticed at baseline improve­
ments have been made. The most important reduction is found for the 40%AGO/ 
6096LCO mixture where DP/T>t has been reduced by 16.16xlOE4 (bar/sec),to 
25.09xl0E4 (bar/sec). The main improvements at the 1500rpm conditions are 
for the 40%AGO/60£LCO fuel at 535Nm reducing to 38.75xlOE4 (bar/sec). This 
value would probably still be too high for the engine used.
The raw data, cylinder pressure, needle lift and fuel line pressure 
are presented in graphical f°rlT1 for a11 conditions. This data being Used 
the final heat release results which are also given for all conditions (figs 
7.46 to 7.87). These figures show the change of heat release and the 
rate of change of cylinder pressure DP/Dt, results were not available for 
diesel at baseline. The baseline results show generally higher and narrower 
heat release peaks# the peaks increasing as the fuel quality degrades and 
always highest for the 40%AGO/60%LCO fuel. At baseline the peak heat release 
and DP/Dt values occur before top dead centre/ due to static injection timing 
of 22 degrees BTDC.
The low speeds of 800rpm and 1190rpm show mainly pre-mixed burning 
because most of the fuel is prepared prior to ignition and not much fuel is 
injected. As the engine speed increases to 1500rpm the amount of fuel burnt 
during diffusion is increased especially as the load is increased. At the 
two high loads of 803Nm and 1070Nm diffusion becomes an important part of 
the combustion process (figs 7.58 to 7.63)/ although the 40%AGO/60%LCO fuel, 
for 803Nm, still gives alot of pre-mixed burning (tig- 7.60). The 40%AG0/ 
60%LCO mixture for the maximum load of 1070Nm consists of diffusion burning 
conpletely.
The optimum heat release diagrams (figs 7.64 to 7.87) show that the 
diagrams are smoother, especially the diffusion part, and peak values are 
lower than those for baseline. The idle condition (figs 7.64 to 7.67) show 
slightly more diffusion burning and a lower peak heat release. For 1190rpm 
the peak values are not reduced substantially and there are not any improve­
ments in diffusion burning. The high speed of 1500rpm and low load of 268Nm 
again shows mainly pre-mixed burning because a small amount of fuel is 
injected and prepared during ignition delay, although ignition delay is 
reduced at optimum. At the higher, load of 535Nm where high DP/Dt values are 
noticed at baseline the peak heat release is reduced and diffusion burning 
increased. The worst fuel of 40%AGO/60%LC0 still shows very spikey burning 
but improvements have been found. The heat release diagrams at higher loads 
are similar to baseline, with charge cooling giving most improvements at such 
heavy fuelling. The only benefit to be gained at these loads is smoother 
burning, the only difference being for the 40%AGO/60?6LCO where a pre-mixed 
spike is noticed, which is not the case for baseline.
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7.8 APPLICATION OF OPTIMISED Rg§S^-
The mean pressure and temperature °t)Serve<^  during ignition delay 
are shown in tables 7.10 a,b and 7.12 a,b respectively. The same results 
are also presented for 3 of the 4 fuels used in figures 7.88 to 7.93 as
follows:
Fig. 7.88 ID v mean pressure
during ignition delay(Pm ) for 80/20 fuel
Fig. 7.89 ID v mean temperature during . - CCAI* = 821
ignition delay(Tm )
Fig. 7.90 ID v Pra for 60/40 fuel
Fig. 7.91 ID v Tm CCAI = 830'
Fig. 7.92 ID v Pm for 40/60 fuel
Fig. 7.93 ID v Tm CCAI = 859
It is clear for all the fuels that for 800rpm and 1190rpm
increasing Pm , figures 7.88,90,92 , leads to reduced igntion delay.
However for 1500rpm at 1/2, 3/4 and full load increasing charge density 
via increased Pm is required to obtain optimum, where ID is not reduced 
significantly. It is noticeable that ID has actually increased at optimum 
for full load at 1500rpm for all fuels. The mean tenperature values (figs 
7.89,7.91,7.93 ) show that for 800rpm and 1190rpm increasing ^m has a much 
smaller effect, except possibly for the 60/40 fuel. To obtain reduced ID 
for 1500rpm at 1/4 load it is necessary to use increased Tm for 60/40 and 
40/60, that is as the ignition quality degrades. At 1500rpm for 1/2,3/4 
and full load Tm is actually reduced to find optimum again suggesting 
increased charge density as the major factor. Figures7.92,93 also show 
the regions in which each variable has most influence.
The effect of the quality of the fuel on the ID for all engine
conditions is seen in fig 7.94a. When ignition quality degrades, ie. CCAI 
increases, the ignition delay tends to increase as expected. For the two
low speeds of 800rpm and 1190rpm ID is high due to poor charge conditions
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and relatively slow engine speeds. For the higher speed of I500rpra the 
ID reduces as load increases, due to increasing charge density. When 
optimised (fig 7.94b) the I D  versus CCAI characteristics show a narrower 
range of ID, with all high values: being reduced. The minimum ID's at 
optimum are similar to baseline indicating that charge density increase 
is more important. It is possible using figure 7.94a to obtain an ignition 
delay for this engine for any fuel of known CCAI at any speed and load, 
especially at a constant speed of ISOOrpm. For example if a fuel of
CCAI =- 840, which maybe supplied from an oil producer or inferred
from density and viscosity, is to be used then at half load the ID will 
be approximately 11-2 degrees (assuming linearity of CCAI between 860 
and 830). It would also be possible to suggest that by optimising (fig
7.94b) the I D  could be reduced to 10.8 degrees.
Based on the above an optimizer could be designed using inputs 
of Pm and Tm. However, these quantities are not directly under control, 
whereas injection timing (VI), inlet air temperature (VA) and variable 
geometry turbocharger setting (VT) (see section 5.3) are. The link 
between the latter variables and Pm and Tta could be provided by the 
accurate cycle simulation program. The resultant schedules for the 
settings of VI, VA and VT could then be incorporated in a control algorithm.
Optimization affects not only ignition delay-(ID) but also maximum 
rate of cylinder pressure rise (dp/dt) max. Values of dp/dt for both 
baseline and optimized conditions are ploted in figs. 7.95a and 7.95b
Figure 7.95a,b clearly shows the benefit from a reliability and 
reduced stress point of view, of optimising the engine variables. Figure 
7.95a shows the maximum rate of pressure rise dp/dt plotted against CCAI 
for the baseline condition. The highest dp/dt*s occur at 1500rpm and 
at the mid-range load of 535Nm where ID is long and injection rate high.
When sfc is optimised maximum dp/dt .valuesreduce, mainly due to increased 
air fuel ratio and reduced I D , the reductions in max dp/dt are seen 
in figure 7.95b. As before 1500rpm and 535 Nm is still the worst condition 
during operation. More important is the possibility of some notional 
limit of max. dp/dt being set for this engine. If* for example, the engine 
manufacturer guarantees the engine for max. DP/Dt of 30 bar/sec (a limit was not 
not set for the present tests) then from fig.7.95a a CCAI of 837 would be the
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highest value used for this engine- referxng to figure 7.96 this is
a cetane nurfcer of 40.5. From f i ^ e 7 '95b xt 13 P035^  to see that
• -4. 4T /cor the limit is not exceeded until CCAI
at the-same limit of 30 bar/sec, ^
. , . -^lent cetane of 37.5. This trend would
reaches 846.5 which is an equivar
_  miality fuel and reduce fuel cost, 
encourage the use of the poorer qu
i_ reductions of max dp/dt are obtained 
For fuels available at present /
when- the sfc is optimised-
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7.8.1 REQUIREMENTS FOR COTOn OPTDSgBB.
As already stated a flexible optimzer could be based on a cycle 
simulation program operating on conbrolled variable settings VI,
VA and VT. However, the simulati°n would clearly have to account for 
varying CCAI. The accuracy of this model would thus depend upon correlations 
used to predict ignition delay (ID), heat transfer and heat release 
rate etc., these correlations becoming more conplex as the fuel quality 
degrades Q£- aromaticity increases. It is possible using the data generated 
to correlate ignition delay for this engine, which is representative 
of auxilary or generating engines for marine applications.
7.8.1.1 IGNITION DELAY CXDRREIATION
J
For any fuel of known cetane number the ignition delay will be 
dependent on the physical and chemical components of fuel preparation 
for distillate fuels it is the physical component which is important 
because fuels with high cetane number (eg Diesel)ignite easily thereby 
shortening the chemical preparation.period. Aromatic components of 
residual fuels on the other hand do not ignite so easily so that the 
chemical process takes longer with the physical preparation period being 
possibly similar to a distillate fuel. This increase of ignition delay 
with aromatic fuels would suggest that any overall ignition delay correlation 
would, in addition to Pm and Tm (see figure 7.88 to 7.93) have to take 
account of the aromaticity of the fuel and the complex chemical processes 
which are associated with them.
For the present engine which was a moderate swirl direct injection
engine -the main influences upon ignition delay are charge mean pressure 
during ID, charge mean temperature during ID, fuel injection rate and
swirl. For this engine swirl was moderate and it has been shown (ref 57)
that fuel injection rate does not have a primary effect upon ID.
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Following a Wolfer (ref 35 ) type expression
ID = f(Pmean,Tmean) 
C
ID = K . E1^ •.. equ. 7.1
where a,c & K are constants:
it is possible to obtain an ignition delay correlation for each 
fuel.Mean pressure Pro and mean temperature Tm for each of the fuels 
used are plotted in fishes 7.88 and 7.93.
The results for 100% AGO are not shown but a correlation is presented 
for this fuel/ although it was not possible to test its accurancy under 
baseline conditions (tables 7.9 and 7.10) only six values of Pm and 
Tm are available whereas for the other fuels twelve values (baseline 
and optimum) are available.
The procedure for finding ignition delay for 80%AGO/20%DCO 
only will be presented/ the ignition delay correlations found for the 
other fuel mixtures are also shown in figure 7.99
SSince after logarithmic representation of the Wolfer expression, 
equation 7.1.
By obtaining separate correlations of log ID versus log Pm and log 
ID versus 1/Ita, based on experimental results, we may determine the 
constants 'a* and *c' in the Wolfer expression. These correlations 
are shown in figures 7.97 and 7.98 from these
ln (ID) =lnK - a.ln(Pm) + c
Tm
—  equ. 7.2
ln (ID) = a.ln (PnO + b •.. equ. 7.3
and ln (ID) = c + d 
Tm
—  equ. 7.4
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where a = gradient of figure 7.97 
b = intercept of figure 7.97 
c = gradient of figure 7.98 
and d = intercept of figure 7-98
To minimise the error introduced when fitting a line to the data 
a least squares fit is employed from which (fig. 7.97-and 7.98)




giving the following ID correlation for 80%AGO/20^AGO
ID = 2.051 1307.9 ... equ. 7.5
PctO.4934 * E Tftn
The correlations for all the fuels are given in figure 7.99
They do not show any trend with CCAI but do give reasonably accurate 
predictions of ID for the various fuels.
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7 -_9 DEVELOPMENT OF FUEL M7\NAGET@L ^ ^ ^
The work presented is part of a larger research programme involving 
many industrial and research establishments, The contribution of the 
present work is to investigate the effects, of optimising engine sfc 
for fuels of different quality and to develop control strategies .
The work i n v e s t i g a t e s  what effect varying the three parameters (VG,VA 
and VT) would have on engine performance and to examine the effect of 
varying fuel aromaticity-
Optimization has shown that reduced ignition delay also leads to 
reductions in maximum rate of pressure rise (max Dp/Dt).
At the same time specific fuel consumption (sfc) is reduced due 
to Air fuel ratio increases (see tables 7.3 to 7.8).
To design a controller which will adjust engine settings to suit 
any fuel it is necessary to characterise the fuels available currently 
and in the future. This fuel characterisation package which asseses 
such parameters as ID,max DP/DT,heat release temperatures, heat release 
rates e t c . will be incorporated in a simulation program, making id and 
heat ; release correlations more accurate. Another major consideration 
for the controller is the actual technique used to optimise the variable 
in question be it sfc or maximum DP/jDT. The use of an accurate simulation 
program in conjunction with a good fuel characterisation package as the 
function generator is the most important prerequisite for the controller 
ref. 58
The preceding work has produced a correlation for ignition delay 
at any engine condition for fuels having CCAI varying' between 808 and 859,
CCAI of 859 being a poor quality fuel with long ignition delay. Experimental 
heat release diagrams have been obtained and it is possible to match predicted 
heat release diagrams to them by devising appropriate shape factors.
Characterisation of residual fuels has been carried out by a collaborating 
research establishment (ref 52 ') using an array of 30 different fuels 
which are typical of marine fuels currently available for bunkering.
- 1 5 6 -
. • a /A*. Vipat release rate and combustion temperatureXonition delay, maximum dp/dt hea^ <*tUre
. different fuels and the fuel has been 
ftave all been examined, for the axi-
x . :prIns of combustion shape factors to 
characterised ( ref. 52 ) in t ,
for a range of engine conditions. The
produce a two part burning rate
factors and ignition delays for any CCAI 
data generated by these shape r • ^
. prVe as input to an accurate simulation 
and engine condition would so-
program.
, 5 has identified one possible technique for
The' work of chapter o
nor- namely the simplex technique. This method requires_  the controller, J
. w>rause enqine limitations such as maximum cylinderfurther refinement oecauo a
pressure are not accounted for.
use in
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7.10 c o n c l u s i o n s t o v a r i a b l e Qy^k1—  FUELS. w o r k_
Results for four different quality fuels are presented, six engine 
conditions were tested and a baseline and optimum found for each condition. 
Baseline was with static injection timing of 22BTDC, charge temperature 
uncontrolled and turbine left fully open. Optimum is found by minimising 
sfc using the above three variables.
For all engine conditions sfc has been improved. Most benefit gained 
for low engine speeds of 800rpm and 1190rpm and also at the highest speed 
and load of 1500rpm and 1070Nm, where highest fuelling is present. A maximum 
improvement of 7.06% is found for the 60%AGO/40%L£0 fuel at 1500rpm, 1070Nm. 
The effect of each variable on sfc was not cheked but it is clear that at 
idle fuel injection retardation and some turbine restriction are necessary. 
For the higher speeds of 1500rpm charge cooling becomes more important as 
load is increased.
The heat release results are presented for each engine condition and 
fuel at optimum. For baseline heat release results were not available for 
the Diesel fuel as the data acquisition system was not available. The 
baseline heat release analysis shows long ignition delays for the low engine 
speeds# at the higher speed ignition delay lengthens with reducing load.
The ignition delay also increases, in all cases, as fuel quality degrades. 
Maximum DP/Dt values are most severe for engine speeds of 1190rpm and 
1500rpm at the same load of 535Nm, due to long ignition delays and unfavour­
able charge conditions.
At optimum ignition delays and maximum DP/Dt values have generally 
reduced. At idle and 1190rpm the retardation of injection timing has 
increased pressure and temperature in the cylinder and reduced ignition 
delay. For 1500rpm the ignition delay has reduced for the two low loads of 
268Nm and 535Nm but at higher loads ignition delay is unchanged, reduct­
ions in sfc obtained from greater charge density and lower charge temperature. 
Maximum DP/Dt is reduced in all cases at optimum, although a maximum of 
38.75 bar/sec is obtained for the worse fuel at 1500rpm and 535Nm. For 
heat release analysis the cylinder pressure data had to be averaged and 
smoothed, 36 cycles were taken for each test at baseline and 100 at optimum.
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The four fuels used had CCAI numbers/ ranging from 808 (Diesel) 
to 859 (a mixture of an aromatic fuel and Diesel to cive long ignition 
delays). The effect of mean pressure and temperature during ignition 
delay was observed. CCAI, the ignition quality indicator/ was related 
to ignition delay and cetane number. A linear relationship between 
CCAI and calculated cetane index was observed (there was insufficient 
data available to correlate CCAI to ignition delay at baseline, although 
a look-up graph is presented).
The effect of optimising sfc upon maximum rate of pressure rise 
(max DP/DT) was observed and it was shown how a notional limit on max 
DP/DT can be used to allow a specific engine to run on poorer quality 
fuel.
Ignition delay correlations were found for four different fuels 
of varying CCAI number, the correlation being a function of mean pressure 
and mean temperature during ignition delay. The present work characterised 
variable quality fuels in terms of ignition delay and presented heat 
release diagrams, full fuel characterisation being part of a larger 
project.
A suggestion as to how any future controller can be developed is 
given using the optimization technique given in chapter 5 .
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INJECTION TllllKc -11.9 *14.9 -9.27 -11.9 -11.9 -11.6
TUBINE RESTRICTION \V, 17.8 17.8 17.8 Aii. C 12.8 17.8
CHARGE M R  TEr.c . C 38.3 36.5 29.6 :e.e 29.9 34.9
SFC »i. q .* i»;-Tit J 8.2153 6.2159 6.2138 6.2132 6.2184 e.218?
HAJ. CYL. PRESSURE l&rri 89 85 7fc 8; 86 79
t u r ?o :m a r g e r . s p e e d  (rt«j C I O 4151; 4251? 44243 484 18 41974
TOR:IKS I?«LET ! E * M  :: 425 423 4 r A 4:‘ 425 427
K ll- *  c'.O' i e.: e. i *  ^t. .< V . 1 8.2 e.i
K C : *  FRESS’jRi tt*r 1.249 1.256 l. i j * J *•■> * • V T 4 *VC -* 4 » iw.'
FREE.SURE RAT It 1.26 . 21 1.2? !. 19 1.21
itfbhail iS fen!! 1 i. »- 4 • m * 1. 1. IS 1.22 1 .
VCi.'HtTMC EFF. 5:'. 9 Sr.I Si. 2 58.2 89. i 6 6 .  t
Tfc£fri. * r *, 3?. 4 • ; * * *’. • ■; ; 42.3 •it’ ..
c w u : : *  £ ; : . u t * .  I 53.5 i M : 64.1 b L . '
M f n . .  « • ’ . <;• 37.5 3*.: * * 7 38.3
+  r- • 
.* w  • 1
T U R M N ?  E?: . 55.4 5s. i rA l 5S.T 68.6 52.2
AIR/FLS.. - M I C 33.5 32. 6 • c - > * •? 1.'it * ’ •> .
Table 7.1 Results of Diesel optimization for 1190rpm/ 535Nm.
F U E L . . . . . . —  8eiAG0/2eTLC0
ENGINE SPEED - —  808 rp»
TORQUE . . . . . —  304 Ni
B M E P - - - - - - —  3.43 bar
L I M I T S :
A I R  I N L E T  T E M P  . . . - 30C-BBC
T U R B I N E  R E S T R I C T I O N  - - 1 1 - 5 8 1
I N J E C T I O N  T I M I N G  — - - e v - i e v
p e r t u r b ; liuNS FSC.* FOUND MINIMUM
EIPT. FOUND TIMING 1 lrllWj TURBINE " l u r a m r LMfiKbL feRSECHTt"
OPTIMUM ADVANCED RETARDED RESTRICTION RESTRICTION AIR TEMP.
INCREASE DECREASED UP
INJECTION TIMING -9.8 -11.1 06.5 -9.0 -9.2 -9.0 -21.3
TURBINE RESTRICT ICS (1) 26.3 28.0 28.0 25. C 15.8 2e.e 1.6
CHAR6E AIR TErtP. iCi 30.: 38.1 36.2 29.8 38.2 34.0 30.0
BSFC Ug.'H-hrJ 0.:-3tR 0.237fc 0.2377 0.13/i 8.2382 6.2389 6.2519
MR I. CTL. P?tS:-L--E tb*r: jC »'j » 51 C “ J w '4 j **
TURt:C'CuA:GER 5PEED Irpi. - - - - - - -
TURBINE In l ET TG": . IC» *. T *ir ; C * ft. * ! *• i U •^0 J '■•oci»\- *1
BOSCH S**.jr £ <L' 1.1 0.6 i -. 1 . • v.c * w L * • l . t i • J
BOOST PRESSURE lb*': 1.024 1.824 1.024 1.627 1.819 1.019 1.810
PRESSURE RATIO 1.04 1.84 1.64 1.8: 1.64 1.64 1.64
EIPANSI ON RATIO 1.0S 1.67 1.03 1.06 1.67 1.03 1.86
VOLUMETRIC EPF. II) 86.2 6S.3 86.8 87.4 Sfe.4 89.2 89.8
THERMAL EPF. I D 0• w* • 35.7 31.7 35.7 35.6 I t, C 3>.fc
COMPRESSOR ccF. l V AS.: 4=.: 4S.2 44.; 4£.S 4:.:
OVERALL Src. I D -» c 31.4 T 1 *\ • • • * * A , . . 1 J * « I 38.8
TURBINE EFF. tt; t t . i 72.2 ct.c tS.7 7a‘. fc 71.3 81.7
AIR/riicL «*A*IG 41.3 45.2 45.1 4:.: 4*vt 44. S 42.5
Table 7.2 Results of 80%AG)/20?&CO optimization for 800rpm, 304NM.
ENGINE SPEED... 8 0 0 RPM
TORQUE.................. 2 0 t NM
B .M .E .P .................. BAR
100?. AGO 8 0 3 A G 0 /2 0 3 L C 0 60? .A G 0 /40? .L C 0 4 0 3 A G 0 /6 0 3 L C 0
OPT BASE OPT BASE OPT BASE OPT BASE
INJECTION TiniNG BTDC ** 10*0 -11*0 - V O " V O -li*o -10*0 -11-0
TURBINE RESTRICTION (. 0-0 o-o *2-0*0 0*0 n*6 0*0 16 *0 0*0
CHARGE AIR TEMP ( C ) T-CV<V 3 0 *1 *0-1 30'0 30* + 3\*S 70*7 3l-°\
BSf.C (KG/KWHR) 0 W 1 Ol+l<2 o*i36°\ 0*1+03 0*1906 0 1 + 3 S 0-19S0
MAX.CYL PRESSURE (BAR) S3 66 S 6 61 SB 62 S-i 11
TURBO SPEEO (RPM) - - — - - - -
TURBINE INLET TEMP (C) 1-+6 1 1 *1 1+1 *41 1°19 123 1+S
SMOKE OPACITY
1
(%) 0 * ° 1 i-l 0 - 6 i*S I O’t 1*3 o*V i* i
BOOST PRESSURE (B A R ) 0 * 0 5 0 0 * 0 3 1 o*oss 0 * 0 7 ° l 0 * 0 1 1 0*06* 0 -0 8 1 0 * 0 1 3
PRESSURE RATIO I'OB i*0°r 1'0<+ l-O +T 1*05 1 *0 + i'QV 1*0+“
EXHAUST PRESS (BAR) 0*0*7* 0*013 O *0 2 * \ 0*06“) 0*031 0* 0*7*7 0*031 0 * 0 7 3
EXPANSION RATIO 1*06 1-06 i*oa 1*06 1-0*7 1*06 1-01 1*06
VOLUMETRIC EFFY (X) * V S 2 V 6 n a * * • « ° \o * o
THERMAL EFFY (X) 36*3 3  +  *°! 3 9 S 3B-6 39*3 33*3 3+“*°l 3 3  *S
COMPRESSOR EFFY (X) <V3*1 ‘H'G <vz*s <H'S so a +3*+- +1*3 3 7 *1
OYERALL EFFY (X) IB *6 3 9 *+ * 31*5 32*0 3V°\ 33*1 3 0 -S 1 > 5
TURBINE EFFY (X) *7 6 *0 66*9 21*1 6*1*6 0 7  *1 7 V ° \ tl-%
AIR/FUEL RATIO 1 + 6 * 3 +-1S tW * a\ + 3 - - c1 r h o + -1 *1
TABLE 7.3 RESULTS FOR ALL FUELS AT ONE CONDITION
ENGINE SPEED.... n°io RPn
TORQUE.... S-iS N il
B.M.E.P.... 6 a R
1002AG O b o ?.a g o / 2 o ?.l c o 607.A G O /4021C O 4 0 3 A G O /6 0 3 1 C 0
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TABLE 7.4 RFSIJI TS FOR ALL FUELS AT ONE CONDITION
ENGINE SP E ED   1 5 0 0  RPn
TO R Q U E   n m
S M E P .................... 3 - 0 3  BAR
100 P. AGO 8 0 3 A G 0 /2 0 7 .L C 0 6o ?.a g o /40?.lco 4 0 3 A 6 0 /6 0 8 L C 0
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TABLE 7.5 RESULTS FOR ALL FUELS AT ONE CONDITION
ENGINE SPEED. .. \E>00 RPn
TORQUE. . . . . 5 3 5 NM
B.M.E.P. . . . . 4*04 BAR
100?. AGO 8 0 8 A G 0 /2 0 3 L C O 60? .A G 0 /40? .L C 0 4 0 3 A G 0 /6 0 3 L C 0
OPT BASE OPT BASE OPT BASE OPT BASE
INJECTION T IM IN G BTDC -15*1 H «*0 - t y o - W O - a *  5 - 1 8 '0 -1 6 * 0 -1 6 -0
TURBINE RESTRICTION (%) “7 0 o o 00 0*0 0*0 0*0 6*0 o - o
CHARGE AIR TEMP. (C ) 3 o - 6 5 3 * 0 3 0 - 4 5 o - ^ 305 50*0 30 ■ % b O -O
B S F .C  (K G /K W H R ) o - i i n 0 *7 .\5 5 0 - -U 8 7 o * r t o 8 0 - 7 0 4 4 0 - 7 - 7 0 $ o -o j w
1
MAX.CYL PRESSURE 
TURBO SPEED  
TURBINE INLET TEMP  
SMOKE OPACITY
(B A R )  
(R P M )  
• (C )  (%)
4 7 -



















5 V 6 3 7
n 3 i
0 - 7 -
.................H
R t -  
4 7  < \
0 **7 -
BOOST PRESSURE (B A R ) 0 - 3 5 7 . 0 -3 1 5 o R iM 0 - 3 0 7 , 0*7,77- 0 -734* 0 - 3 3 0 0 '*3 5 \
PRESSURE RATIO 1*3 1 1*7-8 1*7.7 t -7 ,7 1*7-7 L -7 -S 1**37- 1 - 7 .4
EXHAUST PRESS 
EXPANSION RATIO
(B A R ) 0 - ^ 0 3
1 * 3 7
0 3  I S  
1*30 1*33
0 * 3 3 8
M l
0 3 )5 7  
T -3 7 -
0 -338 . 
i -3 0
0 - 3 8 ° \  
t *3 7
0 -3 7 -9  .






3 < V 6
8 < y o
3 S 7 -
5 3  *S 
3 R *3
$ 4 - 6
3 8 * 8
$ 7 * 5
3 S - V
8 8 * 4  
* 7  "7
5 7 *3
3 8 * 0
4 0 '0 
3 7 * 0
COMPRESSOR EFFY ( % ) 6 4 * 5 76*6 6 3 - 5 66*6 64-* 0 6 5 * 8 66*1 6 6 *6
OYERALL EFFY ( * ) 3 8 * 4 3 4 - 3 3 6 ' 5 3 8 *4 * 3 3 * S 3  4 * 3 3 * * 8 . *VT..
TUR BINEEFFY  
A IR /F U E L  RATIO
( % ) 6 0 - 3  
3 5  3
5 \* 3
3 0 * 4
5 > 5
3 3 -7
5 7 - 6
3 l - 8
6 0 *  l
33*1
5 ° 1 '7  
3  V -l
5 ft  -6 
3 7 - - T -
5 V S >  
7 - 8  '•%
TABLE 7.6 RESULTS FOR ALL FUELS AT ONE CONDITION
ENGINE SPEED. .. \ S O O RPn
TORQUE. . . . . NM
B.M.E.P. . . . . ^ * 0  7 BAR
100?. AGO 80?.AG0/20?.lCO 602AGO/402LCO 402AG0/6Q2LC0
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t a b l e  7.7 RESULTS f o r  a l l  f u e l s  a t  o n e  c o n d i t i o n
ENGINE SPEED  1^ >Q0 r p m
TORQUE  i c n o  m
B .M .E .P ...............  \ X r O ° \  BAR
I002AG0 802AG0/2O/JLCO 602AG 0/402LC0 407.AG0/608LC0
INJECTION T IM IN G  
TURBINE RESTRICTION  
CHARGE A IR  TEM P.
7S-Q
0* O
B.S.F.C (K G /K W H R ) 0'*U\6 0-7.035 0-“LlV\ o-xoin OOlfcV 0-7.099
MAX.CYL PRESSURE 
TURBO SPEED  
TURBINE INLET TEMP  
SMOKE OPACITY
■R-jrv n-7*S 11STJ3 ISSlir
BOOST PRESSURE  
PRESSURE RATIO
0*7&* 0-230 0 -&€°V
EXHAUST PRESS  
EXPANSION RATIO  




TU R blN E EFFY
003 0 0 0 7 0 0 * 7 0 3 O-ftO*
c«9'<r
6V°\A IR /F U E L  RATIO
TAB1E 7 .8  B E S U L T 5  FOR A LL FUFLS A T QNF C O N D |T |n f0
D'faMfWC*. INJECTION TIMINO BTDC MtAM IGNITION DELAY (DEGREES)
10095 AGO 8 0 /2 0 6 0 /4 0 4 0 /6 0 10095 AGO . 8 0 /2 0 6 0 /4 0 'iC /60
800rpm,304Nm - 22.0 - 2 1 . 0 - - 21.0 12.88 12 .8 3 ' 1 4 .5 8
1190rpm,535Nm - 20.0 - 1 9 . 0 - 20.0 1 1 .0 9 11.00 1 3 .81
1500rpm,268Nm - 1 7 . 0 - 1 6 . 0 - 1 6 . 0 1 1 .7 1 12.10 1 4 .8 2
. 1500rpm,535NrA - 1 8 . 0 - 1 8 . 0 - 1 6 . 0 9 .7 2 1 0 .4 5 1 2 .3 9
f5C»0»'prn*,803Nm - 1 9 . 0 - 1 9 . 0 - 1 9 . 0 8 . 4 8 .5 8 1 0 .9 0
1 500rpm,1070Nm - 1 9 . 0 - 1 8 . 0 - 1 6 . 0 7 . 5 7 .2 8 7 .8 0
Table 7.9a Cycle analysis results for all fuels at baseline.
Table 7.9b Cycle analysis results for all fuels at baseline
MAXIMUM D P /D t  AT (USfcUNK; DEGREES RELATIVE TO TDC OP lYlft* D?/Dt
10095 AGO 8 0 /2 0 6 0 /4 0 4 0 /6 0 10095 AGO 8 0 /2 0 6 0 /4 0 4 0 /6 0
800rpm,304Nm 5 .8 8 5 .7 5 6.66 - 8.0 - 8.0 - 5 . 0
1 190rpm,535Nm 1 9 .3 2 1 7 .1 4 4 1 .2 5 - 8.0 - 7 . 0 - 5 . 0
1500rpm,268Nm 13.81 1 5 .6 3 1 9 .5 0 - 5 . 0 - 3 . 0 - 1.0
1500rpm,535Nm 1 7 .9 5 2 4 .7 4 4 8 .4 1 - 6.0 - 5 . 0 - 5 . 0
1500rpm,803Nm 1 5 .8 8 1 6 .0 5 2 1 .0 5 - 8.0 - 8.0 - 6.0
1500rpm,l070Nm 1 4 .3 7 1 4 .3 7
---------------
1 6 . 8 0 - - 8.0 - 8.0  1 - 5 . 0
. , — ■ ■ - ----  ■ ■ - - -- ■ — . .... I
STANDARD DEVIATION OF DP/D V (BMMSec . W * ' ' , MEAN PRESSURE DURING IGNITION DELAY
10095 AGO 8 0 /2 0  1 6 0 /4 0 4 0 /6 0 10095 AGO 8 0 /2 0 6 0 /4 0 4 0 /6 0
800rpm,304Nm 0 .5 0 6 0 .5 0 7 0 .5 4 7 28.56 29.43 28.82
1 1 90rpm,535Nm 4 .7 3 9 2 .6 3 5 1 1 .0 1 3 36.45 35.70 34.11
1 500rpm,268Nm
1
1 .9 5 2 2 . 2 0 9 ’ 4 .1 7 3 38.53 39.86 41.19
! 1 SOOrpm^SSSNm
f
4 .2 9 3 6 .6 2 0 14.360 41.74 42.48 43.42
1 1500rpm,803Nrri 3 .5 6 4 4 .0 5 2 4 .3 2 5 46.15 47.21 44.82
1
! 1 500rpm ,1070Nrn
t
3 .0 2 4 3 .3 1 8 | 4 .0 9 6 57.63 60.04 64.50
Table 7.10a Cycle analysis results for all fuels at baseline
Table 7.10b Cycle analysis results for all fuels at baseline
MEAN TEMPERATURE DURING IGNITION DELAY (fc> STANDARD DEVIATION OF ItAtoaio.vj
10095 AGO 8 0 /2 0 6 0 /4 0 4 0 /6 0 10095 AGO 8 0 /2 0 6 0 /4 0 4 0 /6 0
300rpm,304Nm 8 3 1 .3 8 5 0 .6 8 0 8 .6 0 .3 1 8 0.36 0.45
11 90rpm,535Nm 9 5 4 .0 9 2 3 .5 8 8 9 .2
>
0 .1 9 5 0.00 0.29
1500rpm,268Nm 9 0 6 .2 8 9 8 .1 9 0 2 .8 0.267 0.24 0.31
1 500rpm,535Nm 9 3 3 .4 9 5 0 .8 9 8 6 .0 0.253 0.42 0.40
1500rpm,803Nm 1 0 5 6 .2 1 0 5 2 .5 1 0 4 4 .4 0.375 0.31 0.25
1 500rpm,1070Nm 1 1 3 9 .2 1 1 9 7 .9 1198.4 0.329 0.52 0.44
DYNAM i C INJECTION TIMING BTDC M cAN IGNITION DELAY (DEGREES) OPTIMUM
10095 AGO 8 0 /2 0 6 0 /4 0 4 0 /6 0 10055 AGO 8 0 /2 0 6 0 /4 0 4 0 /6 0
800rpm,304Nm - 1 1 . 0 - 9 . 0 - 9 . 0 - 1 0 . 0 8 .4 8 9 .5 3 1 0 .2 4 1 1 .2 5
1190rpm,535Nm - 1 2 . 0 - 1 1 . 0 - 1 3 . 0 - 1 1 . 0 8 .4 7 8 .8 5 9 .5 9 1 1 .5 0
i 1500rpm ,268Nrn - 1 3 . 0 - 1 6 . 0 - 1 1 . 0 - 1 2 . 0 1 0 .5 5 1 1 .4 9 1 1 .3 7 1 3 .2 3
1500rpm,335Nrrt - 1 5 . 0 - 1 4 . 0 - 1 3 . 0 - 1 6 . 0 8 .7 6 9 .3 3 9 .8 1 1 2 .4 5
l500rpm,803Nm - 1 6 . 0 - 1 7 . 0 - 1 4 . 0 - 1 4 . 0 8 .0 3 8 .5 5 8 .4 0 1 0 .8 4
1500rpm,1070Nm - 1 6 . 0 - 1 5 . 0 - 1 4 . 0 - 1 4 . 0 7 . 5 5 7 . 7 4 7 .8 2 9 .1 5
Tabla 7.11a Cycle analysis results for all fuels at optimum
Table 7.11b Cycle analysis results for all fuels at optimum
MAXIMUM D P /D t  AT OPTIMUM £) DEGREES RELATIVE TO TDC { *A\x
10055 AGO 8 0 /2 0 6 0 /4 0 4 0 /6 0 10055 AGO 8 0 /2 0 6 0 /4 0 4 0 /6 0
800rpm,304Nm 3 . 3 2 . 3 .9 7 4 .3 1 5 .1 5 - 1 . 0 + 2 . 0 - 1 . 0 + 2 .0
1 190rpm,535Nm 1 1 .9 5 1 5 .2 5 1 5 .9 2 2 5 .0 9 - 2 . 0 - 1 . 0 - 2 . 0 + 2 .0
1500rpm,268Nm 1 1 .7 9 1 3 .3 2 1 1 .1 9 1 4 .1 2 - 5 . 0 - 3 . 0 + 2 . 0 + 3 .0
1500rpm,535Nm 1 3 .9 9 1 4 .8 7 1 8 .7 8 3 8 .7 5 - 5 . 0 - 2 . 0 - 1 . 0 - 2 . 0
1300rpm,803Nm 1 1 .8 5 1 5 .2 3 1 3 .4 2 2 0 .3 0 - 5 . 0 - 5 . 0 - 4 . 0 - 1 . 0
ISOOrpmJOTONm 1 1 .0 5 1 0 .8 4 1 1 .5 2 1 6 .4 7 - 5 . 0 - 5 . 0 - 5 . 0 - 4 . 0
STANDARD DEVIATION OF D P /D t MEAN PRESSURE DURING IGNITION DELAY
10 0%  AGO 8 0 /2 0 6 0 /4 0 4 0 /6 0 1 0 0 % AGO 8 0 / 2 0 6 0 /4 0 4 0 / 6 0
8 0 0 rp m ,3 0 4 N m 0 . 2 9 3 0 . 4 1 3 0 . 4 1 2 0 . 5 6 2 4 0 . 4 9 4 5 . 1 2 4 4 . 1 6 3 8 . 4 6
1 1 9 0 rp m ,5 3 5 N m 3 . 3 4 8 4 . 4 1 9 4 . 2 8 4 8 . 5 3 9 4 8 . 0 2 5 0 . 0 6 4 5 . 1 2 4 7 . 6 8
1 5 0 0 rp m ,2 6 8 N m 1 . 8 1 8 2 . 9 6 1 2 . 3 4 0 2 . 7 0 0 4 3 . 3 5 3 9 . 7 1 4 5 . 8 3 4 4 . 8 2
1 5 0 0 rp m ,5 3 5 N m 1 . 9 2 6 3 . 8 9 7 5 . 2 7 4 3 . 9 3 3 42.29 40.23 SO. 3*7 43.75
1 500rpm,803Nrri 2 . 4 1 2 3 . 6 0 9 2 . 5 8 3 4 . 9 2 3 5 4 . 6 3 5 0 . 0 2 5 6 . 8 7 5 3 . 8 3
15 0 0 rp m ,1 0 7 0 N m 2 . 0 4 3 1 . 9 7 1 2 . 3 0 4 3 . 3 6 6 6 4 . 5 1 6 9 . 7 9 . 6 8 . 4 2 6 6 . 1 9
Table 7.12a Cycle analysis results for all fuels at optimum
Table 7.12b Cycle analysis results for all fuels at optimum
MEAN TEMPERATURE DURING IGNITION DELAY (£ ) STANDARD DEVIATION OF XC>N»T i<jN W r U K  (o«j)
1 0 0 % AGO 8 0 /2 0 6 0 /4 0 4 0 /6 0 1 0 0 % AGO 8 0 / 2 0 6 0 / 4 0 4 0 /6 0
3 0 0 rp m ,3 0 4 N m 8 7 7 . 6 8 5 1 . 5 9 1 6 . 3 8 2 9 . 7 0 . 1 8 0 . 1 8 0 . 4 8 0 . 2 8
119 0 rp m ,5 3 5 N m 9 9 3 . 3 9 6 8 . 5 9 5 0 . 2 8 9 7 . 2 0 . 2 8 0 . 2 3 0 . 3 1 0 . 3 0
1 5 0 0 rp m ,2 6 8 N m 9 3 4 . 8 8 7 9 . 9 9 1 0 . 7 9 3 4 . 2  . 0 . 3 2 0 . 3 1 0 . 2 7 0 . 2 8
15 0 0 rp m ,5 3 5 N m 9 8 6 . 0 8 6 4 . 9 9 3 1 . 6 9 1 0 . 8 0 . 3 7 0 . 3 3 0 . 3 0 0 . 3 7
1 5 00 rp m ,80 3N m 1 0 3 6 . 7 1 0 0 9 . 8 9 7 9 . 5 9 5 7 . 1 0 . 2 4 0 . 3 4 0 . 3 7  ' 0 . 3 0
15 00 rp m ,10 70N m 1 0 6 4 . 4 9 8 2 . 9 1 0 6 5 . 8 9 8 5 . 0 0 . 2 9 0 . 2 9 0 . 3 8 0 . 3 4
DURATION OF INJECTION (DEGREES)
ENGINE
CONDITION 80%AGO/20%LCO 60%AGO/40%LCO 40%AGO/60%LCO
800rpm,304Nm 9.25 9.75 9.75
1190rpm,535Nm 9.50 9.75 10.00
1500rpm,268Nm 7.75 7.75 7.50
1500rpm,535Nm 11.50 11 .50 11.50
1500rpm,803Nm 15.50 16.00 16.00
1500rpm,1070Nm 20.00 20.50 20.00
ENGINE
CONDITION




1190rpm, 535Nm 2.25 2.25 2.25
1500rpm,268Nm 2.50 2.25 2. 25
1500rpm,535Nm 2.50 2.25 2.25
1500rpm,803Nm 3.00 3.00 2.50
1500rpm,1070Nm 3.25 3.25 3.25




OPTIMUM DURATION OF INJECTION (DEGREiES)
100%AG0 80%AGO/20%LCO 60%AGO/40%LCO 40%AGO/
60£LCO
800rpm,304Nm . 9.25 9.00 9.00 9.50
1 190rpm, 535Nni 10.00 10.00 9.75 10.00
1500rpm,268Nm 7.50 7.50 7.75 7.75
1500rpm,535Nm 11.50 11.50 11.50 11.50
15 0 0 r p m ,803Nm 16.00 16.00 15.50 16.00
1500rpm,1070Nm 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00
ENGINE
CONDITION
OPTIMUM FUEL INJECTION LAG (DEGREES)
100%AGO 80%AGO/20%LCO 60%AGO/40%LCO AO%KGO/
fin%T,cn
8 0 0 r p m ,304Nm 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50
1190rpm,535Nm 2.25 2.50 2.50 2.00
1500rpm,268Nm 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50
1500rpm,535Nm 2.50 2.50 2.25 2.50
ISOOrpm/803Nm 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.50
1500rpm,1070Nm 3.50 3.00 3.50 3.50
TABLE 7.14 OPTIMUM DURATION OF INJECTION AND 
INJECTION LAG
T e s T  w ° 'E N c . iN o r a :t o r
• m o M €
(l\)rn^
F V )€ L  OSOD IMS£Ut^€: 0 P T l^ V )K \
I § 0 0 m 1 0 0 %  A c,0 y/
Z m o SSS \\ S
3 IS00 Z6§ W /
1 \V ©C, V\ /
S w §03 N\
G w 10*10 xN /
1 §00 3 0 1 '•00% A C,o J
% m o 33S \\ /
i IS O O 70 \\ /
10 S IS v\ /
U "  i Sol - \ /
iz i 1 0 1 0 w /
i3 $ 0 0 S O I* W%AQqf20%lfl3 7
l l - (H O S I S >\ /
(SOO 7 0 \ \ / /
(G v\ 5 1 9 v\ /  •
17 x\ § 0 3 \ \ J/
1
12 V O IQ v\ /
»1 300 3 0 t WWtflffiSQ /
/z o i H O S>3S w
2.1 1S00 7.0 w /
Z t ' \ S 3 S \ \ J
Z 3 w S O I s\ /
v/
, , ---- ---- —*3-1 W 1 0 7 0 \ \ ----- :------
z s § 0 0 s o n 7  -
7 6 U°10 S 3 S v >/
3 1 is o o Z € 3 y
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Z 1 >A s o l w /
3 0 XV 1 0 7 0 \V J
31 3 0 0 3 0 1 eo^AC0/1t)7.UD /
3 3 U°10 S 3 5 x\ /
33 (SOO z a x\ /
3 1 V\ S 3 S N\ 7
3S \N § 0 ) V\ V
1 6 10 7 0 "V y
31 SOO s o n <K%k£/(QZU0 J
3 3 l l % s i s vs J
3 1 ISO G Z -6§ v\ /
1 0 VS S I S x\ /
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Figure 7.2 duration of injection at idle
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FIG 7.4 RAW DATA FOR 80%AGO/20*LCO FOR 800RPM,304NM AT BASELINE
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C k M v ' a.N'GLl RELATIVE TO TOC 
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FIG 7.9 RAW DATA FOR A 0%AGO/60%LCO FOR 1190RPM
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CRANK ANGLc RELATIVE TO TDC
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14 RAW DATA FOR 60%AGO/40*LCO FOR’ 1 SOORPM'/^iSfJM' a t BASELINE
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CRANK ANGLE RELATIVE TO TDC
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FIG 7.17 RAW DATA FOR 60%AGO/40%LCO FOR 1500RPM, 803NM AT BASELINE
C*AN*’ ANGLE r e l a t i v e  t o  t d c
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FIG 7.19 RAW DATA FOR 80*AGO/20%LCO FOR
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FIG 7.22 RAW DATA FOR 1009&GO FOR 800RPM, 304NM AT OPTIMUM
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FIG 7.24 RAW DATA FOR 609&GO/40%LCO AT 800RPM,304NM FOR OPTIMUM
30
CRANK ANGLE RELA
FIG 7.25 RAW DATA FOR 40^AGO/6C^LCO FOR 8CORPM,304NM AT OPTIMUM
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FIG 7.29 RAW DATA FOR 40%J\GO/60%LCO FOR i;90RPM, 535NM AT OPTIMUM
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FIG 7.32 RAW DATA FOR 60%AGO/-:0%LCO FOR 1500RPM, 268NM AT OPTIMUM
C^.AKs ANGLE RE. ATlVc T: TOC 
FIG 7.33 RAW DATA FOR 409&GC/60%LCO FOR 1500RPM, 268NM AT OPTIMUM
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FIG 7.35 RAW DATA FOR 805&\GO/20%LCO FOR 1500RPM, 535NM AT OPTIMUM
FIG 7.36 RAW DATA FOR 60%-V /'iOSI/X) FOR 1500RPM,535NM AT OPTIMUM
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CRANK ANGLE RELATIVE TO TOC
FIG 7.38 RAW DATA FOR 100%>\GO FOR 1500RPM, 803NM AT OPTIMUM
FIG 7.39 RAW DATA FOR 80%AGO/2096LCO FOR 1500RPM, 803NM AT OPTIMUM
CRANK ANGLE RELATIVE TO TOC
FIG 7.40 RAW DATA FOR 6O;y\GO/40%LCO FOR 1500RPM, 803NM AT OPTIMUM
C RAK K A N Gi. i RE L A^ IVE 1 0 T D f 
FIG 7.41 RAW DATA FOR 4QKAGO/60%LCO FOR 1500RPM, 803NM AT OPTIMUM
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FIG 7.42 RAW DATA FOR 100%AGO FOR 1500RPM, 1070NM AT OPTIMUM
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FIG 7.45 RAW DATA FOR 40%AGO/60%LCO FOR 1500RFM, 1070NM AT OPTIMUM
HEAT REL. (J/S)ENGINE SPEED. . 300RPMn  4-
D P /O T  (BAR/S)
FUEL 3 0 1 A C 0 / 2 Q I L C Q
DEGREE
140 -120 -100 -80 -oO 100 120 140
FIG 7 .46 BASELINE HEAT RELEASE AND RATE OF CHANGE OF PRESSURE V CRANK ANGLE
HEAT REL. (J/S )ENGINE SPEED. . 300RPM
4. <,3 BAR DP/DT (BAR/S)1 0 - -
FUEL. . 60ZAG0/40ZLC0
DEGREE
120 100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 60 80 100 140120
















ENGINE SPEED. . 300RPM 




l/t / uT VdAft/S) - -
DEGREE
— i------ 1------ 1------ 1------ 1------ 1------ 1------ 1------ 1------ 1------ 1------ 1------ 1------ 1-------
-140 -120 -100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
7/48  BASELINE HEAT RELEASE AND RATE OF CHANGE OF PRESSURE V CRANK ANGLE
HEAT REL. (J /S ) "ENGINE SPEED.. I190RPM
DP/DT (BAR/S)
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FIG 7 .49  BASLINE HEAT RELEASE AND RATE OF CHANGE OF PRESSURE V CRANK ANGLE
24 - -
HEAT REL. (J/S ) “  







12  - -
DEGREE
100 -80 -60 -40 -20140 -120 0 20 40 oO 80 100 120 140
FIG 7 .50  9ASLINE HEAT RELEASE AND RATE OF CHANGE OF PRESSURE V CRANK ANGLE
HEAT REL. (J/S ) 
OP/DT (BAR/S)
ENGINE SPEEO. . M90RPM
22 - -
o . 04 BAR
2 0 - -
FUEL. . . . . <+0%AG0/o0%LC0
18 - -
16 - -
12  - -
10 --
DEGREE
140 -120 -100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 60 80 100 120 140
FIG 7.51 BASLINE HEAT RELEASE AND RATE OF CHANGE OF PRESSURE V CRANK ANGLE
HEAJ REL. <J/0> - 
DP/DT (BAR/S) - -
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ENGINE SPEED. . I500RPM
B. n. E. P  3. 03 BAR
FUEL...................  60ZAG 0/40XLC0
iHFAT RFI U/<S1 
DP/DT (BAR/S) 4
DEGREE
-140 -120 -100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
G 7.53  BASLINE HEAT RELEASE AND RATE OF CHANGE OF PRESSURE V CRANK ANGLE
HEAT REL. (J /S ) “  
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FIG 7.54BASLINE HEAT RELEASE AND RATE OF CHANGE OF PRESSURE V CRANK ANGLE
HEAT REL. (J /S )ENGINE SPEED.. I500RPM
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FIG 7.55BASELINE HEAT RELEASE AND RATE OF CHANGE OF PRESSURE V CRANK ANGLE
HEAT REL. (J/S)ENGINE SPEED.. I500RPM
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FIG 7 .56  BASELINE HEAT RELEASE AND RATE OF CHANGE OF PRESSURE V CRANK ANGLE
HEAT REL. (J/S)ENGINE SPEED.. I500RPM
3 5 - - DP/DT (BAR/S)6. 04 BAR
FUEL, 40XAG0/602LC0
3 0 - -
20  - -
15 - -
DEGREE
100 -80 -60 -AO -20140 120 0 20 40 60 100 12080 140
FIG 7 .57  BASELINE HEAT RELEASE AND RATE OF CHANGE OF PRESSURE V CRANK ANGLE
HEAT REL. U/S^ENGINE SPEEO. . I500RPM
DP/DT (BAR/S)30 -
FUEL.. . . . 302AG0/20ZLC0
25 --
15 --
10  - -
DEGREE
140 -120 100 -00 -oO -'«J -20 0 20 40 60 00 100 120
FIG 7 .58  BASLINE HEAT RELEASE AND RATE OF CHANGE OF PRESSURE V CRANK ANGLE
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FIG 7.59 BASLINE HEAT RELEASE AND RATE OF CHANGE OF PRESSURE
120 140
V CRANK ANGLE
HEAT REL. (J/S)ENGINE SPEED. . ISOORPM
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FIG 7 .60  3ASLINGHEAT RELEASE AND RATE OF CHANGE OF PRESSURE V CRANK ANGLE
I24 - -
ENGINE SPEED.. I500RPM HEAT REL. (J/S)
22 - -
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1 0 - -
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140 -120 -100 -80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
FIG 7.61 BASELINE HEAT RELEASE AND RATE OF CHANGE OF PRESSURE V CRANK ANGLE
ENGINE SPEED.. I500RPM HEAT REL. (J/S)22  - -
12. 09 BAR




10  - -
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0120 100 -80 -60 20 20 40140 60 80 100 120
F IG  7.62  BASELINE HEAT RELEASE AND RATE OF CHANGE OF PRESSURE V CRANK ANGLE
ENGINE SPEED. . iSOORPn
22  - -
12 .09  BAR
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FIG 7 .63  BASELINE HEAT RELEASE AND RATE OF CHANGE OF PRESSURE V CRANK ANGLE
H E M  REL. (J/S)ENGINE SPEEO.. 300RPn
DP/DT (BAR/S)D. H. C. .
FUEL, OOSAGO
DEGREE
0 20UO -120 100 -80 -60 -AO -20 60 80 100 120 UO
FIG 7 .64  OPTIMUM HEAT RELEASE AND RATE OF CHANGE OF PRESSURE V CRANK ANGLE
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FIG 7 .65  OPTIMUM HEAT RELEASE AND RATE OF CHANGE OF PRESSURE V CRANK ANGLE
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CHAFTER 8. C0NC1AJSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
8.1 INTRODUCTION
The thesis divides itself into'two parts the common link being 
variable geometry turbocharging. Part 1 is concerned with the design, 
development and testing of a variable geometry turbodharger incorporating 
a vaneless diffuser of varying exit width. The use of the variable compressor 
on an existing test bed in conjunction with a variable geometry turbine was 
also assessed. The second part was concerned with the use of the varible 
geometry turbocharger, in conjunction with an engine management system also 
operating on injection timing and charge air temperature, as a means of 
optimising engine performance when using fuels of variable quality.
8.1.1 CONCLUSIONS TO PART 1: INVESTIGATION OF VARIABLE GEOMETRY COMPRESSORS
The shroud side of the compressor was used to activate diffuser 
restriction control. Three different techniques were used. The first method 
made use of thin stainless steel shim cut into segments and subsequently 
overlapped, this method was found to have very good flexibility but gave 
very poor performance results and was not used. The second method made use 
of a flexible polymer side wall with a maximum diffuser width restriction of 
5C%. The final method was a simple throttle ring situated at diffuser exit. 
The simplicity of this design and better reliability makes the throttle ring 
the better device. The two devices were run at speeds of 60,00rpm and 
80,000rpm. At the lower speed the throttle ring gives better efficiencies 
for low m.f .p. values when restricted. At the high speed the two devices 
give similar pressure ratios and efficiencies when restricted, so there is 
no choice between them when performance is considered. Each device was 
tested at three restrictions, with the maximum restriction of 5036 of diffuser 
passage found to be too severe. As reacceleration of flow occurs as diffuser 
width reduces.
Compressor variable geometry on the engine was achieved by inserting 
two different plates into the compressor shroud and running a limiting torque 
curve across the whole speed range of the engine. The two plates used to 
simulate varying diffuser width both gave the same exit restriction of 25%. 
the difference between the plates being that one gave a stepped restriction
- 1 6 0 -
and the other gave a continuously reducing diffuser width.Both plates 
gave increases of 1JMEP and power at engine speeds below 1400rpm but at 
the expense of sfc. Power was limited at higher engine speeds where turbo­
charger speed became a limit for the effectively smaller compressor.
Simulation studies were undertaken using the program SPICE to assess 
the performance of a variable geometry compressor applied to the engine. 
Compressor geometry was changed by applying a scaling factor to the mass 
flow of the compressor. Results were comparable to the engine test results 
when a baseline run was performed. The program did not show the increases 
in sfc values when a variable geometry compressor was applied, as was the 
case with the experimental prototype.
8.1.2 CONCLUSIONS FOR PART 2: OPTIMIZATION OF ENGINE SFC FOR VARIABLE QUALITY
f u e l s u s i n g v a r i a b l e  g e o m e t r y  t u r b o c h a r g i n g , v a r i a b l e i n j e c t i o n t i m i n g
AND VARIABLE CHARGE AIR TEMPERATURE CONTROL.
The Simplex technique was investigated as a means of optimising the 
engine sfc for the three variables, turbine geometry, fuel injection timing 
and charge air temperature. The simulation program SPICE was used as the 
function generator for the Sinplex method. The results obtained from using 
the Simplex technique were compared to those found by using a manual 
technique of varying each variable in turn and obtaining the minimum sfc.
In all cases the Simplex method gives lower sfc values.
Results for four different fuel qualities were presented, at six engine 
conditions. For each fuel and operating point a baseline and optimum is found. 
For low engine speeds of 800rpm and 1190rptn sfc is improved and at a higher 
engine speed of 1500rpm sfc improvements are greater as load increases.
A maximum improvement of 7.06%, when compared to baseline, is obtained 
for the highest speed and load of 1500rpm and 1070NM respectively.
Fuel injection retardation and turbine restriction are the most 
important factors for improving sfc at the low engine speeds of 800rpm and 
1190rpcn. For the higher speed of 1500rpm charge air cooling becomes more 
important, improvements being greater as load is increased. Slightly retarded 
injection timing , without turbine restriction is also required at 1500rpm.
The optimised conditions show reduced ignition delays at low engine speeds
-161-
,i[ir; Io .kLs , u'htT<‘ charge pressures and temperatures are increased. At.
1 r)UOrpn there is Little change in ignition delay at the two high loads, 
the greatest benefits coming from increased charge air density.
Maximum DP/Dt values have been reduced under optimum conditions as 
ignition delays become shorter and charge density increased.
Heat release diagrams are shown for all tests except for the Diesel 
fuel at baseline/ due to the data acquisition system not then being avaulable- 
The heat release diagrams show the trends expected with peak heat release 
increasing as fuel quality degrades.
8.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
Parti: The compressors built should be tested at higher speeds and 
pressure ratios to look at how the diffuser affects surge suppression and 
efficiency. A continuously variable unit should be fitted to the engine 
and a complete matching excercise performed.
Part 2: A satisfactory method of obtaining sfc instantly should be 
sought and implemented into an engine management system which uses the 
Simplex method. The Simplex program should be modified to take account of 
limiting factors• such as cylinder pressure/ when optimising. A limit on 
DP/Dt has to be set if very poor quality fuels are to be used.
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APPENDIX 1
Engine Designation
Leyland TLll/11 Four Stroke Turbocharged Diesel Engine 
11 litres displacement 9.7 bar bmep
Rating: 190 kW 0 2100 rev/min
1017 Nra 0 1300 rev/min
Number of cylinders: 6
Firing order: 153624
Direct injection engine
oStatic injection timing: 22 BTDC 
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Turbocharger Designation Holset H2B
Type/Specification of Turbo H2B 8081C L25A3
Single stage, nozzless twin entry unit
Turbine Data
Nozzle outlet diameter (mm) 79
Tip Rotor Diameter at entry (mm) 81
Outer diameter at exit (mm) 72
Inner (Hub) diameter at exit (mm) 26
Volute throat area on each entry (cm2) 12.5
Blade angle at rotor entry (deg) 90
Blade pitch at exit 0.133
Rotor entry blade thickness (mm) 1
Width just upstream of rotor entry (mm) 14
Blade thickness at rotor exit outside (mm) 1
Blade thickness at rotor exit inside (mm) 4.5
Volute inlet equivalent diameter of each entry (mm) 46
No. of blades 10
FUel Injection Equipment
Fuel injection pump 
Type
Static timing
CAV in line jerk pump 





For each cylinder and piston 
Surface area of cylinder head (cm2)
Exposed to bore (cm2)
Surface area of piston crown (cm2)
Surface area of cylinder bore from top of block to first 
Piston ring at TDC (cm2)
Surface area of combustion chamber (cm2)
